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CHAPTER 1

Prologue

1.1 Summary

The current magnitude of global energy demands is presented and some problems with the continued reliance on fossil fuels are discussed. Potential solutions to these problems are discussed, particularly the use of solar energy to synthesize solar fuels using semiconductor photocatalysts. The general topic, scope and organization of this dissertation are detailed.

1.2 Global Energy Production

Global primary energy consumption in 2008 was approximately 500 quadrillion BTU ($\sim 5 \times 10^{20}$ J) [1], which corresponds to an average energy consumption rate of approximately 16 terawatts (TW). These figures are projected to grow as the world’s population reaches nearly 10 billion by 2050 [1]. Even though energy intensity is steadily declining, global primary energy consumption is projected to increase to 27 TW by 2050 and 43 TW by 2011 [2], as shown in Figure 1.1b. Approximately 85% of world’s energy in 2008 was provided in the form of fossil fuels (oil, coal and natural gas) [1]. Renewable sources accounted for only $\sim 5\%$, with the majority coming from hydroelectric generation [1].

Many estimates report that there are enough proven reserves of conventional fossil
Figure 1.1: Projections of global carbon emission rates and energy consumption rates from ref. [2].
(a) Carbon emissions in gigatons of carbon per year (GtC/yr) projected to year 2100. Black lines show total emission for different projection models. Colors indicate the fraction of the total due to coal, oil and natural gases sources. (b) Global energy consumption rate (primary power) projected to year 2100 and fractions from different energy sources. (c) Projections of required carbon-neutral energy rates to meet the carbon emission goals in (a) under different projections. IS92a refers to the base case, which assumes trends as of 1998 remain unchanged. WRE 350 indicate projections and requirements to stabilize atmospheric CO$_2$ levels at 350 ppm by volume (likewise WRE 450–750).
fuels to supply the world’s energy use at a constant consumption rate of \( \sim 30 \text{ TW} \) for several centuries. For example, based on 1998 rates of consumption, the World Energy Assessment Report [3] estimated that there are approximately 50–150 years of proven crude oil and natural gas reserves as well as an additional 200–500 years of natural gas reserves if oceanic methane clathrates are included. Furthermore, the report indicated 1,000 to 2,000 years of other fossil fuel resources (coal, oil shale and tar sands).

### 1.3 Challenges to Continued Fossil Fuel Use

Continued heavy reliance on fossil fuels, however, has several potential problems, the first of which is economic in nature. Oil prices are forecast to continue to increase, with various estimates predicting a steady increase in the average annual price to approximately $125–200 per barrel (in 2008 dollars, i.e. not including increases due to inflation) by the year 2035 [1]. This is compared to an average 2008 value of approximately $80.

Another major problem of continued fossil fuel use is the potential impact on the environment caused by sustained and increased carbon emissions. As mentioned above, despite a decrease in energy intensity, the world’s energy consumption rate is projected to significantly increase simply due to an increase in population. It is estimated that at current consumption and emission rates the rate of carbon emission globally will increase from the 2001 value of 6.6 gigatons of carbon per year (GtC/yr) to 13.5 GtC/yr by 2050 [2, 4], see Figure 1.1a. The exact effects on the environment of anthropogenic carbon emissions are still uncertain and are hotly debated. However, what is clear is that modern human society is causing elevated emissions of CO\(_2\). It is also clear from several very long-term geological data sets (up
that, over this time period, elevated global average temperatures have been strongly correlated with—but not necessarily caused by—elevated levels of CO₂ in the atmosphere. The main naturally occurring mechanism of carbon removal from the atmosphere is dissolution in the world’s oceans; however, equilibration times between the atmosphere, the near-surface layer of the oceans and the deep oceans are between 400 and thousands of years [7]. The result is that, without intervention such as sequestration technologies, whatever effects may be caused by the next several decades of elevated carbon emissions will likely persist in the environment for hundreds to thousands of years.

To cap carbon emissions at current rates, and prevent future increases as global energy consumption continues to increase, it is projected that at least 10 TW of energy will need to be provided by carbon-neutral sources by 2050 [2]. Reduction in the current carbon emission rate will of course require even more of the global energy portfolio to be carbon-neutral (up to 30 TW by 2050 based on some carbon reduction plans [2]). Some carbon reductions can be effected by improvements in energy efficiency (e.g. vehicle fuel economy). However, it is clear that new large-scale carbon-neutral energy sources need to be developed to meet these challenges.

1.4 Solar Energy

The total world energy consumption for the entire year of 2008 (∼5 exajoules) is equivalent to the energy of sunlight striking the earth for just 70 minutes (the average energy rate from the sunlight striking the earth’s surface is ∼120,000 TW [8]). However, currently only approximately 1.5% of global energy production comes from a solar source (mostly biomass) [1]. There are many potentially promising research avenues for utilization of solar energy. For instance, large-scale biomass could po-
tentially make a significant impact. Some projections estimate that if energy crops (e.g. switchgrass) were planted on all of the world’s naturally irrigated land area not needed to grow food, the maximum energy output would be just 5–10 TW [7]. However, other biomass technologies (and combinations of technologies) such as algae and cellulosic biomass hold significantly more hope for meeting the future carbon-neutral energy requirements [7, 9]. Direct electricity production using photovoltaic (PV) cells is another interesting avenue. While very large, the land area requirements for 10 TW of PV energy are certainly attainable, particularly when considering distributed generation point sources. One problem with PV energy is that a separate storage technology is required to overcome natural temporal and spatial variations of solar flux, and it is not clear what the best options are. Significant increases in PV and storage efficiency, and even large improvements in cost, are required to make the technology practical, but this is certainly an avenue worth serious pursuit.

1.5 Solar Fuels

Another particularly promising solar energy technology, and the focus of this dissertation, is the direct production of solar fuels using sunlight. The idea here is essentially to mimic nature, in a way, by using a photocatalyst that can absorb sunlight and use electrochemical reactions to convert the photon energy into the energy of chemical bonds (the specific physical processes are discussed in Chapter 2). The net effect is that solar energy can be used to directly transform a low energy compound such as water into a high energy one (hydrogen). Because of this bio-mimicry concept, this technology is often referred to as artificial photosynthesis, as depicted in Figure 1.2 [10]. Reactions such as solar production of hydrogen from water are often referred to as photosynthetic reactions because the resulting
fuel (H\textsubscript{2}) has a higher energy value than the reactant (H\textsubscript{2}O), i.e. the reactions are endothermic. This term is used to distinguish solar fuel reactions from exothermic photoreactions (e.g. photo-induced decomposition reactions), which do not yield high energy (or high value) products. This distinction will be made in more detail in Chapter 2. Because natural (botanical) photosynthesis uses both CO\textsubscript{2} and H\textsubscript{2}O as reactants, the term artificial photosynthesis is occasionally limited to photo-processes that convert—simultaneously or in tandem—both CO\textsubscript{2} and H\textsubscript{2}O to useful fuels, but this stricter definition is not pervasive. Throughout this thesis we focus primarily on the production of hydrogen from water using the energy of light and do not discuss CO\textsubscript{2} activation.

1.6 Scope of the Dissertation

It has been known for several decades that certain semiconductors can absorb photons in the UV-visible portion of the electromagnetic spectrum, and use the absorbed energy to activate water, producing hydrogen and oxygen. This phenomenon, called the Fujishima-Honda effect [11], is discussed in detail in Chapter 2. While this technology has been investigated for 40 years, the process produces hydrogen at very low rates because of inherent deficiencies of the semiconductors. More recent progress has demonstrated that adding metal nanoparticles to the semiconductor can enhance the photocatalytic rates through a variety of phenomena (Chapter 2) [12–25]. If the metal nanoparticles are specially tailored they can also interact with the UV-visible photons through the excitation of surface plasmons [26–29]. Very recently it was demonstrated that this interaction is potentially a much more powerful way to enhance the semiconductor activity [17, 19, 20, 23–25]. This specific class of composites photocatalysts, which comprises a conventional semiconductor and specifically
Figure 1.2: Natural photosynthesis versus artificial photosynthesis from ref. [10]. (a) In natural photosynthesis, plants use biological photocatalysts to absorb photons and transfer the energy of the light into energy of bonds, transforming CO$_2$ and H$_2$O into sugars and oxygen. (b) In artificial photosynthesis, a semiconductor photocatalyst is used to absorb photons and channel the energy of the light into the energy of chemical bonds, transforming a low value reactant such as water into hydrogen.
designed plasmonic metal nanoparticles, is the focus of this dissertation. We use a range of experimental, theoretical and computational tools to investigate the underlying physical mechanisms that govern the enhancements. We demonstrate the construction and evaluation of the new composite materials. And we construct models that capture and predict their behavior, which can be used to guide the design of optimized composite photocatalysts, especially when used in conjunction with other advances being pursued in parallel in other labs and in other fields (for example, advanced synthesis techniques).

1.7 Organization of the Dissertation

This short introduction is followed by Chapter 2 “Semiconductor Photocatalysis”, which introduces the physical phenomena behind photocatalytic transformations on the surface of a semiconductor, especially the Fujishima-Honda effect [11]. The chapter focuses on the photocatalytic splitting of water to form hydrogen and oxygen; however, photo-decomposition of organic compounds is also discussed briefly. A list of required attributes for semiconductor photocatalysts is discussed and in the context of this list, the major common deficiencies of current semiconductor materials are discussed. Finally, the chapter introduces a particularly promising strategy for the development of improved photocatalysts (i.e. combining the semiconductor materials with specially designed metal particles).

Chapter 3 “Synthesis, Experimental and Computational Methods” contains detailed descriptions of various methods used throughout the thesis (primarily Chapters 4, 5 and 6). The chapters themselves contain short methods sections, which present crucial information regarding methodology specific to that particular chapter, as well as references to specific sections within Chapter 3 for further information.
Chapter 4, “Predictive Models for Plasmonic Metal/Semiconductor Photocatalysts” presents some initial investigations of the enhancement of semiconductor activity by the addition of photo-excited plasmonic metal nanostructures. The activity, as measured by an organic decomposition test reaction, is tested for several different composite samples with different optical properties. This allows for the construction of a model that effectively captures the enhancement mechanism by taking into account only the constituent elements’ optical properties. This method is extended, with the aid of optical simulations, to create a theoretical model to predict the optimum design of this class of semiconductor photocatalysts based on selection of the optical characteristics.

Chapter 5, “Plasmon-Enhanced Water Splitting” builds on the concepts in Chapter 4 to design and test a composite plasmonic metal/semiconductor photocatalyst that demonstrates enhanced activity for the production of hydrogen and oxygen from water, compared to that of the semiconductor alone [20]. It has been suggested based on optical simulations that the enhancement could be due to a non-homogeneous distribution of electric fields induced by the metal plasmon resonance [17, 24]. This concept is tested and confirmed experimentally for the first time, providing crucial insights into the underlying physical mechanisms [20].

Chapter 6 “Geometric Model for Designing Plasmonic Metal/Semiconductor Composites” is motivated by the finding in Chapter 5. The demonstration in Chapter 5 that the enhancement is due to the spatially non-homogeneous distribution of electric fields induced by the plasmon resonance suggests that the geometric arrangement of building blocks in the composites is a key aspect of their design. In Chapter 6, this is experimentally tested by monitoring the performance of a set of photocatalysts as a function of changes in the geometric arrangement of the metal and semiconductor
building blocks. A theoretical model is developed that explains the dependence of the activity on geometry.

Chapter 7, “Conclusions and Future Outlook” summarizes the mechanistic insights gained throughout the previous chapters, to present a holistic view of the optimum design of composite plasmonic metal/semiconductor photocatalysts. A few important topics that continue to challenge the future application of this technology are discussed. These topics include potential strategies to improve overall efficiencies, problems and progress in large-scale implementation of the technology, and some basic economic considerations regarding broad use of water splitting as an energy production technology.
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CHAPTER 2

Semiconductor Photocatalysis

2.1 Summary

This chapter presents a brief introduction to photocatalytic transformations on semiconductors. We focus on a discussion of the photocatalytic splitting of water to form H\textsubscript{2} and O\textsubscript{2}. Photocatalytic organic decomposition reactions are also briefly discussed. We discuss a list of requirements for a semiconductor photocatalyst and discuss the common deficiencies of many single-component materials. We also discuss the addition of metal nanoparticles to a semiconductor. The major approach reported in literature is the addition of co-catalysts, where the co-catalysts do not directly interact with light, but serve to increase the semiconductor activity through a few effects. However, recently it has been demonstrated that the addition of photo-excited metal nanoparticles can enhance the semiconductor activity through a range of possible interaction mechanisms, each of which can contribute to enhancing the photo-activity under certain conditions. The discussion in this chapter summarizes the major proposed mechanisms and lays the groundwork for more rigorous investigation and analysis of the enhancement mechanisms presented in the chapters to follow.
2.2 Introduction

As discussed in Chapter 1, the enormous solar flux at the earth’s surface (∼120,000 TW) represents a unique capacity to provide a very large amount of clean, renewable solar fuels [1, 2]. However, this is contingent on the availability of materials that can efficiently capture sunlight and transform the energy of the photons into the energy of chemical bonds, effectively using the solar energy to upgrade a low-energy compound to a high-energy one. Heterogeneous photocatalysts for various light-induced chemical transformations, including splitting of water and decomposition of organic compounds, are almost exclusively semiconductors [3, 4]. Semiconductors are characterized by a filled valence band, which is separated in energy from the empty conduction band, as shown in Figure 2.1. This separation, called the band gap, defines the minimum amount of energy input necessary to move electrons from the valence to the conduction band. For example, valence electrons can be promoted to the conduction band by adding energy in the form of an electrical potential.

2.2.1 The Fujishima-Honda Effect

Interestingly, electrons can also be promoted by photons having energy that exceeds the semiconductor band gap. In 1972, it was realized that this phenomenon could be used to drive the photocatalytic splitting of water* to form H₂ and O₂ [5]. Electrolysis of water requires 1.23 V (or 1.23 eV). This is the same energy as a photon with wavelength of 1008 nm,† which this means that a large proportion of solar photons have sufficient energy (the solar spectrum is shown in Figure 2.1b). However, water is transparent to UV-visible (∼300–800 nm) light and in practice the direct

*For brevity and simplicity we will simply use the term “water splitting” to mean the production of H₂ and O₂ from water using light and mediated by a photocatalyst (typically a semiconductor). Electrolysis and direct photolysis of water are not discussed in this thesis, so this naming convention should not cause any confusion.

†The conversion of energy (in eV) to wavelength (in nm) is: \( E[\text{eV}] = \frac{1239.4}{\lambda[\text{nm}]} \).
Figure 2.1: Schematic of a semiconductor band diagram and the solar spectrum. (a) Schematic of a semiconductor band diagram. The valance band and conduction band are separated by the band gap ($E_g$). Photons with energy equal to or exceeding the band gap can promote an electron from the valence to the conduction band, leaving behind an electron hole ($h^+$) in the valence band. Depending on the potentials, electrochemical half-reactions (for example, the water splitting half-reactions) can be activated by the photo-generated electrons and holes. (b) Intensity of solar light as a function of wavelength (total intensity $\sim 125$ mW/cm$^2$); data for the AM1.5 solar spectrum are from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), http://rredc.nrel.gov/solar/spectra/am1.5/. Direct photolysis of water requires photons with wavelength of less than 190 nm; however, via the Fujishima-Honda effect, photocatalytic water splitting could theoretically be accomplished (with the appropriate semiconductor) using photons with wavelength less than 1000 nm.
photolysis of water can be accomplished only with wavelengths shorter than 190 nm. Fujishima and Honda’s discovery, sometimes called the “Fujishima-Honda effect”, was that the photo-induced splitting of water could be catalyzed by an appropriate semiconductor (their initial discovery employed anatase phase TiO$_2$, but it has since been demonstrated for other semiconductors).

In this system, a flux of photons is absorbed by the semiconductor when the photon energy exceeds the energy of the material’s band gap. An electron is promoted from the semiconductor valence band to the conduction band, leaving behind an empty state in the valence band (referred to as an “electron hole” or simply a “hole”, h$^+$). Water splitting is an electrochemical process, described by the combination of the two half-reactions shown in Equations 2.1 and 2.2 for water splitting in acidic media.

\[
\text{(2.1)} \quad \text{H}_2\text{O} + 2\text{h}^+ \rightarrow 2\text{H}^+ + \frac{1}{2}\text{O}_2
\]

\[
\text{(2.2)} \quad 2\text{H}^+ + 2\text{e}^- \rightarrow \text{H}_2
\]

Or Equations 2.3 and 2.4 for water splitting in basic media.

\[
\text{(2.3)} \quad 2\text{OH}^- + 2\text{h}^+ \rightarrow \text{H}_2\text{O} + \frac{1}{2}\text{O}_2
\]

\[
\text{(2.4)} \quad 2\text{H}_2\text{O} + 2\text{e}^- \rightarrow 2\text{OH}^- + \text{H}_2
\]

These half-reactions are referred to as the oxygen evolution half-reaction (Equation 2.1 or 2.3) and the hydrogen evolution half-reaction (Equation 2.2 or 2.4). We note that the two sets of reactions are equivalent and differ only by the water dissociation reaction, Equation 2.5.

\[
\text{(2.5)} \quad \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{H}^+ + \text{OH}^-
\]

For example, by subtracting Equation 2.5 from Equation 2.1 twice, Equation 2.3 is obtained and by adding Equation 2.5 to Equation 2.2 twice, Equation 2.4 is obtained.
The overall water splitting reaction is the sum of the oxygen evolution and hydrogen evolution half-reactions ($\text{H}_2\text{O} + 2e^- + 2h^+ \rightarrow \text{H}_2 + 1/2\text{O}_2$). As mentioned above, the overall redox potential of the water splitting reaction is 1.23 V. If the photo-generated holes have potential more positive than 1.23 V on the normal hydrogen electrode (NHE) scale, they can drive the oxygen evolution half-reaction. The photo-excited electrons can drive the hydrogen evolution half-reaction if their potential is more negative than 0 with respect to NHE.

The net effect is that the energy of UV-visible photons can be used to drive this highly endothermic chemical transformation (1.23 V equates to a heat of reaction of 237 kJ per mole of $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ consumed), essentially allowing for the deposition and storage of solar energy into the energy of chemical bonds. Figure 2.2 presents a comparison of various semiconductor band positions and their alignment with respect to the water splitting half-reactions [6, 7]. This figure is a convenient way to demonstrate the first set of requirements of a photocatalyst for (unassisted) water splitting:

1. The potential of the semiconductor valence band must be more positive than 1.23 V with respect to NHE.
2. The potential of the semiconductor conduction band must be more negative than zero with respect to NHE.
3. Although this is implied by (1) and (2) it is worth stating explicitly: because the overall water splitting redox potential is 1.23 V, the energy of the semiconductor band gap must exceed 1.23 eV.

These requirements are often summarized colloquially by stating that the semiconductor band gap must “straddle” the redox potentials. We note that system

---

The standard potential of water splitting is 1.23 V per electron. There are two electrons involved per $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ molecule transformed, resulting in a total free energy change of 2.46 eV, or 237 kJ/mol.
Figure 2.2: Positions of the valence band and conduction band for a range of semiconductors (data from references [6] and [7]). Redox potentials for the water splitting half-reactions versus the normal hydrogen electrode (NHE) are also indicated. For the water splitting reaction to be thermodynamically favorable, the band gap should straddle these redox potentials, i.e. the semiconductor conduction band should have higher energy (more negative potential) than the hydrogen evolution potential (0 vs NHE) and the valence band should be lower in energy (more positive potential) than the oxygen evolution potential (1.23 V).
charge neutrality is required; therefore, at steady state it is not possible for only one half-reaction to proceed at a time. Both electrons and holes must satisfy the potential requirements above for overall water splitting. However, it is possible for a system to perform only one water splitting half-reaction if another electrochemical half-reaction proceeds to balance the charge (this is generally accomplished by using a sacrificial reagent and will be discussed in more detail in the following section).

2.2.2 Experimental Water Splitting Systems

There are two main categories of experimental systems that can be used to accomplish these photochemical transformations [4, 5, 8–10]. The first of these, which was used by Fujishima and Honda in their work discussed above, uses two different electrodes for the water splitting half-reactions. The electrodes are placed in a photoelectrochemical (PEC) cell and connected through an external electrical circuit. The working electrode is typically constructed of a semiconductor deposited on a conductive substrate and this is connected electrically to a counter electrode (typically Pt), as illustrated in Figure 2.3. A reference electrode must also be employed in order to determine electric potentials on an absolute scale.

At this point it is worth making the distinction between n-type and p-type semiconductors. These designations refer to the “majority charge carrier” within the bulk of the semiconductor—n-type has majority negative charge carriers (electrons) in the bulk, while p-type has positive charge carriers (holes) as the majority carrier. This means that in water the opposite charge carrier migrates to the surface—holes migrate to the surface of an n-type semiconductor and electrons for p-type [11, 12]. Because of this, photo-electrodes for hole activated processes (e.g. oxygen evolution half-reaction or organic decomposition reactions) are constructed of n-type semiconductors. In contrast, photo-electrodes for electron driven processes (e.g. hydrogen...
Figure 2.3: Schematic diagrams of two water splitting experimental systems. (a) Photoelectrochemical (PEC) cell system for production of $\text{H}_2$ and $\text{O}_2$ from water (processes for an n-type semiconductor are shown). When illuminated with photons of energy exceeding the band gap, excited charge carriers are formed in the semiconductor photoanode. The holes diffuse to the semiconductor surface and drive the oxygen evolution half-reaction ($2\text{H}_2\text{O} + 4h^+ \rightarrow \text{O}_2 + 4\text{H}^+$). Electrons are collected and travel to the counter electrode where they drive the hydrogen evolution half-reaction ($2\text{H}^+ + 2e^- \rightarrow \text{H}_2$). (b) Particle-based water splitting photocatalyst. Excited charge carriers (both electrons and holes) must diffuse to the particle surface where they drive the two half-reactions, usually at specially designed co-catalyst sites.
evolution half-reaction) are typically constructed of p-type semiconductors. In the
experiments discussed in this document, and in many studies throughout the litera-
ture, n-type semiconductors are used to facilitate the oxygen evolution half-reaction
and a metal counter electrode is employed for the hydrogen evolution half-reaction.
The metal counter electrode is usually a simple Pt wire or foil—high surface area
is not required because the hydrogen evolution reactions is very facile on Pt. The
drawback is that Pt is very expensive, and because of a significant thrust in the
literature is the development of less expensive p-type semiconductors that can be
used in place of Pt for the hydrogen evolution half-reaction [13, 14].

Regardless of semiconductor type, illumination with light of the appropriate en-
ergy leads to the formation of charge carriers in the semiconductor. For an n-type
semiconductor, energetic holes diffuse to the semiconductor/liquid interface where
they participate in the oxygen evolution half-reaction. Energetic electrons move
to the Pt counter electrode where they participate in the hydrogen evolution half-
reaction. This experimental configuration has several benefits. If the PEC cell is
designed appropriately, it is possible to separate H₂ and O₂ as they are evolved and
forgo the need for costly downstream separation processes. The external electrical
circuit allows application of a potential bias, which changes the electron energy by
tuning the potential of the counter electrode [11]; for example, this is beneficial when
the photo-excited electrons are not energetic enough to evolve H₂. Furthermore, mea-
suring the photo-generated current (photocurrent) around the external circuit is a
quick, easy method of determining the water splitting reaction rate, since two elec-
trons must move from the semiconductor to the counter electrode for each molecule
of water consumed. However, when using photocurrent as an analog of the water
splitting reaction rate, one must be careful to ensure that the half-reactions occur-
ring at the electrodes are indeed the water splitting half-reactions, rather than the electrons and/or holes being consumed by another undesired electrochemical half-reaction [15–17]. This is typically accomplished by checking that gaseous H\textsubscript{2} and O\textsubscript{2} are evolved in the appropriate stoichiometric ratio, i.e. two moles of H\textsubscript{2} for each mole of O\textsubscript{2}.

Alternatively, photo-catalysts that can perform both half-reactions on the surface of photocatalytic particles have also been identified. As discussed above, single-component photocatalysts are generally not able to meet all of the necessary requirements for overall water splitting. Therefore these systems typically require the addition of co-catalyst particles on the semiconductor surface. Charge carriers diffuse to the specially designed co-catalyst sites where they drive the two half-reactions. The co-catalyst acts to help separate the charge carriers and prevent recombination and to improve the kinetics of the hydrogen evolution half-reaction, the oxygen evolution half-reaction, or both. This is illustrated in Figure 2.3 and described in more detail later in this chapter. This configuration benefits from being experimentally simpler; however, it is not possible to measure photocurrent or adjust the electron energy with an external potential bias, so the semiconductor band positions must be positioned correctly with respect to the half-reaction potentials for overall water splitting.

In either experimental configuration it is common to see the use of sacrificial reagents (electron or hole scavenger) so that only one of the water splitting half-reactions occurs. This allows for the study of the individual half-reactions by ensuring that the overall rate is limited by the half-reaction in question. However, it is prudent to keep in mind that the overall water splitting process (without scavengers) on most semiconductor photocatalysts is typically limited by the rate of oxygen evolution
(particularly in the absence of an oxygen evolution co-catalyst) [9, 10].

2.2.3 Other Photocatalytic Reactions

Most of this dissertation focuses on the light-activated overall splitting of water to form \( \text{H}_2 \) and \( \text{O}_2 \); however, semiconductors are also useful for a wide range of organic decomposition (oxidation) reactions. These reactions are useful in the field of environmental remediation; for example, TiO\(_2\) can be used to decompose organic pollutants in wastewater [18–26]. Another application is constructing self-cleaning surfaces. For example, studies have demonstrated that a thin coating of TiO\(_2\) can catalyze the decomposition of airborne pollutants, meaning that the coated surface stays cleaner [27, 28]. While we mostly focus on the water splitting reaction throughout this document, we do also investigate organic decomposition as a test reaction in Chapter 4, so this class of reaction bears some discussion. The mechanics of charge carrier formation in the semiconductor are the same as previously discussed. However, there are two keys points that differentiate photocatalytic organic decomposition from photocatalytic water splitting.

The first major difference is that organic decomposition reactions are activated by the photo-generated holes at the semiconductor surface and the excited electrons are scavenged by oxygen (either in the surrounding air or more commonly dissolved in the aqueous reaction medium) [20, 21]. The resulting oxygen ions form OH radicals, which aid in the decomposition of the organic compounds. As such, the organic reactions are not two distinct and easily separable electrochemical half-reactions. Dissolved oxygen is a very efficient electron scavenger, almost regardless of the potential of the excited electrons, so external biasing is not necessary. The consequence of these attributes is that photocatalytic organic decomposition is not typically carried out in a PEC cell experimental system as described above in the context of water
splitting.

The second major difference, depicted in Figure 2.4, is that organic decomposition reactions are exothermic processes. The role of the photocatalyst is essentially to channel the energy of photons into activating the organic molecule, forming a radical, which then proceeds “downhill” in energy to the eventual complete mineralization products [20, 21, 29]. On the other hand, as previously mentioned, splitting water to form H\textsubscript{2} and O\textsubscript{2} is highly endothermic. Because of this it is often referred to as a photosynthetic reaction, in that the photo-catalyst has to effectively channel the energy of photons into synthesizing new, high-energy chemical bonds. In fact, at reasonable potentials each elementary step in the water splitting process is endothermic and requires the input of an energetic, photo-generated hole in order to proceed in the forward direction [30, 31]. Furthermore, all the water splitting elementary steps are reversible and, without the driving force supplied by the photo-generated holes, the elementary steps have a driving force to proceed in the reverse direction, toward reforming H\textsubscript{2}O rather than producing H\textsubscript{2} and O\textsubscript{2}. This is in stark contrast to the mechanism of organic decomposition. After activation by a photo-generated hole, the organic radical proceeds irreversibly in the forward direction without additional photon input [20, 21].

Even with these differences, organic decomposition reactions can provide a useful test reaction for evaluating photocatalytic activity of a semiconductor, as we will see in Chapter 4. There are a few reasons why experimentally one may want to investigate organic decomposition rather than water splitting. Chief among these is that if a dye molecule is chosen as the organic reactant, one can use quick and accurate spectroscopic techniques to measure the reactant concentration with time (provided that the dye’s optical properties are chosen appropriately vis-à-vis the light
Figure 2.4: Schematic drawings depicting the approximate energy landscapes for a generic organic photo-decomposition reaction and photocatalytic water splitting. (a) Potential energy for a generic organic decomposition reaction (e.g. methylene blue decomposition) with no light (black curve) and light with photon energy of 3.2 eV (red curve). In the exothermic organic decomposition reaction, the photocatalyst serves to absorb photons and channel the energy into overcoming the activation barrier to formation of a radical species, which then spontaneously decays “downhill” in energy to complete mineralization (CO$_2$ + H$_2$O). (b) Potential energy for photocatalytic water splitting with no light (black curve) and light with photon energy of 3.2 eV (red curve). In water splitting, the photocatalyst must channel photon energy into overcoming the large thermodynamic barrier (∼237 kJ/mol) as well as significant activation barriers for each step of the water splitting process. Essentially, this means that a new photons is required to drive each reversible elementary step in the water splitting reaction pathway.
source, as discussed in detail in Chapter 4). This is an advantage compared to water splitting, where direct measurement of changes in species concentrations (minute changes in water concentration or minute amounts of evolved gases) is difficult to measure accurately. However, the characteristics discussed in the paragraphs above do mean that there are significant differences between the two classes of reactions, and care must be taken to avoid making assumptions about the performance of a material for water splitting, for example, just because it performs well for decomposition of a particular organic molecule.

2.2.4 Desired Properties of a Photocatalyst

While the appeal of the direct conversion of solar into chemical energy has been recognized for a long time, commercial applications of these technologies are scarce. The only commercial scale projects remain limited to very specialized applications of photocatalytic organic decomposition, for example sun-activated self-cleaning surfaces [27, 28, 32], UV-light induced purification and sterilization applications [28, 33, 34], etc. Even these technologies are very limited in their size and scope.

The reason for the difficulty in wide-scale implementation of photocatalytic processes—particularly photosynthetic processes—is the stringent requirements on the photocatalysts themselves. As discussed above, the first basic requirements are that the semiconductor bands must be positioned appropriately in energy with respect to the electrochemical half-reactions. For water splitting, this means that the semiconductor valence band must have a potential more positive than 1.23 V versus NHE to activate the oxygen evolution half-reaction. In practice, the hole potential must be even more positive than 1.23 V versus NHE, usually closer to 1.6 V or more, because additional energy is required to overcome the kinetic barrier for the activation of the oxygen evolution reaction [10]; this additional required electric potential is typically
referred to as the “overpotential”. The semiconductor conduction band must also have a potential more negative than 0 versus NHE. And of course implied by these two requirements is the fact that the semiconductor band gap must be larger than 1.23 eV. These requirements immediately eliminate some materials from consideration as single-component photocatalysts for overall water splitting. Amorphous Si, for example, is widely used in solar cells because of its small band gap of 1.1 eV (meaning that it absorbs a wide portion of the solar spectrum, light with wavelength of 1125 nm and below). However, this band gap is too low to drive the overall splitting of water. Another semiconductor, hematite (α-Fe₂O₃) has a wide enough band gap (2.3 eV) and absorbs a large portion of the solar spectrum (wavelengths below 540 nm). However, the conduction band of hematite has a potential of 0.5 V versus NHE, which means that a large electrical bias is necessary to give the photo-excited electrons enough energy to drive the hydrogen evolution reaction. Of course, balancing these considerations is the fact that the band gap should be as narrow as possible, in order to allow for the absorption of as much of the solar spectrum as possible. For example, ZrO₂ has conduction and valence bands positioned correctly with respect to the water splitting half-reaction potentials. However, the band gap of 5.0 eV is too wide, and only allows for the absorption of photons with wavelength less than 250 nm (the solar spectrum contains little radiation below 300 nm, see Figure 2.2).

In addition to these thermodynamic considerations, potential photocatalysts must also effectively deliver the photo-generated electrons and holes to the semiconductor/liquid junction, where the half-reactions are performed (e.g. the hole-driven oxygen evolution reaction). This is partly a consideration of the intrinsic majority charge carrier (i.e. n-type versus p-type, as discussed above). For n-type semicon-
ductors, holes will typically be the preferred surface species. Even so, most potential
n-type photocatalysts suffer from a high rate of charge carrier recombination in the
bulk before the holes can reach the surface [16, 35–37]. This is due to a discrep-
ancy in the relatively high penetration depth of photons and the relatively low mean
free path of charge carriers [36, 38]. The charge carrier mean free path is defined
as the average distance charge carriers can diffuse before being consumed through
recombination. Because the photon penetration depth is large, most charge carriers
are formed in the semiconductor bulk [38]. The fact that the charge carrier mean
free path is much smaller means that many charge carriers are lost to recombination
before reaching the surface and driving the water splitting half-reactions. Efficient
semiconductor photocatalysts must minimize this recombination rate and more ef-
effectively deliver charge carriers to the semiconductor/liquid junction. This will be a
common theme throughout several sections of this dissertation, especially Chapter
5. Once charge carriers are delivered to the semiconductor surface, the surface must
also possess high catalytic activity, i.e., have surface sites that allow for elementary
chemical transformations associated with the half-reactions to be performed with
small activation barriers (the overpotential must be minimal).

Potential materials must also be stable under water splitting conditions (i.e. under
illumination, in water and sometimes subjected to an external electrical bias). CdS,
for example, would appear to be an ideal water splitting photocatalyst based on
Figure 2.2 alone. The conduction and valence bands are positioned appropriately
with respect to the water splitting half-reactions and the band gap is fairly narrow
(2.4 eV or 516 nm), which allows for absorption of a large portion of solar photons.
However, when excited with energetic photons, CdS itself rather than H$_2$O is oxidized
by the resulting holes [4].

\[
(2.6) \quad \text{CdS} + 2h^+ \rightarrow \text{Cd}^{2+} + \text{S}
\]

The same is often true of other sulfide semiconductors [4]. Oxide semiconductors are typically more stable under water splitting conditions, since they are typically already in a high oxidation state [4]. However, even some oxide semiconductors, such as ZnO, suffer from photo-instability in water [4].

\[
(2.7) \quad \text{ZnO} + 2h^+ \rightarrow \text{Zn}^{2+} + \frac{1}{2}\text{O}_2
\]

From a stability and thermodynamic standpoint, Kudo et al. have suggested that the only viable single-component semiconductor materials are ZrO$_2$, KTaO$_3$, SrTi$_3$ and TiO$_2$ [4]. However, even these materials have shortcomings (e.g. co-catalysts are required to improve kinetics, band engineering is required to extend absorption range, etc.).

In addition to these numerous considerations, potential water splitting photocatalysts must be highly abundant and affordable, in order to ultimately facilitate the widespread production of large amounts solar fuels at reasonable cost. This favors materials such as TiO$_2$, Fe$_2$O$_3$, Si, etc., which have a very high natural abundance, and consequently are inexpensive. For example, the bulk price of TiO$_2$ is currently less than \(\sim 1\)¢/lb and on the lab scale it can generally be obtained from suppliers such as Evonik/Degussa for free.

2.2.5 Common Photocatalyst Deficiencies

These required properties have made it very difficult to identify promising semiconductor photocatalysts, since most single-component materials do not satisfy all the requirements. An often-studied photocatalyst, hematite Fe$_2$O$_3$, is very appealing
due to its high earth abundance and narrow band gap (2.3 eV). However, hematite suffers a misaligned conduction band, as mentioned above, although this can be corrected by applying an external potential bias (> 0.5V) in exchange for an added efficiency loss. More troubling is the low mobility of charge carriers within the bulk of hematite and limited catalytic activity for both half-reactions [39–41]. Semiconductors that exhibit excellent mobility of charge carriers have been identified, such as Si [13, 14] and GaN [42]; however, in general these materials also exhibit poor catalytic activity for both half-reactions and may not have sufficient band gap energy (Si) and/or band alignment (GaN) for overall water splitting.

The most investigated semiconductor photo-catalyst is anatase phase TiO$_2$, because it meets many of the requirements—it is inexpensive and abundant, stable under water splitting conditions and the band positions are more-or-less properly aligned [12, 27, 28, 38, 43]. Because of these attributes, TiO$_2$ is often used as a benchmark semiconductor photocatalyst, and as such we will focus on it in this dissertation. The major drawback of anatase TiO$_2$ is its large band gap of 3.2 eV, which limits photo-absorption only to the UV region of the solar spectrum (i.e., photons in the visible region do not have enough energy to surmount the band gap). Since the UV region represents only ~5% of solar spectrum, TiO$_2$ is not very efficient when sunlight is used to drive the reactions. This can be partially alleviated by doping TiO$_2$ with impurity elements such as nitrogen or carbon [44–50].

Even if these problems could all be surmounted in one material, rates of photocatalytic reactions under sunlight are inherently limited by the relatively diffuse nature of the solar flux. In a location such as Michigan, the solar flux is ~125 mW/cm$^2$, which means that approximately $10^{17}$ solar photons impinge on a surface area of 1

---

\[ ^{8}\text{In practice, TiO}_2\text{ requires a small external potential in order to facilitate the H}_2\text{ evolution reaction because, under illumination, the conduction band potential may become slightly more positive than the H}_2\text{ evolution potential.} \]
The result is that for a theoretical two-dimensional semiconductor surface only \( \sim 100 \) solar photons collide with one surface atomic site (typical area of 10 Å\(^2\)) each second. This photo-impingement rate sets an upper bound on the maximum possible rate of photo-catalytic transformations. Since each mole of \( \text{H}_2 \) produced requires four photons, the maximum per site turnover frequency is 50 s\(^{-1}\).

For a conventional oxide semiconductor such as TiO\(_2\), films on the order of a few micrometers are required to absorb a significant fraction of light [39, 51, 52]. If an equal probability for photon absorption is assigned for each site, for a 1 micrometer thick semiconductor film with 5-Å thick single layer, on average one charge carrier pair is formed on a site only \( \sim \) every 20 seconds. This is extremely low, particularly for reactions, such as water splitting, where each elementary step is inherently endothermic, and there is high probability for reverse reactions.

These deficiencies, combined with the inherent semiconductor deficiencies discussed above, mean that reaction rates on semiconductors photocatalysts are exceedingly low. For example, a typical commercial thermo-catalytic process, currently used to make hydrogen form fossil or bio-renewable hydrocarbons, has a rate that is \( \sim 100,000 \) times higher on a per active surface site basis than the rate of photocatalytic water splitting on a single-component homogeneous semiconductor film.

This is depicted in Figure 2.5, which shows a typical turnover frequency (reaction rate normalized by the number of active sites) for a thermo-catalytic hydrogen production reaction (e.g. methane steam reforming), as compared to the approximate turnover frequency for a state-of-the-art TiO\(_2\) water splitting photocatalyst. We note that these rates are normalized on a per active site basis. For a semiconductor photocatalyst, every site can theoretically be active for absorption of photons and transferal of the photo-generated charge carriers to drive the water splitting half-
reactions. In contrast, to minimize reactor volume a typical thermo-catalyst requires that the active metal sites are dispersed on a high surface area support material, such that the metal may only comprise less than 1% of the total mass. This means that it is not precisely equivalent to compare turnover frequencies on supported metals and bulk semiconductors and it may not be reasonable (or even necessary) to expect that semiconductor turnover frequencies should rival that of conventional catalysts. Nevertheless, the comparison shown in Figure 2.5 is instructive of the differences and challenges encountered when investigating semiconductor photocatalyst, particularly when approaching the field from the background of conventional heterogeneous catalysis.

As detailed above, the ideal maximum upper limit of the photocatalytic rate in Figure 2.5 is dictated by the number of solar photons available with energy exceeding 1.23 eV per surface cite, although realistically is it noted that 1.6–2.4 eV photons are generally needed to overcome kinetic overpotentials and concentration gradients at the semiconductor/liquid interface [10]. If using anatase TiO$_2$ as the photocatalyst (3.2 eV band gap), the number of photons available for reaction decreases dramatically; anatase absorbs only photons with wavelength greater than 387 nm, which equates to $\sim$4% of the solar spectrum. This decreases the maximum rate by a factor of 25. As discussed above, a single atomic layer of semiconductor is insufficient to absorb the solar flux, and typically a film on the order of one micron thick is required ($\sim$2,000 atomic layers) [51, 52]. This requirement reduces the per site rate by an additional factor of 2,000. The remaining losses (a factor of $\sim$50–100) are due to the other semiconductor deficiencies discussed above, primarily the issue of loss of charge carriers due to bulk recombination. The practical significance of these low rates is that the required reactor size (i.e. land areas) and capital investment
Figure 2.5: Approximate rates (turnover frequency) of H\textsubscript{2} production from current thermocatalytic and photocatalytic processes (via photocatalytic water splitting). The theoretical maximum photocatalytic rate is approximated by assuming a solar flux of 100 mW/cm\textsuperscript{2}, which corresponds to ~100 photons per second per surface site with sufficient energy (exceeding the 1.23 eV required for water splitting). Four photons are required per reaction (2H\textsubscript{2}O + 4h\nu \rightarrow 2H\textsubscript{2} + O\textsubscript{2}), which yields a maximum H\textsubscript{2} evolution rate of approximately 50 site\textsuperscript{-1}s\textsuperscript{-1}. Taking the case of anatase phase TiO\textsubscript{2} (3.2 eV band gap), only 4% of solar photons have energy exceeding the band gap, which lowers the rate to 2 site\textsuperscript{-1}s\textsuperscript{-1}. Complete absorption of the solar flux for a homogeneous semiconductor film requires a thickness on the order of a micrometer (~2,000 atomic layers), which decreases the rate to approximately 0.001 site\textsuperscript{-1}s\textsuperscript{-1}. These losses due to poor absorption can be partially alleviated by employing more sophisticated semiconductor geometries, rather than homogenous films. The remaining losses are due to a combination of factors (primarily charge carrier recombination). Typical measured photocatalytic rates for homogeneous semiconductor films are on the order of 10\textsuperscript{-5} site\textsuperscript{-1}s\textsuperscript{-1}.
are prohibitively large for commercialization of any of the current technologies (we will briefly discuss issues of reactor design and economics in Chapter 7). Clearly, new directions are needed to design materials with higher photocatalytic activity for producing solar fuels using sunlight.

2.3 Recent Progress

As discussed above, identifying a semiconductor with high photocatalytic activity for water splitting has been complicated by the large set of strict requirements imposed upon them. Recent progress in identifying and synthesizing new materials has produced materials that meet some of these requirements [3, 4, 14, 42], but no single-component materials effectively meet all of the criteria. Earth-abundant oxides (e.g. TiO$_2$ and Fe$_2$O$_3$) have attracted the most attention as photocatalysts because of their high abundance, low cost, and stability under a wide range of conditions. However, there are several key problems that limit almost all oxide semiconductor photocatalysts, including the two mentioned. These specific problems were discussed in detail above and are effectively summarized by the following: (1) The kinetics of elementary surface transformation on semiconductors is generally quite slow. (2) Many semiconductors have a wide band gap, which limits what portion of the solar flux they can absorb. (3) The solar flux is inherently diffuse by nature. (4) Semiconductors generally exhibit a high rate of charge carrier recombination [35, 38]. This is due to the difference between the large penetration depth of photons into the oxide bulk and the short mean free paths of charge carriers. This means that a high percentage of charge carriers recombine in the oxide bulk before diffusing to the semiconductor surface [38]. The result is that the surface concentration of photo-generated charge carriers is generally quite low, and therefore rates of surface
reactions (e.g. the oxygen evolution half-reaction on a TiO$_2$ surface) are very low. Attempts to address this problem have typically involved manipulating the semiconductor morphology in order to improve photon absorption while minimizing the distance charge carriers must travel to reach the semiconductor/liquid interface—for example, quasi-one-dimensional morphologies such as nanotubes [13, 42, 53–62]. These structures improve photocatalytic activity because the electron transport down the length of the tube is increased in comparison with a collection of nanoparticles, while the distance holes must travel to reach the semiconductor/liquid interface is relatively small (the upper limit is half of the tube wall thickness).

2.3.1 Metal Co-catalysts

Another method of improving the photocatalytic activity of semiconductors is to decorate the surface of the semiconductor with a co-catalyst. These co-catalysts are typically very small particles of various metals (Ir [63], Ag [64], Au [63, 65–67], Pt [63], etc.) or metal oxides (RuO$_2$ [10], etc.). These metal or metal oxide co-catalyst particles do not directly interact with the source illumination, i.e. they have no photo-response upon illumination with the photon wavelength chosen for the experiments. Rather, the purpose of the co-catalyst particles is to provide more catalytically active surface sites in order to improve the kinetics of the half-reaction(s) performed at the semiconductor surface. Essentially, the semiconductor absorbs light and produces charge carriers, the photo-generated charge carriers in the semiconductor are then transferred into the co-catalyst particles, where the surface is designed and chosen to facilitate the desired half-reaction(s), see Figure 2.3b.

The common oxide semiconductors mentioned above are n-type materials, i.e. holes diffuse to the surface and drive the oxygen evolution reaction. Most oxide materials are inherently poor oxygen evolution catalysts; therefore, the addition of
a co-catalyst for the oxygen evolution reaction is particularly common [63–67]. For similar reasons, for p-type semiconductors (such as Si) the addition of a hydrogen evolution co-catalyst is common in literature [10, 14]. It is also possible to find reports of semiconductor photocatalysts with co-catalysts added for both the oxygen and hydrogen evolution half-reactions [4, 10]. This is usually only necessary when a particle-only system (as opposed to a PEC cell system) is used, since the metal counter electrode in a PEC cell typically facilitates the hydrogen evolution half-reaction with high rates.

Another consequence of the addition of metal particles to a photo-excited semiconductor is that recombination of charge carriers may be decreased. Addition of a metal to the surface of a semiconductor photocatalyst results in the formation of a Schottky junction, which for an n-type semiconductor allows the transfer of electrons from the semiconductor to the metal particles, but prevents electron transfer back across the Schottky barrier [10, 16, 43]. The result is that the metal co-catalyst helps to separate electrons and holes, increasing the effective lifetime of the charge carriers. Increased hole lifetime in the semiconductor can increase the rate of hole-driven processes, such as the oxygen evolution half-reaction. If the energy of excited electrons transferred to the co-catalyst is sufficient, they can drive the hydrogen evolution half-reaction from the surface of the co-catalyst particle.

In the previous section we summarized four problems that limit almost all oxide semiconductor photocatalysts. This class of composite co-catalyst/semiconductor photocatalysts shows enhanced activity over that of a pure semiconductor, via improved kinetics of the surface chemical transformation(s). However, these materials do not address the other common problems discussed above. As discussed above, the metal co-catalyst nanoparticles in these systems are transparent to the light
used to excite the semiconductor. Very recently, it was discovered that additional enhancement of semiconductor photo-activity could be observed if the added metal nanoparticles are specifically tailored to exhibit a strong interaction with the source illumination [23, 24, 26, 41, 67–78]. The result is that both metal and semiconductor can be directly excited with incident photons, and through various interactions discussed below, the photo-activity of the composite can be enhanced, compared to the activity of the semiconductor alone. In these systems, the metal nanoparticles are characterized by their strong interaction with UV-visible photons through the excitation of surface plasmon resonance [79–82].

2.3.2 Plasmonic Metal Nanoparticles

Since light is simply an oscillating electromagnetic field, when exposed to photons, the surface electron density in a metal nanoparticle is collectively polarized in oscillating directions. This oscillation of surface electron density is referred to as a surface plasmon. The surface plasmon resonance (SPR) condition is met when the incident photon frequency matches the natural frequency of the surface electron density oscillating against the restoring force of the background field of positively charged nuclei. The wavelength (or frequency) of photons required for resonance is a function of the composition of the metal, the nanoparticle geometry (shape and size) and the dielectric constant of the surrounding medium [79–82].

Typically, gold, silver and copper nanoparticles have SPR within the UV-visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum, and hence these metals tend to be the most often discussed in the scope of solar illumination [83, 84]. This is shown in Figure 2.6a, which presents normalized experimental UV-visible extinction spectra for spherical nanoparticles of these three metals (consult the Characterization section of Chapter 3 for detailed experimental methods). The measured extinction is due
to two effects: (1) Under SPR conditions, the extinction is due to the excitation of surface plasmon (SP) states. These show up not as a single transition, but as a distribution of states, centered at approximately 410 nm for Ag, 510 nm for Au and 600 nm for Cu. (2) The high energy portions of the spectra, indicated with dashed lines in Figure 2.6a, are due to the excitation of interband transitions (i.e. promotion of d-band electrons to the sp-band) [85, 86]. This document focuses on the use of the SPR phenomenon primarily in Ag, which is dominated by the SPR in the UV-visible region. As such the interband transitions will not be discussed in much detail, although it is important to keep in mind for interpreting spectra and will be commented on a few times in subsequent chapters.

The wavelength and intensity of SPR for a given metal is also dependent on the shape and size of the nanoparticle, as this affects the spatial confinement of the electron oscillation [79–82]. For example, Figure 2.6b shows normalized experimental extinction spectra for Ag nanoparticles with wire, sphere and cube geometries. It is difficult to directly compare the SPR positions across geometries, but suffice it to say that this gives another method by which to change the SPR across the electromagnetic spectrum. It is interesting to note that cubes generally have the strongest interaction with light for a given particle volume, because the sharp corners essentially act to concentrate the surface plasmons, as discussed below. We also note that wires have two distinct modes (transverse and longitudinal), which depend on the orientation of the wire with respect to the incident photon polarization [82, 87]. This effect can be important in well-defined spectroscopic measurements, but it usually averaged out in randomly oriented samples such as shown in Figure 2.6b.

The effect of particle size is demonstrated in Figure 2.6c, which shows the normalized experimental extinction spectra for cubic Ag nanoparticles as a function of edge
Figure 2.6: Metal plasmon resonance is a function of nanoparticle composition, shape and size. (a) Normalized experimental extinction spectra for spherical Ag, Au and Cu nanoparticles. Particle diameters are $38 \pm 12$ nm for Ag, $25 \pm 5$ nm for Au and $133 \pm 23$ nm for Cu. The dashed segments indicate regions dominated by interband transitions and solid segments indicate SPR. Black points show the intensity of AM1.5 solar illumination (National Renewable Energy Laboratory, http://rredc.nrel.gov/solar/spectra/am1.5/). (b) Normalized experimental extinction spectra for Ag spheres ($38 \pm 12$ nm diameter), Ag cubes ($79 \pm 12$ nm edge length) and Ag wires ($90 \pm 12$ nm diameter and $> 30$ aspect ratio). (b) Normalized experimental extinction spectra for three sizes of Ag cubes (edge lengths of $56 \pm 8$ nm, $79 \pm 13$ nm and $129 \pm 7$ nm).
length. As the particles get smaller, the electrons are confined to a smaller area, increasing the natural frequency of the electron density oscillation and decreasing the SPR wavelength (increasing the energy of SPR) [79–82]. As shown collectively by Figure 2.6, changing the composition, size and shape of the metal nanoparticles allows us to tune the SPR across the entire UV-visible region of the spectrum, and beyond [84, 88]. We will return to this concept several times throughout this document, particularly in Chapter 4.

An interesting consequence is that the excitation of SPR on a metal nanoparticle is accompanied by a build-up of very intense oscillating electric fields in the neighborhood of the nanostructure [79–82]. These fields are essentially the consequence of the transfer of photon energy to surface plasmons, which are localized on the nanoparticle surface. Because they are confined near the surface of the nanoparticle, the intense fields are spatially non-homogeneous [82]. Figure 2.7 shows the results of a set of finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) optical simulations [89, 90], which accurate simulate the interaction of a metal nanostructure with incident light (see the Optical Simulations section of Chapter 3 for discussion of the simulation methodology). Figure 2.7a shows the spatial distribution of the SPR-induced enhancement in the electric field intensity around a cubic Ag nanoparticle with 75-nm edge length. Figure 2.7b shows the intensity of the field as a function of distance across the dashed line in Figure 2.7a. The figures show that the enhancement of the electric field intensity near the surface of the Ag particle is as high as a factor of 1,000 and drops with distance away from the particle approximately proportional to 1/distance. The field enhancements near two particles separated by 1 nm, where electron density can be even more tightly focused, can be as high as $10^6$ or greater, as shown in Figures 7c

---

*Electric field intensity is defined as the magnitude of the field squared. Enhancement in field intensity is defined as the field intensity at a point in space, normalized by the intensity of the flux of source photons.
and 7d (see also refs. [91, 92]). These spatially non-homogeneous field concentration and enhancement effects are generally referred to as “near-field” effects, in that they are localized effects and cannot be directly observed from a distant perspective (e.g. with a spectrometer).

Another important result of the SPR phenomenon is that plasmonic metal nanostuctures are very good scatterers of light, particularly when the diameter or edge length of the particle is greater than approximately 50 nm [93, 94]. This means that when plasmonic metal particles are added to a host matrix, the average pathlength of photons through the structure is increased, with respect to the original material. This scattering phenomenon is typically referred to as a “far-field” effect, because the increased pathlength can directly be measured from a macroscopic viewpoint, i.e. by measuring the change in the far-field scattering and extinction spectrum of the matrix upon addition of plasmonic metal particles [95–97].

A third result of the plasmon resonance is that some energy of the SPR can be channeled into energizing lattice vibrations (phonons) in the metal particle (i.e. heating the particle), especially for particles much smaller than 50 nm [98–100]. However, an appreciable temperature increase (on the order of a degree Centigrade or more) under the most favorable conditions requires illumination with a light source several orders of magnitude more intense than sunlight [98–100]. This plasmon-heating phenomenon is useful in some applications, but will not be discussed in this document.

2.3.3 Plasmonic Metal/Semiconductor Composites

These unique aspects of plasmonic nanostructures make them useful for a variety of applications such as single-molecule spectroscopy [82, 101–103], drug delivery [104], solar cells [97] and others [105, 106]. Recently a few contributions have also suggested
Figure 2.7: The excitation of metal SPR is accompanied by very intense, spatially non-homogeneous electric fields around the nanoparticle. (a) Spatial distribution of the SPR-induced enhancement of electric field intensity at the SPR peak wavelength (420 nm), calculated from an FDTD simulation, for 75-nm edge length Ag nanocube. (b) Enhancement in the electric field intensity in (a) as a function of distance along the dashed line indicated in (a). (c) Spatial distribution of the SPR-induced field intensity enhancement, from an FDTD simulation of two 75-nm Ag nanocubes separated by 1 nm (one cube is rotated 45°). (d) Enhancement in the electric field intensity in (c) as a function of distance along the dashed line indicated in (c).
that plasmonic nanostructures can be combined with conventional semiconductor photocatalysts to create composite materials with enhanced photo-activity [23, 24, 26, 41, 67–78]. Several mechanisms have been proposed, any or all of which could prove to be important under certain conditions and interpretation of results in the few publications has been difficult. With a few exceptions, mechanisms have been hypothesized, but not directly tested. In the following section we describe briefly the proposed enhancement mechanisms and in the following chapters we investigate the mechanisms in greater detail.

There are a number of physical interactions that are relevant to an analysis of composite plasmonic-metal/semiconductor systems under illumination and which will form the basis for the discussion of the results in later chapters:

1. Charge transfer from the semiconductor to the metal, which separates electrons and holes and increases the lifetime of charge carriers [63–67]. This mechanism, discussed above in the context of co-catalysts, is independent of the metal SPR but could still play an important role.

2. Transfer of electrons from the photo-excited metal to the semiconductor [67–69, 72], which increases the concentration of excited electrons in the semiconductor (this is similar to a dye sensitization mechanism [9, 107]).

3. Far-field radiative transfer of energy from metal to semiconductor, due to an increase in the average photon pathlength (“scattering mechanism”) [95–97]. Essentially, the presence of metal nanoparticles that interact with source photons act like “nano-mirrors”, allowing some photons multiple passes through the system and effectively increasing the average photon pathlength.

4. Near-field radiative transfer of energy from the SPR-induced intense electric fields near the surface of the metal nanoparticle (near-field electromagnetic mech-
anism”) [26, 70, 71, 74, 75, 77]. Charge carrier formation in a semiconductor is proportional to the local electric field intensity \(|E|^2\) [108, 109]. Simulations of SPR-induced electric fields (as shown above) indicate greatly increased local electric fields. It has been hypothesized based on these simulations that the formation of charge carriers can be increased in the nearby semiconductor.

(5) As mentioned above, localized SPR-induced heating is another interesting phenomenon; however, it requires very high intensity light sources and even using optimal nanostructures is negligible under the solar flux [98–100], so we will not expound upon it here.

The relative predominance of each of these interactions will be a function of the properties of the system—both the properties of the individual building blocks (such as the metal SPR wavelengths and semiconductor absorbance) and also the meta-properties of the composite materials (for example, the geometric arrangement of the building blocks and the position of the metal SPR and semiconductor absorbance with respect to the wavelength of the light source). It is possible that in some systems multiple or even all of the mechanisms could play a role simultaneously.

These materials, which are a composite of conventional semiconductor paired with specially designed photo-excited metal nanostructures, have emerged only in the past few years as a promising new class of photocatalysts that show enhanced photoactivity compared to the semiconductor alone. The main goals of this dissertation is to demonstrate this new photocatalyst technology, to investigate the fundamental physical mechanisms underlying the activity enhancement and to use this mechanistic understanding to develop models and predictive tools that will guide the future design and optimization of these materials.
2.4 Conclusion

A brief introduction to photocatalytic transformations on semiconductors was presented. We focused on a discussion of the photocatalytic splitting of water to form H\textsubscript{2} and O\textsubscript{2} and photocatalytic organic decomposition reactions were also briefly discussed. A list of requirements for a semiconductor photocatalyst and the common deficiencies of many single-component materials was presented. We also discussed the addition of metal nanoparticles to a semiconductor. The traditional approach reported in literature is the addition of co-catalysts, where the co-catalysts do not directly interact with light, but serve to increase the semiconductor activity through a few effects. However, recently it has been demonstrated that the addition of photo-excited metal nanoparticles can enhance the semiconductor activity through a range of possible interaction mechanisms, each of which can contribute to enhancing the photo-activity under certain conditions. The discussion in this chapter summarizes the major proposed mechanisms and lays the groundwork for more rigorous investigation and analysis of the enhancement mechanisms presented in the chapters to follow.
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CHAPTER 3

Synthesis, Experimental and Computational Methods

3.1 Summary

Frequently used synthesis, preparation, characterization and computational methods are explained in detail. The subsequent chapters in the document explain some methods specific to experiments within those sections and also refer back to sections within this chapter. Synthesis methods are presented first, followed by thorough descriptions of preparation methods for samples used in each chapter. This is followed by descriptions of commonly used characterization techniques. Experimental details for measuring photo-catalytic activity for samples are discussed on a chapter-by-chapter basis. Finally, a detailed description of optical simulation methodology is presented.

3.2 Synthesis Methods

The metal nanoparticle synthesis methods are outlined below. For more details, please consult the publications referenced below. The metal nanoparticle synthesis methods are followed by detailed descriptions of the synthesis and preparation of semiconductors used in the experiments.
3.2.1 Plasmonic Metal Nanoparticles

In general, metal nanoparticles are synthesized by reduction of a metal salt precursor (typically AgNO₃ or AuCl₄) [1–3]. A reducing agent (reductant) is used to reduce the metal ion within the metal salt to its metallic state. The choice of reductant (ethylene glycol, sodium citrate, sodium borohydride, etc.) is one of many influences on the resulting particle shape and size. Another key reagent is the choice of stabilizer (or capping agent), which is designed to bind to the surface of the nanoparticles after they have formed, and provide favorable interactions with the surrounding solvent to prevent particle agglomeration and settling. The choice of stabilizer is influenced by the reductant and solvent used during the synthesis, as well as the desired solvent to be used for long-term storage of the colloidal solution. Spherical particles are the preferred geometry, because this shape minimizes the surface free energy [2]. Deviation from spherical nanoparticles (see below) requires additional reagents to direct the nanoparticle growth. The metal nanoparticle synthesis techniques used herein fall under the general category of polyol synthesis techniques. The advantages of the polyol synthesis are that nanoparticle yields per batch are relatively high, it is possible to direct the growth of Ag structures into cubes using an etchant (see below), and the polymeric stabilizer used allows for long-term storage of nanoparticles in water, ethanol or ethylene glycol [2–5].

Ag nanocubes were prepared using a modified polyol synthesis procedure [1, 4, 6]. This method involves slow addition of AgNO₃ (precursor) and polyvinylpyrrolidone (stabilizer) to a solution of ethylene glycol (solvent and reductant) and dilute HCl (etchant). A vial containing 5 mL of ethylene glycol was to 140 °C for 1 hour in an oil bath; after this initial hour the vial remains in the oil bath and held at 140 °C for the duration of the synthesis described below. The vial contained a magnetic
stir bar and a cap was loosely placed on top (to allow the escape of any vapors from contaminant in the glycol). The vial and stir bar must be very clean (used vials were discarded after synthesis and a new vial was used for each batch; stir bars were cleaned thoroughly each time with piranha solution). A 60-L solution of 30 mM HCl in ethylene glycol was prepared and added to the hot ethylene glycol solutions and allowed to mix for 10 minutes. Two solutions were then added simultaneously to the heated vial of ethylene glycol using a syringe pump at a rate of 0.75 mL/min. The first of these was 3 mL of a 0.1 M solution of AgNO₃ in ethylene glycol. The second solution was 3 mL of 0.15 M polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) in ethylene glycol (PVP molecular weight was 55,000). After addition of these two solutions the cap was replaced loosely onto the top of the vial. The solution was maintained at 140 °C in the oil bath for approximately 24 hours. Changing this reaction time allowed for control of the final particle size distribution. Essentially, dissolved oxygen also acts as an etchant, and the size of the resulting particles is mostly dictated by the length of time the reactant mixture is exposed to air and the concentration of HCl. After this reaction period, the vial cap was then closed completely to prevent the influx of air. Over the next few hours the solution changed from clear and colorless to an opaque and tan in color. PVP binds selectively to the (100) facet of the seed crystals and HCl acts to etch away the (111) facets. As (100) sites are exposed more PVP binds. The result was cubic Ag nanoparticles fully capped with a layer of polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) stabilizer on the surface to prevent agglomeration. The particles were washed with acetone once via centrifugation and re-dispersed in 200-proof ethanol, which did not significantly remove the PVP from the surface.

Two Ag cube samples were used throughout the experiments detailed in the following chapters, one with average edge length of 118 nm (Chapters 4 and 5) and the
other with 80-nm edge length (Chapter 6). Particle size distributions were determined from scanning electron microscopy (SEM), by applying the colloidal solutions to Si wafer fragments, taking several SEM images and measuring particles. A representative SEM image of the 118-nm Ag cube sample is shown in Figure 3.1a. Micrographs were obtained using an FEI Nova 200 Nanolab at the University of Michigan Electron Microbeam Analysis Laboratory (EMAL); the accelerating voltage was 5 kV. Metal nanoparticle samples were also characterized by UV-visible spectroscopy (see the Spectroscopy section below); an extinction spectrum is shown in Figure 3.1b. The major spectral features shown in Figure 3.1b are a consequence of the excitation of the Ag surface plasmon resonance (SPR), discussed in Chapter 2. At wavelengths below $\sim 325$ nm, the extinction is due to the excitation of interband transitions in Ag (i.e. d-band to sp-band electronic transitions) [7, 8].

Spherical Au particles were synthesized in a process similar to that discussed above Ag cubes, the main differences were that (1) AgNO$_3$ was replaced with AuCl$_4$, (2) HCl was not added to etch the seed crystals and (3) the metal salt and PVP solutions were added quickly [3–5]. Specifically, a 5-mL vial of ethylene glycol was heated to 160 °C in an oil bath. Two solutions were prepared: a 3-mL solution of 0.05 M AuCl$_4$ in ethylene glycol solution and a 3-mL solution of 0.6 M PVP in ethylene glycol. Both of these solutions were added quickly to the heated ethylene glycol and the heated vial was then capped tightly. The solution was allowed to react for one hour at 160 °C, after which time it was removed from the heat. The result was spherical Au nanoparticles coated with PVP. Size could be controlled by changing the AuCl$_4$ and PVP concentrations. The particles were washed with acetone once via centrifugation and re-dispersed in 200-proof ethanol, which did not significantly remove the PVP from the surface.
Figure 3.1: Characterization of cubic Ag nanoparticles and spherical Au nanoparticles. (a) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of cubic Ag nanoparticles with edge length of 118 ± 25 nm. (b) UV-visible extinction spectra of cubic Ag nanoparticles and spherical Au particles. The extinction below 325 nm for Ag and below ∼500 nm for Au is due to interband transitions. The main extinction features at higher wavelengths are due to the excitation of the metal surface plasmon resonance. (c) SEM image of spherical Au nanoparticles with diameter of 25.4 ± 4.5 nm.
The resulting Au spheres were 24.5 ± 4.5 nm in diameter as determined by SEM (Figure 3.1c). Figure 3.1b shows a UV-visible extinction spectrum for the spherical Au nanoparticles. The extinction peak around 550 nm is a consequence of the excitation of the Au SPR, as discussed in Chapter 2. At wavelengths below ∼500 nm, the Au extinction is due to the excitation of interband transitions [7, 8]. The main difference between Au and the Ag particles discussed above is that the Au SPR occurs only at wavelengths above ∼500 nm. As discussed more below and in subsequent chapters, this Au SPR does not overlap with the semiconductors used in experiments; because of this they were used as an important control in experiments testing the interaction of the SPR with a semiconductor.

3.2.2 Nano-particulate TiO$_2$ and N-TiO$_2$

The non-doped TiO$_2$ (sometimes called native TiO$_2$) used for experiments was as-purchased P25 TiO$_2$ from Evonik Industries, unless otherwise noted. P25 is the industrial standard non-porous nano-particulate TiO$_2$, and is often colloquially referred to as “Degussa P25” because it was manufactured by Degussa AG until that company’s acquisition by Evonik in 2006. The average particle size is approximately 22 nm and the composition is approximately 80% anatase phase and 20% rutile phase. The only place where a different TiO$_2$ material was used was in Chapter 7, where sol-gel materials are briefly used (see the next section).

Nitrogen-doped TiO$_2$ (N-TiO$_2$) was synthesized by heating P25 TiO$_2$ particles in flowing gaseous NH$_3$ [9]. The P25 TiO$_2$ was packed in a quartz reactor (1-inch diameter tube containing approximately 5 grams TiO$_2$) and placed vertically in a tube furnace. Glass wool was placed on both sides of the P25 bed, in order to keep the fine powder stationary in the tube. A flow of gaseous NH$_3$ was initiated and held at 50 mL/min at room temperature for one hour. NH$_3$ flow was then increased
to 200 mL/min and the temperature was increased from ambient to 500° C with a ramp rate of 10 °C/hour. The temperature was then held at 500 °C for 5 hours, after which time the reactor was cooled to room temperature at a rate of ∼20 °C/min while maintaining flow an NH₃ flow of 200 mL/min. Once the reactor reached room temperature, NH₃ flow was stopped and the reactor was purged with air or nitrogen for a few minutes to ensure no residual noxious fumes would be encountered upon removal of the reactor tube.

The resulting N-TiO₂ powder, after cooling, had a light yellow color, meaning the material absorbs some blue light. This is quantified by Figure 3.2a, which shows a diffuse reflectance UV-visible spectrum of N-TiO₂ and as-purchased P25 TiO₂. A Raman spectrum of the synthesized N-TiO₂, shown in Figure 3.2b, was indistinguishable from that of as-purchased P25 TiO₂, indicating no significant change in the percent anatase/rutile. Preliminary X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) analysis was inconclusive, but we note that this data has been widely reported in the literature for this and other similar synthesis methods [9–12].

3.2.3 Sol-gel TiO₂

As discussed in Chapter 7, nano-particulate semiconductor photocatalysts often exhibit very low efficiencies because of poor electron diffusion to the current collector. One method of improving this problem is by using meso-porous photocatalyst films. Meso-porous TiO₂ films were synthesized using a sol-gel method, which is essentially the controlled hydrolysis of a precursor compound [13].

396 mL of de-ionized water was transferred to a 500 mL (or larger) beaker or flask. A Teflon-coated magnetic stir bar was added and liquid was stirred vigorously. 4 mL of 1.0 M nitric acid (HNO₃) were added. 10 mL of titanium isopropoxide was diluted with 90 mL 2-propanol and transferred to a plastic syringe. Using a
Figure 3.2: Characterization of P25 TiO$_2$, sol-gel TiO$_2$ and nitrogen-doped TiO$_2$. (a) UV-visible extinction spectra of as-purchased P25 TiO$_2$ and synthesized nitrogen-doped TiO$_2$ (N-TiO$_2$). (b) Raman spectra of as-purchased P25 TiO$_2$, synthesized nitrogen-doped TiO$_2$ (N-TiO$_2$) and synthesized sol-gel TiO$_2$. The spectra are arbitrarily offset vertically to allow for comparison.
syringe pump, the titanium isopropoxide solution was added to the stirred aqueous solution at a rate of 0.5 mL/min. After addition of the titanium isopropoxide, the solution appeared opaque and white. The solution was capped or covered and stirred at room temperature for 12 hours. After this period, the resulting colloidal solution could be stored in a sealed container almost indefinitely. After several weeks without stirring, a white precipitate sometimes formed on the bottom of the storage vessel, but vigorous stirring, agitation or sonication successfully re-dispersed the solids.

It is worth noting that at this point the solution does not contain crystalline TiO$_2$. To effectively use the photocatalyst it must be coated onto a substrate, dried then calcined in air at a temperature of at least 400 °C for at least 4 hours. Raman spectra of the sol-gel TiO$_2$ before calcination showed no discernible features, while Raman spectra after calcination (Figure 3.2b) indicates anatase phase TiO$_2$. We note that this method also allows for the production of meso-porous nitrogen-doped TiO$_2$ films, although these were not used in any experiments reported in this document. N-TiO$_2$ sol-gel films could be produced using the same method described above, but with the addition of NH$_4$OH to the initial de-ionized water vessel, resulting in a final NH$_4$OH concentration of 1.0 M. The resulting sol-gel was visibly indistinguishable from the non-doped synthesis; however, upon calcination the resulting N-TiO$_2$ films had the expected light yellow color.

3.3 Sample Preparation Methods

Composite photocatalysts used throughout the experiments in this dissertation were simple physical mixtures of metal and semiconductor nanoparticles. The specific methods used to prepare these photocatalysts are described in the following sections. In general, all of the nanoparticles were suspended in ethanol, then mixed
to create composite suspensions. Using ethanol as the solvent was important. Water
could not be used because its surface tension is too high and it did not properly
wet the substrates, which caused uneven drying and sometimes led to solids flaking
off when submerged in water. Acetone could not be used, as PVP-capped metal
nanoparticles are not stable in it—they instantly “crash out” of solution and form a
black precipitate.

3.3.1 Organic Decomposition Photocatalysts (Chapter 4)

Semiconductor (TiO₂ and N-TiO₂) and metal (Ag and Au) nanoparticles were
independently suspended in pure ethanol and sonicated. Semiconductor suspensions
were typically 1 g semiconductor particles to 99 g pure 200-proof ethanol. Metal
nanoparticle samples were ~25 mg per mL of ethanol. Single-component samples
(for example, TiO₂-only or Ag-only) were prepared by drop-coating these suspensions
onto 1-cm² SiO₂ substrates and drying in a stagnant ambient atmosphere. For the
purposes of this document, drop-coating means applying a solution to a substrate
using a micropipette. Aliquots of no more than 100 L per square centimeter seemed
to produce the best results (i.e. the most consistent homogeneous films). If thicker
films were required, which was generally the case, multiple drop-coating cycles were
performed, with sufficient time in between to ensure that all ethanol had evaporated.
The total weight of films was determined by knowing the density of solids in each
solution and simply tracking the total volume of solution applied to a substrate.
For semiconductors, the amount of solids in a solution was determined by drying a
known volume of the solution (several mL) and weighing the resulting solids. For
metal particles, it was not expedient to waste this much of a nanoparticle solution,
so a known volume of the solution (~10 L) was applied to a fragment of Si wafer.
Ten SEM images were then taken from different spots on the wafer, particles were
measured and counted, and the total mass of the Ag particles was estimated.

Composite suspensions were prepared by combining the pure nanoparticle suspensions and thoroughly mixing using agitation and sonication. Weight percent of the two constituents was determined by first determining the solids density of each individual solution and then simply tracking the mixing ratios. The amount of metal nanoparticles in the various experiments was varied and has been indicated in the respective chapters. Composite photocatalyst samples (for example, Ag/TiO$_2$) were prepared by the same drop-coating method using the mixed nanoparticle suspensions, resulting in a physical mixture of the two types of particles on the substrate. All photocatalysts samples used in the experiments contained constant weight (as well volume and surface area) of semiconductor particles. Figure 3.3a shows UV-visible extinction spectra measured in diffuse reflectance mode (see the Spectroscopy section below).

3.3.2 Water Splitting Photoelectrodes (Chapter 5)

The N-TiO$_2$ powder was suspended in 200-proof ethanol (EtOH) at a ratio of 99 g EtOH per gram of N-TiO$_2$; the solution was sonicated for one hour. Composite solutions were prepared by mixing the Ag nanocube colloidal solution or Au nanosphere solution with the N-TiO$_2$ in ethanol mixture and sonicating again for one hour. Composites were 5% metal by weight in both cases for all of the water splitting experiments. The samples were prepared by drop-coating the nanoparticle solution onto 1-in$^2$ conductive substrates (glass coated with indium tin oxide) with a micropipette; the samples were allowed to dry in a stagnant atmosphere. It was observed that the stagnant atmosphere was necessary to produce consistent, reasonable homogeneous films. It seems that if uncovered the substrates dried too quickly, which caused large-scale agglomeration of solids that sometimes resulted in some of
Figure 3.3: UV-visible extinction spectra for composite samples used in Chapters 4 and 5. (a) UV-visible extinction spectra for N-TiO$_2$-only, Ag cube/N-TiO$_2$ composite and Au sphere/N-TiO$_2$ composite photocatalysts, used in the methylene blue decomposition experiments in Chapter 4. (b) UV-visible extinction spectra for TiO$_2$-only, N-TiO$_2$-only, Ag cube/N-TiO$_2$ composite and Au sphere/N-TiO$_2$ composite photo-electrodes, used in the water splitting experiments in Chapter 5.
the material flaking off of the substrate when submersed in water. The resulting photo-electrode films were \( \sim 0.75 \mu\text{m} \) thick (measured by ellipsometry). All samples contained 2 mg N-TiO\(_2\) (constant semiconductor weight, volume, surface area). Figure 3.3b shows UV-visible extinction spectra (diffuse reflectance mode) of the samples.

### 3.3.3 Photo-electrodes for Distance Dependence Studies (Chapter 6)

For the distance dependence studies presented in Chapter 6, the preparation methods discussed above were insufficient. Essentially, drop coating multiple layers of different nanoparticle suspensions did not produce samples that were consistent or uniform in thickness. Instead, samples were prepared by spin coating successive layers of the constituent materials onto an inert transparent conductive support (fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO)). Spin coating is a process by which the substrate is affixed to a plate that spins at a constant and controllable rate (a constant rate of 4,000 rpm was used in all of the steps discussed below). The suspension is then dropped onto the spinning substrate with a micropipette, as before. This produces much more uniform and consistent samples compared to the drop coating method discussed. The main drawback of spin coating is that, even at low spinning speeds, most of the applied solution spins off of the substrate and thus is wasted.

For the photocatalyst electrodes used in Chapter 6, the first step was spin coating a suspension of semiconductor particles (TiO\(_2\) or N-TiO\(_2\) in ethanol) on the FTO support. The semiconductor particles were suspended in pure (200 proof) ethanol at a ratio of 99 g ethanol to each gram of semiconductor (the semiconductor suspensions were sonicated for at least 15 minutes prior to each use). The weight of semiconductor particles was constant for each sample. A dilute solution of polyethylene glycol (PEG) in ethanol (2.5% PEG by weight) was then applied on top of the semicon-
ductor via spin coating. The thickness of the PEG layer was varied by changing the volume of PEG solution applied. Finally, a constant volume of Ag nanocube suspension in ethanol was applied on top via spin coating. A UV-visible extinction spectrum of one of the finished composite samples is shown in Figure 3.4. The figure also shows a schematic of the composite sample geometry.

The thickness of the spacer layer was estimated by applying the same volumes of PEG solution to a clean Si wafer with the same area as the FTO support, and measuring the resulting PEG thickness using ellipsometry, as shown in Figure 3.4a. Ellipsometry is an optical technique that can be used to analyze thin films by observing the change in the polarization of light that is reflected off of the sample. Measurements were performed using a J. A. Woollam BASE-160 ellipsometer with EC-270 control module. Fitting the measured spectra with a model comprising a 1 micron thick layer of Si and a variable-thickness PEG layer (refractive index of ∼1.4) allowed the estimation of the thickness of the PEG layer. The Si substrate was necessary because the ellipsometry technique relies on transmission through a very thin sample and then reflection off of the underlying substrate.

3.4 Characterization Methods

The following sections describe two important characterization techniques used throughout the following chapters. As described below, these two spectrophotometry techniques help determine how a material interacts with light, which is important for predicting and analyzing the observed photo-catalytic activity.

3.4.1 UV-Visible Spectrophotometry

As discussed in the following chapters, the performance of a photocatalyst is in large part dependent on the material’s optical properties, for example the absorbance
Figure 3.4: Characterization of photocatalysts used in the distance dependence studies in Chapter 6. (a) UV-visible extinction spectra for TiO$_2$-only, N-TiO$_2$-only, Ag cubes only and composite Ag/PEG/TiO$_2$ photocatalysts used in distance dependence studies in Chapter 6. (b) Measured thickness of the polyethylene glycol (PEG) layer applied to a Si substrate as a function of the total applied PEG solution volume, measured by ellipsometry. The inset shows a schematic of the composite photocatalyst construction.
of a semiconductor or the SPR of a metal nanoparticle. These properties dictate how a material responds to a photon flux; for example, the absorbance of a semiconductor is a direct measurement of the fraction of incident photons that produce charge carriers (electron/hole pairs). Spectrophotometry in general refers to a technique for measuring the interaction of a material with photons as a function of the photon wavelength. Since the studies presented in this dissertation use UV and visible light sources, the most useful characterization technique is UV-visible spectrophotometry (or simply UV-vis spectrometry). To explain the quantities that are measured, it is useful to define a few terms.

Absorbance: As mentioned above, absorbance is a measurement of the fraction of photons that interact with the material to produce excited charge carriers (electron/hole pairs). The charge carriers eventually relax and release the stored energy through some non-radiative process such as heating through excitation of phonon modes or through transferring charge to the surroundings [14–16]. This process is referred to as absorption and the measured quantity is the absorbance. Absorbance is usually defined in the field of analytical chemistry as the logarithm (base 10) of $I_0/I$, where $I_0$ is intensity of the incident light and $I$ is the intensity of light transmitted through the sample to the detector. The quantity $I_0/I$ is the reciprocal of transmittance, $T$ (the amount of light not absorbed). In certain cases it is more useful to specify the fractional absorbance, which is simply $1 - T$. However, we note that these definitions are most commonly used for analysis of dilute liquid samples, where light may be absorbed due to excitation of electronic transitions in molecules but there is no significant scattering of light (see below). As such, one must be careful when performing the measurements not to falsely attribute any diminution of light to absorbance simply because the spectrometer seems to indicate. For example, if one
were to place a mirror in between the source and detector, the spectrophotometer would indicate 100% of photons were absorbed by the mirror, whereas in reality the measured loss of photons is due to scattering (or more specifically specular reflection).

Scattering: The scattering process is simply the interaction of a photon with a material, in which the net result is that the photon changes direction. This can be due to a few effects, such as the interaction of light with a structure similar in size to the light wavelength. It can also be due to temporary excitation of electronic states or virtual states within a material, which then relax by re-emitting a photon. This process is referred to as Rayleigh scattering if the emitted photon has the same energy as the incident photon, Stokes scattering if the emitted photon has less energy than the incident photon or anti-Stoke scattering if the emitted photon has gained energy. The emitted photons—the vast majority of which are Rayleigh scattered—are emitted in essentially random directions, sometimes called diffuse scattering or diffuse reflection. Because of this, if a sample scatters a high portion of the incident light, then very little signal will reach the detector of the spectrometer. To get around this problem we must use a special version of UV-visible spectrophotometry, referred to as diffuse reflectance spectrometry (DRS), which is discussed below.

Extinction: The total amount of the incident light in a spectrometer that does not reach the detector (i.e., the extinguished light) is called the extinction. Essentially, this amounts to the sum of the absorbance and scattering discussed above. As mentioned above, transmittance through a sample is defined as $I_0/I$, or the fraction of light that reaches detector. The quantity $1 - T$ then is actually the fractional extinction, rather than the fractional absorbance, since it can include scattering also. In fact, when we measure an “absorbance spectrum” in a spectrophotometer, we are actually measuring the extinction from the sample, and as mentioned above
we must be careful if trying to specifically assign this extinction to absorbance or scattering, since both effects could be present.

All of the spectra measured throughout this document were carried out using a ThermoScientific Evolution 300 UV-visible Spectrophotometer. As mentioned above, the machine nominally measures absorbance and transmittance. However, because of the issues we discussed, the actual measurements are extinction spectra and we have labeled them as such. When analyzing the optical properties of materials from these spectra it is necessary to exercise some judgment to aid interpretation. For example, if measuring the extinction of a semiconductor at photon energies far less than the band gap, one can assume that any measured extinction is due to scattering effects. For plasmonic metal nanoparticles, the extinction is a super-position of absorbance and scattering; the two are not separable using a conventional spectrophotometer.

As mentioned above, some samples scatter a high fraction of light diffusely in all directions (diffuse scattering). This makes it difficult to obtain spectra, as the detector essentially reads zero transmittance for all wavelengths. This is particularly a problem for opaque samples with rough surfaces (not “shiny”), where the beam cannot be passed directly through the sample, and specular reflection is not possible from the top of the sample. To get around this problem, we have used diffuse reflectance spectroscopy. Measurements were obtained using a Harrick Diffuse Reflectance cell within the UV-visible spectrophotometer listed above. The measurement is essentially the same, except that the beam is not passed through the sample, rather the sample is illuminated at an angle. Light is scattered in all directions and a parabolic mirror captures a relatively large portion of the light and focuses it back to the detector. The parabolic mirror does not completely surround the sample, so some light is still lost to scattering. Because of this, the measured quantity is still
extinction. Were the mirrors increased in size such that they collected and focused all scattered light to the detector, the real absorbance of the sample could be directly measured. This apparatus is called an integrating sphere, but such equipment was not employed in these studies.

### 3.4.2 Photoluminescence Spectroscopy

Photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy on the surface looks similar to the spectroscopy techniques described above. However, rather than directly measuring the transmittance through a sample as described above, the quantity measured is the emission from the sample. In this way, PL allows a measure of the amount of charge carriers generated in a semiconductor due to illumination with a particular source [17–20]. PL can also be used for other similar measurement in other materials, but we will limit the discussion to semiconductors. A semiconductor sample is illuminated with a monochromatic illumination source, some of which may be absorbed and create electron/hole pairs. Many of the electron/hole pairs emit photons upon relaxation; as discussed above, most photons are Rayleigh scattered (the emitted energy is the same as the incident). The Raleigh scattered photons cannot be distinguished from source photons with the same energy; however, some emitted photons are shifted in energy away from the monochromatic source photons. The fractions of photons that are shifted in energy as well as the emission wavelengths are characteristic of a particular material. The recorded measurement in a PL experiment is the raw intensity of the shifted photons striking the detector as a function of photon energy (wavelength).

Photoluminescence experiments were conducted by recording the emission of photons with wavelength of 467 nm (an emission peak characteristic of anatase TiO$_2$ [17, 18]) as a function of excitation wavelength under ambient conditions using a Horiba
Jobin Yvon FluoroMax-3 spectrofluorometer. By comparing two samples, one can make comparisons about the relative number of charge carriers formed in the materials. For example, in Chapter 4 we measure the PL emission from a composite Ag/TiO$_2$ sample at a certain excitation wavelength, normalized by the emission for a TiO$_2$ sample excited at the same wavelength. The measurements indicated a higher emission at 467 nm for the composite sample compared to the pure semiconductor sample (pure Ag samples showed no discernable emission peaks). Since the emission is proportional to the total number of charge carriers in the semiconductor, this means that the rate of charge carrier formation in the semiconductor was enhanced by the presence of Ag in the composite.

3.5 Photocatalytic Activity Measurements

3.5.1 Methylene Blue Decomposition Experiments (Chapter 4)

To test the photochemical activity of semiconductor-only and composite metal semiconductor photocatalysts in Chapter 4, we measured the rate of photo-decomposition of methylene blue (MB) under illumination with a broadband visible source. MB is a blue dye commonly used as an analog for water-soluble organic pollutants [6, 10, 21–24]. Reactions were carried out at room temperature in a liquid phase batch reaction vessel with an open top. Photocatalyst substrates were placed on the bottom of the vessel, 2 mL of 0.05 mM MB in water was added and the system was allowed to sit in the dark for 1 hour prior to illumination. The system was continuously stirred and aerated by bubbling O$_2$. The reaction vessel was kept in a room temperature water bath to maintain isothermal reaction conditions.

The system was illuminated from the top by a visible light source with a wavelength range of $\sim$375–900 nm. MB demonstrates a strong absorbance of light from $\sim$550–700 nm; to prevent direct photolysis of MB we used a 500 nm short pass
filter to cut off photons with wavelengths higher than 500 nm. This ensures that the reactant molecule is essentially transparent to the source photons [23, 25, 26] and also effectively prevents the possibility of dye sensitization, since MB cannot be directly excited by the light source. The total source power delivered to the catalyst surface was 140 mW/cm$^2$. Figure 3.5a shows the wavelength distribution of the filtered source and the absorbance of MB. The MB concentration was monitored as a function of time by using transmission UV-visible spectroscopy to observe the decrease in the 610 nm MB peak. Photoluminescence experiments were conducted by recording the emission at 467 nm from the prepared photocatalysts as a function of excitation wavelength under ambient conditions, as described above.

3.5.2 Water Splitting Experiments (Chapter 5)

A glass beaker was fitted with a quartz window; this vessel and the accompanying apparatus described below is referred to as a photoelectrochemical (PEC) cell. The beaker was filled with 1.0 M KOH, which was continuously stirred with a magnetic stir bar and deaerated by bubbling Argon. The photo-electrodes, prepared as described above, were suspended in the beaker facing the quartz window and attached to the working electrode lead of a potentiostat (Princeton Applied Research PARSTAT-2273 Potentiostat/Galvanostat/FRA). A Pt wire counter electrode and Hg/HgO reference electrode were used and a constant external bias of 0.3 V was applied. Under illumination the bias is necessary to help evolve H$_2$ at the Pt counter-electrode (the photo-excited electrons in the metal are slightly lower in energy than the H+/H$_2$ potential). Without the bias the H$_2$ evolution half-reaction does not proceed and thus the process of overall water splitting is not possible [27, 28].

The photo-electrodes were illuminated with a broadband visible light source that delivers a total power of $\sim$500 mW/cm$^2$ at the photo-electrode surface (see Figure
Figure 3.5: Visible light source spectra. Intensity of the broadband visible light source (black curve) as a function of wavelength. Intensity is a function of distance from the source; specific intensity values are reported within the subsequent chapters. The red curve shows the intensity of the broadband visible light source with 500 nm short pass filter, as used in Chapter 4.
3.5b). Wavelength dependent studies employed a series of optical filters to isolate the broadband source into roughly monochromatic points with a full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of \( \sim 25 \) nm. A monochromatic UV light source (365 nm, FWHM 5 nm, \( \sim 5 \) mW/cm\(^2\)) was also used in these studies in order to probe activity in the UV region of the spectrum.

The water splitting reaction rate was monitored by measuring the evolved gases using quadrupole mass spectrometry and by measuring the photocurrent conducted around the external circuit through the potentiostat. The cell was closed by fitting a glass dome with electrical feed throughs to accommodate the electrode connections. Argon was continuously bubbled through the cell at a known flow rate (5 sccm). Bubbling Argon helped to reduce back reaction due to dissolved oxygen in the water, helped to provide mixing in the cell and also acted as a carrier gas to help sweep the evolved H\(_2\) and O\(_2\) from the cell to the mass spectrometer. An electron multiplier was used to facilitate the measurement of small quantities of H\(_2\) and O\(_2\). Before each run, the mass spectrometer readings were carefully calibrated with known flow rates of gas containing known quantities of H\(_2\), O\(_2\), H\(_2\)O and Ar. We note that the mass spectrometry measurements showed no evidence of the evolution of carbon-containing species.

The photocurrent was monitored as a measure of the water splitting reaction rate using a Princeton Applied Research PARSTAT-2273 Potentiostat/Galvanostat/FRA under constant external bias of 0.3 V. Two molecules of water that are transformed into 2H\(_2\) and O\(_2\) produces 4 electrons that flow through the external circuit. If we assume that the reaction occurring in the cell is the overall splitting over water, then the photocurrent is proportional to the reaction rate. To check this assumption the amount of gases produced was also measured using mass spectrometry. As shown
in Chapter 5, H₂ and O₂ were produced in the correct stoichiometric amounts (i.e. 2 moles of H₂ for each mole of O₂), which suggests that the process occurring in the cell is in fact the overall splitting of water to form H₂ and O₂.

3.5.3 Distance Dependence Experiments (Chapter 6)

In Chapter 6, the photo-activity of samples was determined by measuring the PL emission and photocurrent generated in a PEC cell, exactly as described above for Chapters 4 and 5. Both TiO₂ and N-TiO₂ samples were constructed, both with and without the addition of Ag nanocubes. TiO₂ and Ag/TiO₂ samples were illuminated in the PEC cell by the 365-nm monochromatic source mentioned above and the resulting photocurrent was monitored. PL emission at 467 nm was also measured from these samples upon monochromatic 365-nm illumination. Photocurrent measurements and PL emission measurements for N-TiO₂ and Ag/N-TiO₂ samples upon illumination with 365-nm photons were indistinguishable from that of TiO₂-based samples. To obtain another data point and compare differences in activity upon changing the semiconductor excitation, N-TiO₂-based samples were illuminated with monochromatic 400-nm light and the resulting PL emission was measured. Unfortunately, a suitable monochromatic 400-nm light was not available for photocurrent measurements (Chapter 5 presents photocurrent upon illumination with broadband visible light).

3.6 Computational Methods (Optical Simulations)

The analyses in the following chapters depend heavily on optical simulations to predict analyze the behavior of materials in response to a photon flux. The optical simulations are particularly useful for investigating the plasmonic properties of metal nanoparticles. The simulations methodology is described below, along with a
description of the required inputs and the available outputs.

3.6.1 The Finite-Difference Time-Domain Method

Optical simulations were implemented using the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method (simulations were performed with two spatial dimensions unless otherwise noted). FDTD is a computational electro-dynamics modeling technique, which solves discretized Maxwell equations in space and time subject to the input geometry, material properties, and boundary conditions [29]. The specific code used was developed recently by Jeffrey McMahon at Northwestern University [30]. The optical properties of metals were represented using a Drude-Lorentz model [31, 32] with empirical optical constants [7], as described below. Unless otherwise noted, the background medium in simulations was water, which is implemented by specifying a constant background dielectric constant of 1.77 everywhere in the simulation cell not occupied by some other material. The perfectly matched layer (PML) construct [29] was used to truncate the simulation cell in all directions. The PML structures essentially absorb all light exiting the simulation cell (once the light has passed through, no radiation bounces back into the cell due to interactions with the system boundary). Incident radiation for all simulations was supplied via a Gaussian source with radiation in the region of approximately 200–1000 nm. The intensity across this range was not constant; to account for this, results at each wavelength were normalized by the source intensity at that wavelength. Figure 3.6 shows a sketch of a typical simulation geometry for a Ag cube. The material geometry is defined by specifying the dielectric constant as a function of wavelength on every point of a grid of points. Aside from material geometry, the materials’ dielectric functions are the most important input in the FDTD simulations.
Figure 3.6: Example simulation cell geometry for finite-difference time-domain optical simulations. In this example, the total simulation area is 200 nm by 200 nm and the structure to be investigated is a silver cube with 80-nm edge length (actually a square, since this shows a two dimensional simulation). Source illumination (depicted in red) enters the cell from the left hand side, normal to the left boundary. The total-field scattered-field (TFSF) cross-section box is illustrated in blue surrounding the Ag structure.
3.6.2 Metal Optical Properties

Plasmonic metals are simulated by numerically modeling the dielectric function over the wavelengths of interest. Figure 3.7 shows the real and imaginary components of the Ag dielectric constant as a function of wavelength (data from ref. [33]). As discussed in Chapter 2, the interaction of light with a plasmonic metal is essentially the sum of two effects: (1) interband transitions (d- to sp-band excitations) and (2) the plasmon resonance, which is an intra-band effect. The dielectric function is modeled by a sum of terms that capture these effects, shown in Equation 3.1.

\[
\epsilon(\omega) = \epsilon_\infty - \frac{\omega_D^2}{\omega^2 + i\gamma_D \omega} - \frac{\Delta \epsilon g_{L_1} \omega_{L_1}^2}{\omega^2 + 2i\gamma_{L_1} \omega - \omega_{L_1}^2} - \frac{\Delta \epsilon g_{L_2} \omega_{L_2}^2}{\omega^2 + 2i\gamma_{L_2} \omega - \omega_{L_2}^2}
\]

The first term, \(\epsilon_\infty\), is the dielectric constant at the limit of infinite frequency. The second term is the Drude model, which captures intraband effects (i.e. plasmon resonance) [31, 32]. \(\omega_D\) is the plasma frequency and \(\gamma_D\) is the collision frequency. The contribution of interband transitions to the dielectric function is modeled using a 2-pole Lorentz oscillator model, which is the final two terms in Equation 3.1 [31, 32]. Two terms are included because, over the UV-visible portion of the spectrum, Au has two interband transitions (peaking around 3 and 4 eV [7, 8]) while Ag has one transition around 3.8 eV (having the extra term does not adversely effect the Ag model, it simply makes the model fit the data better). In the Lorentz terms, \(\omega_L\) is the frequency corresponding to the transition, \(\Delta \epsilon_L\) is the shift in the relative permittivity at the transition and \(\gamma_L\) is the electron dephasing rate. The four terms discussed above are combined, resulting in Equation 3.1, which is referred to the Drude plus 2-pole Lorentz (D2L) model.

While the Drude and Lorentz parameters can be determined from a material’s
Figure 3.7: Dielectric constant data and empirical Drude-Lorentz model fit for Ag. Experimental data for the real (blue points) and imaginary (red points) dielectric constant of Ag are from ref. [33]. Drude-Lorentz model parameters for the fit (solid lines) are from ref. [34].
bulk physically properties (for example, the plasma frequency), it is more common and more accurate to adjust the model parameters to empirically fit experimental dielectric function data, as shown in Figure 3.7 for Ag [33]. The figure also shows the D2L model fit to this data, using parameters determined in ref. [34]. Similar analysis was performed for the Au dielectric function by ref. [7]. The parameters used for both metals have been shown to give accurate results for Ag and Au nanostructures [35, 36].

3.6.3 Semiconductor Optical Properties

Most of the simulations in the following chapters contain metal particles only. The purpose of the simulations is to predict the optical properties (SPR) of metal nanoparticles and to theoretically probe the near-field electromagnetic fields formed near the metal nanoparticles in response to the excitation of SPR. However, it is common in the literature to see FDTD simulations that also incorporate semiconductor materials and indeed we have also done so in a few places. In theory it is possible to simulate the optical response of any material as long as a suitable model for the dielectric function is available. Typically in the literature semiconductors are represented as a constant dielectric material as mentioned for the water background above (e.g. a constant real dielectric of 2.25 for all wavelengths for SiO$_2$ or $\sim$9 for TiO$_2$ [7]). In fact, this was the only method for including semiconductors in the FDTD code from ref. [30]. However, this approach captures only the effect of photon scattering and not photon absorption (which is due to the imaginary portion of the dielectric function). This works in the UV-visible spectrum for materials such as SiO$_2$, which does not have absorption in this range of the spectrum. However, for certain applications it is desirable to capture the semiconductor absorption effects in the simulations. For example, when modeling the UV-visible response of TiO$_2$ it
is necessary to capture the absorption of photons due to valence-to-conduction band
electron transitions at wavelengths lower than the band gap (387 nm).

To incorporate the effects of TiO$_2$ absorbance (an interband transition effect), the
same D2L model discussed above was used for the dielectric function. Experimental
data for the dielectric constant as a function of wavelength was obtained from liter-
ature for anatase TiO$_2$, shown in Figure 3.8a [37]. The D2L model parameters were
then fit to this data. The Drude term in Equation 3.1 is not necessary since there
are no intra-band transitions for TiO$_2$, so the Drude parameters were all defined
as zero. Only one Lorentz term is strictly necessary for TiO$_2$; however, two terms
were necessary to capture the direct and indirect transitions in hematite Fe$_2$O$_3$. In
addition, the code implements two terms regardless of material and using both for
TiO$_2$ simply increases the numerical accuracy of the empirical fit. The D2L param-
eters determined for TiO$_2$ are shown in Table 3.1 and the resulting fit is plotted in
Figure 3.8a along with the experimental data from ref. [37]. The resulting simulated
absorption cross-section for anatase TiO$_2$ is shown in Figure 3.8b, along with the
simulated absorption using the standard constant dielectric model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3.1: 2-pole Lorentz Model Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon_\infty$, $\Delta\epsilon_{gL_1}$, $\omega_{L_1}$, $\gamma_{L_1}$, $\Delta\epsilon_{gL_2}$, $\omega_{L_2}$, $\gamma_{L_2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO$_2$ 4.9 0.1 4.03 eV 0.1 eV 2.45 4.77 eV 0.55 eV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe$_2$O$_3$ 3.3 2.2 4.52 eV 1.0 eV 1.9 2.96 eV 0.5 eV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The same procedure was repeated to determine D2L parameters for the implement-
tion of hematite Fe$_2$O$_3$. No hematite simulations were performed for this disserta-
tion; however, the resulting D2L parameters may be interesting to readers, so they
are also included in Table 3.1. The empirical fit for Fe$_2$O$_3$ is shown in Figure 3.9a
along with experimental data from ref. [38] and the resulting simulated absorption
cross-section is shown in Figure 3.9b. Comparison of Figure 3.9b to experimental
Figure 3.8: 2-pole Lorentz model of the optical properties of anatase TiO$_2$. (a) Experimental data for the real (blue points) and imaginary (red points) portions of the anatase dielectric function, from ref. [37]. Solid lines show the empirical fit using a 2-pole Lorentz model, with the resulting TiO$_2$ parameters given in Table 3.1. (b) Simulated absorbance cross-section (in arbitrary units) for anatase TiO$_2$ using a positive real dielectric constant at all wavelengths (blue line) or using the 2-pole Lorentz model for the complex dielectric function (red line).
spectra for anatase TiO$_2$ reveals that the absorbance is not predicted with perfect accuracy, but for the initial studies herein it is at least captured qualitative.

3.6.4 Types of Output

There are primarily two types of outputs produced from the FDTD simulations that are presented in the following chapters: simulated spectra and local electric field distributions. In addition, these output types are discussed below.

Simulated Spectra

Scattering, absorbance and extinction cross sections were calculated using the total-field/scattered-field (TFSF) formalism [29]. Essentially, the simulation cell is divided into two regions: the total field region and the scattered field region, as depicted in Figure 3.10a. The illumination source enters the simulation cell on the left-hand side, with electromagnetic waves entering the TFSF box normal to the left-hand surface. After passing through the structure, any EM waves exiting the TFSF box normal to the right-hand side (i.e., the waves have not been deflected) is recorded as transmittance. Extinction is calculated as the intensity of incident illumination (entering the left side of the TFSF box) minus the transmitted intensity and then normalized by the intensity of incident illumination. The intensity of illumination exiting the TFSF box in all other directions is recorded as scattering. Absorbance spectra are then determined by subtracting scattering from extinction. The spectra are reported as extinction, absorbance or scattering cross-section, which has dimensions of length in these two-dimensional simulations. Figure 3.10b shows simulated extinction, absorbance and scattering spectra for a 120-nm Ag cube in water. Several points in the following chapters discuss extinction efficiency, which is simply defined as the calculated extinction cross-section for a nanoparticle at a
Figure 3.9: 2-pole Lorentz model of the optical properties of hematite Fe$_2$O$_3$. (a) Experimental data for the real (blue points) and imaginary (red points) portions of the hematite dielectric function, from ref. [38]. Solid lines show the empirical fit using a 2-pole Lorentz model, with the resulting Fe$_2$O$_3$ parameters given in Table 3.1. (b) Simulated absorbance cross-section (in arbitrary units) for hematite Fe$_2$O$_3$ using a positive real dielectric constant at all wavelengths (blue line) or using the 2-pole Lorentz model for the complex dielectric function (red line).
given wavelength divided by the geometric cross-section of the particle (scattering and absorbance efficiency are defined analogously). Another type of calculation presented in Chapter 4 is called “power dissipation”. Essentially it is analogous to the calculation of absorbance spectra described above, except that absorbance is calculated locally only in a small region of space rather than averaged over the entire simulation cell. This is accomplished simply by changing the location and size of the TFSF box, so that rather than surrounding all of the simulation structures, it only encompasses a small area of interest. This is useful, for example, if we want to calculate how the absorbance of a semiconductor changes upon excitation of a nearby plasmonic metal structure. In this case, we do not want to measure the absorbance within the metal structure itself, which would be included in the overall system spectra.

**Simulated Electric Fields**

The other primary output from the FDTD simulations are spatial distributions of electric fields. In the simulation code, the electric field strength is monitored as a function of time at all points in space [30]. The field strength is normalized by the field strength associated with the incident photon flux, then Fourier transformed and the strength at a particular wavelength is plotted as a function of position. Note that typically the figures plot normalized field intensity (\(|E|^2/|E_0|^2\)) rather than simply field strength; a typical example is shown in Figure 3.10c.

### 3.7 Conclusion

The sections above detailed the synthesis, preparation, characterization and computational methods used frequently in the following chapters. Synthesis and sample preparation methods were described, and some material characterization was pre-
sented. This was followed by a description of the commonly used characterization methods (primarily UV-visible spectrophotometry). The measurements used to test photoactivity of samples were presented on a chapter-by-chapter basis. Finally, the FDTD optical simulation technique was described, including the major required inputs (dielectric functions of materials) and the major types of output used. The subsequent chapters in the document explain some methods specific to experiments within those sections and also refer back to sections within this chapter.
Figure 3.10: Summary of the major types of FDTD outputs. (a) Schematic showing how spectra are calculated. Radiation that passes through the TFSF box without changing angle is recorded as transmittance. The incidence less the transmittance is the extinction. Radiation leaving the TFSF box in all other directions is recorded as scattering, and absorbance is determined by subtracting scattering from extinction. (b) Simulated extinction, scattering and absorbance spectra for a Ag nanocube with 120-nm edge length in water. (c) Calculated enhancement in the intensity of electric fields oscillating at 500 nm (the top of the SPR peak) for the same 120-nm Ag cube simulation.
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CHAPTER 4

Predictive Models for Plasmonic Metal/Semiconductor Photocatalysts

4.1 Summary

We demonstrate the design of composite plasmonic metal/semiconductor photocatalysts, which show enhanced visible light photocatalytic activity compared to the semiconductor alone. We show that the overlap between the illumination source spectrum, semiconductor absorbance spectrum and metal nanoparticle surface plasmon resonance spectrum provides a useful descriptor for predicting the relative rate enhancements induced by metal surface plasmons for composite photocatalysts with similar arrangements of metal and semiconductor building blocks. We also show that optical simulations can be used to predict the value of the descriptor of photocatalytic activity for any arbitrary combination of illumination source, semiconductor, and plasmonic metal, and therefore guide the formulation of optimal composite photocatalysts. We have used optical simulations to identify optimal plasmonic nanostructures for a few model low and large band gap semiconductors.

4.2 Introduction

Upon illumination, a semiconductor photocatalyst can absorb photons with energy exceeding the material’s band gap and transfer the energy of light into excited
charge carriers (electron/hole pairs), which can then drive reactions at the photocatalyst surface. As mentioned in Chapter 2, oxide semiconductors have been shown to be useful for a range of photochemical transformations including photo-decomposition of organics and water splitting reactions [1–3]. However, due to low efficiencies of semiconductors in conversion of incident photons to useful charge carriers at the semiconductor surface, these photochemical processes generally exhibit low rates. As discussed in Chapter 2, it has recently been suggested that photo-excited, plasmonic nanostructures of silver (Ag) embedded in a matrix of TiO$_2$ can enhance the photocatalytic activity of TiO$_2$ [4, 5]. The critical characteristic of the Ag/TiO$_2$ composites governing the enhancements in photocatalytic rates is high optical activity of Ag nanoparticles manifested in the light-induced excitation of surface plasmon resonance (SPR) [6–9].

In Chapter 2 we outlined five possible mechanisms that could play a role when a photo-excited plasmonic metal is added to a semiconductor. As discussed, the SPR-induced heating mechanism requires a very intense light source and is negligible under sun-light illumination [10–12]. The co-catalyst mechanism discussed can have an effect, but is not dependent on the metal SPR [13–17]. Consequently, there are three primary mechanisms by which metal SPR can enhance the reaction rates on nearby semiconductors. In the first mechanism, often termed the charge transfer mechanism, it is proposed that SPR leads to the transfer of charge from photo-excited metal to the semiconductor, and that the charged semiconductor induces photo-catalytic transformations [17–21]. The second mechanism is based on the interaction of metal SPR with nearby semiconductor via an SPR-induced enhanced electromagnetic field, which leads to increased rates of e/h formation in the semiconductor, resulting in larger rates of photocatalytic reactions [4, 5, 22–25]. The third mechanism, the so-
called “scattering mechanism” as discussed in Chapter 2, is expected to have some effect, since the addition of metal nanoparticles does increase the extinction of the samples [26–28]. While this mechanism is reported to be the dominant effect in some systems (for example, in thin film solar cells [28]), it is generally observed to play a minor role in these photocatalytic experiments. This is because the semiconductor photocatalysts in these systems generally absorb most of the incident photons to begin with, so there is an upper limit on the possible enhancement due to increase in average photon pathlength. For example, if a semiconductor initially absorbs 50% of incident photons (absorbance value of 0.68), then the upper bound on the enhancement due to the scattering mechanism would be a factor of 2. In reality, these systems usually have significantly higher initial absorbance [4, 5] and reported rate enhancement factors are as high as 7 [4].

As discussed in Chapter 2, it has been hypothesized that the photocatalytic reaction rates on the composite photo-catalysts depend on multiple factors, including catalytic and optical properties of semiconductor and plasmonic metal building blocks and the geometric placement of the building blocks with respect to each other [5, 17, 23]; however, there are very few examples of direct investigations in the literature that separate the various possible mechanisms. Because of this, predictive models that capture the effects of these factors on the reaction rates are missing. In this chapter we take a step towards developing these models by probing how the optical properties of individual building blocks affect the reaction rates on composite photocatalysts. Photocatalysts used in these studies were designed not to exhibit any charge transfer between metal and semiconductor building blocks, i.e., the dominant interaction between the building blocks was due to SPR-induced electromagnetic field (this is discussed more below). We show that the overlap between
the wavelength of source photons, the absorption spectrum of the semiconductor, and
the metal SPR spectrum is an excellent descriptor of photocatalytic activity of the
composite photo-catalysts. We also demonstrate how this optical overlap descriptor of photo-catalytic activity allows for rapid evaluation of potential effectiveness of plasmonic metal nanoparticles of particular composition, shape and size, as promoters of photochemical activity of random semiconductors with any light source.

We arrived to these conclusions by testing the photocatalytic activity of two semiconductor photocatalysts with different optical properties, TiO$_2$ and nitrogen-doped TiO$_2$ (N-TiO$_2$), upon addition of two plasmonic metal nanostructures with different optical properties: nanocubes of Ag of $\sim$ 120 nm edge length and nanospheres of Au of $\sim$ 25 nm diameter. The use of two different semiconductors (TiO$_2$ and N-TiO$_2$), two different metals (Ag and Au) and different metal weight loadings gives us several ways to change the system optical properties and correlate this to the resulting catalytic activity, as described below.

The photocatalytic activity was quantified in studies of the photo-decomposition of methylene blue (MB). Methylene blue (MB) is a bright blue organic dye molecule that is commonly used as an analog for water-soluble organic pollutants. This decomposition of MB is activated by energetic holes at the semiconductor surface [29, 30]. MB is a strong absorber of light around 550–700 nm (see Figure 4.2a). This is beneficial because the concentration of MB can be easily monitored using quick and accurate UV-visible absorption measurements. However, the visible absorption of dyes (such as MB) has also been reported to cause problems with the interpretation of experimental results when the compound is directly excited with the experimental light source [31–33]. There are several issues: (1) At wavelengths overlapping with the TiO$_2$ absorbance (i.e. approximately 420 nm and below, “Region I” in ref [31]),
the degradation of MB is catalyzed by the semiconductor, as discussed above. This is specifically the region of interest—i.e. the region in which the degradation of MB is catalyzed by TiO$_2$. (2) At wavelengths where there is negligible excitation of the TiO$_2$ absorbance or the MB absorbance (i.e. $\sim$420–550 nm for P25, “Region II” in ref. [31]) the degradation of MB is negligible. This is also shown by the action spectra for MB on P25 from ref. [31]. (3) However, at illumination wavelengths overlapping with the MB absorbance ($\sim$550–700 nm), degradation can be due to direct photolysis of MB or a photosensitization effect. Photolysis refers simply to the un-catalyzed light-induced degradation of MB due to direct absorbance of photons. Photosensitization also involves direct absorbance of photons by the MB compound. However, this is followed by a transfer of an excited electron to the nearby semiconductor, leaving a positively charged MB ion, which then degrades. As a side note: this charge transfer process is the driving phenomenon behind dye-sensitized solar cells [34, 35]. The observed MB degradation in the wavelength range of ($\sim$550–700 nm) in the action spectrum from ref. [31] (labeled “Region III” in that paper) clearly indicates the presence of photolysis and/or photosensitization effects, although the rates are very low compared to rates when the semiconductor absorbance is excited.

Because of these issues described in (3) above, it is sometimes concluded that visible dyes should not be used to characterize the photo-catalytic activity of semiconductors upon illumination with visible light [31–33]. However, this is somewhat of an overall generalization. It is more accurate to say that in order to avoid such issues, one should use a reactant molecule that is transparent to the source photons. To ensure this was the case, we have been careful to use a light source that does not overlap with the direct light absorbance of MB. The experiments with MB only and no photocatalyst (called “blank” in Figure 4.2b) as well as a comparison of our re-
sults with TiO$_2$ and N-TiO$_2$ confirm that we have successfully reduced or eliminated the effects of photolysis and photosensitization (this is discussed further below).

4.3 Methods

The TiO$_2$ photocatalyst was Degussa/Evonik P25 TiO$_2$ (∼20 nm diameter particles, ∼80% anatase phase). Nitrogen-doped TiO$_2$ (N-TiO$_2$) was synthesized by heating P25 TiO$_2$ particles in flowing gaseous NH$_3$ at 500°C for 5 hours [36]. Detailed synthesis methods are discussed in the Synthesis section of Chapter 3. N-TiO$_2$ has been investigated extensively in the literature, and this method has been found to yield N-TiO$_2$ powders with low N dopant concentrations, which show improved visible light activity compared to TiO$_2$ [36]. The UV-visible extinction spectra for TiO$_2$ and N-TiO$_2$ used in the experiments below are shown in Figure 4.1.

Cubic Ag nanoparticles were synthesized using a modified polyol process, described in detail in the literature [Christopher2010a, Christopher2011, Im2005] and also discussed in the Synthesis section of Chapter 3. Briefly, Ag nanocubes were produced by slow addition of AgNO$_3$ (precursor) and polyvinylpyrrolidone (stabilizer) to a solution of ethylene glycol (solvent and reductant) and dilute HCl (etchant). The result was cubic Ag nanoparticles with a layer of polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) stabilizer on the surface to prevent agglomeration. The particles were washed with acetone once via centrifugation and re-dispersed in 200-proof ethanol. The particle size (edge length of 118 ± 25 nm) was determined from scanning electron microscopy (SEM); a representative SEM image is shown in Figure 4.1. Micrographs were obtained using an FEI Nova 200 Nanolab. The accelerating voltage was 5 kV. Spherical Au particles were synthesized in a process identical to that previously reported in detail for Ag nanospheres [37], except that AgNO$_3$ is replaced with the same con-
Figure 4.1: Characterization of metal and semiconductor building blocks and composite samples. 
(a) Diffuse reflectance UV-visible (DRUV) spectra of TiO$_2$, N-TiO$_2$, Ag nanocube and Au sphere films on a SiO$_2$ substrate. (b) Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of the Ag nanocube sample (edge length 118±25 nm). (c) SEM of spherical gold particles (diameter 25.4±4.5 nm). (d) Diffuse reflectance UV-visible (DRUV) spectra of N-TiO$_2$, Ag/N-TiO$_2$ composite (4.5 wt% Ag) and Au/N-TiO$_2$ composite (4.5 wt% Au) samples. (e) Ag and Au difference spectra for the composite samples in (d), obtained by subtracting the N-TiO$_2$ spectrum from the composite spectra.
centration of AuCl$_4$. The resulting Au spheres were 25.4 ± 4.5 nm in diameter, as measured by SEM (Figure 4.1). We note that as used Ag and Au nanoparticles were coated with a non-conductive polymer layer (PVP); we comment more on this below.

Semiconductor (TiO$_2$ and N-TiO$_2$) and metal (Ag and Au) nanoparticles were independently suspended in pure ethanol and sonicated. Single-component samples (for example, TiO$_2$-only or Ag-only) were prepared by drop-coating these suspensions onto 1-cm$^2$ SiO$_2$ substrates and drying in a stagnant ambient atmosphere. Composite suspensions were prepared by combining the pure nanoparticle suspensions and thoroughly mixing using agitation and sonication. Composite photocatalyst samples (for example, Ag/TiO$_2$) were prepared by the same drop-coating method using the mixed nanoparticle suspensions. This resulted in a physical mixture of the two types of particles on the substrate; however, we note that because the metal particles are coated with PVP, there was minimal direct contact between semiconductor and metal particles within the composites. All photocatalysts samples used in the experiments contained constant weight (as well volume and surface area) of semiconductor particles. The amount of metal nanoparticles in the composite mixtures was varied, and the percentages listed in the text and figures indicate weight percent of the metal particles with respect to the constant weight of semiconductor particles.

To test the photochemical activity we measured the rate of photo-decomposition of methylene blue (MB) under illumination with a broadband visible source. Reactions were carried out at room temperature in a liquid phase batch reaction vessel with an open top. Photocatalyst substrates were placed on the bottom of the vessel, 2 mL of 0.05 mM MB in water was added and the system was allowed to sit in the dark for 1 hour prior to illumination. The system was continuously stirred and aerated by bubbling O$_2$. The reaction vessel was kept in a room temperature water bath to
maintain isothermal reaction conditions.

The system was illuminated from the top by a visible light source with a wavelength range of ∼375–900 nm. MB demonstrates a strong absorbance of light from ∼550–700 nm (see Figure 4.2); therefore, to prevent direct photolysis of MB we used a 500 nm short pass filter to cut off photons with wavelengths higher than 500 nm. As discussed above, this ensures that the reactant molecule is essentially transparent to the source photons [31], and also effectively prevents the possibility of dye sensitization, since MB cannot be directly excited by the light source. The total source power delivered to the catalyst surface was 140 mW/cm². Figure 4.2 shows the wavelength distribution of the filtered source and the absorbance of MB. The MB concentration was monitored as a function of time by using transmission UV-visible spectroscopy to observe the decrease in the 610 nm MB peak (using a Thermo-Scientific Evolution 300 spectrophotometer). Photoluminescence experiments were conducted by recording the emission at 467 nm from the prepared photocatalysts as a function of excitation wavelength under ambient conditions using a Horiba Jobin Yvon FluoroMax-3 spectrofluorometer.

Two dimensional finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) optical simulations were performed to simulate the optical response of the materials as a function of the wavelength of incident photons. As discussed in Chapter 3, FDTD is a computational electro-dynamics modeling technique, which solves discretized Maxwell equations in space and time subject to the input geometry, material properties, and boundary conditions [38, 39]. The optical properties of plasmonic metals were represented using a Drude-Lorentz model [40–42] with empirical optical constants [43] which has been shown to give accurate results for Ag and Au nano-structures [44, 45]. Water was used as the background dielectric medium. All simulations were truncated in
all directions with the perfectly matched layer (PML) construct [38]. Incident radiation was supplied via a 200–1000 nm Gaussian source. Scattering, absorbance and extinction cross sections were calculated using the total-field/scattered-field (TFSF) formalism [38]; please refer to the Optical Simulations section of Chapter 3 for greater detail.

4.4 Results and Discussion

The rate of MB decomposition over various catalysts using the broadband illumination source with 500 nm short pass filter is shown in Figure 4.2b. As discussed above, the use of the filtered light source (no illumination above ∼500 nm) was important to prevent the direct photo-excitation of MB, in order to minimize photolysis or sensitization effects [31]. The lack of decomposition due to direct photolysis is confirmed by the blank results; i.e. there is no significant decomposition of MB under the same light source without a photocatalyst. Comparison of the TiO$_2$ and N-TiO$_2$ decomposition rates show that sensitization is also not a major contributor, since similar performance would be expected for both materials if the photosensitization effect dominated the performance. Figure 4.2 shows that the addition of Ag nanocubes significantly enhances the rate of MB decomposition over both TiO$_2$ and N-TiO$_2$. For example, the rate of MB decomposition on Ag/N-TiO$_2$ is approximately 4 times larger than the rate on N-TiO$_2$. We observed that the addition of Au nanostructures has little effect on the reaction rate.

To understand the results in Figure 4.2, we analyze optical and catalytic properties of the building blocks used in the experiments. First, Figure 4.2 shows that Ag and Au nanostructures by themselves exhibit no photo-catalytic activity under these operating conditions. Also, due to low doping with N [36], we can assume that
Figure 4.2: Methylene blue decomposition experiments. (a) Black curve: intensity of visible source with 500 nm short pass filter. Total intensity at the photocatalyst surface is 140 mW/cm$^2$. Blue curve: methylene blue absorption spectrum (arbitrary scale). (b) Aqueous phase MB decomposition over different photocatalysts: Ag cubes only (green), Au spheres only (dark blue), P25 TiO$_2$ only (purple), N-TiO$_2$ only (black), Ag/TiO$_2$ composite (red), Au/N-TiO$_2$ composite (orange) and Ag/N-TiO$_2$ (blue). The composite samples (Ag/TiO$_2$, Au/N-TiO$_2$, Ag/N-TiO$_2$) each contained 4.5% metal particles by weight. All semiconductor-only and composite samples contained constant weight of semiconductor particles. The un-catalyzed (blank) photolysis of MB showed immeasurable decomposition (grey points).
the inherent capacity of TiO₂ and N-TiO₂ to support catalytic transformations by providing surface sites for reaction intermediates, are very similar to each other. This means we can assume that the difference in the performance of different composite materials is mainly a consequence of the difference in the optical properties of the building blocks contained in the composite photocatalysts rather than their inherent capacity to support chemical transformations. Very high dopant concentrations can cause decreased visible activity because of an increase in recombination centers, even though the absorption may increase, so we stress that this assumption is generally valid in the limit of low dopant concentration [36], as noted above.

The optical properties of the individual building blocks, measured as UV-vis extinction spectra, are shown in Figure 4.1. The figure shows that the TiO₂ extinction drops dramatically around 380 nm, whereas N-TiO₂ exhibits significant extinction intensity well into the visible region up to ~500 nm. The extinction in semiconductors is the consequence of the absorption process, which results in the formation of excited charge carriers (e/h pairs). The formation of these carriers is responsible for photo-catalytic activity of both semiconductors. To understand the observed differences in MB decomposition rates on TiO₂ and N-TiO₂, we must look at the overlap of the semiconductor absorbance with the light source. The overlap is calculated by simply multiplying the light source spectrum (Figure 4.2a) with the semiconductor absorbance spectrum (Figure 4.1a). As shown in Figure 4.3, a small, but non-zero, overlap between the TiO₂ absorbance and light source is calculated, because the light source has photons down to approximately 375 nm and the absorbance of TiO₂ extends to approximately 410 nm. Since N-TiO₂ absorbs over a broader range of the visible source spectrum, it exhibits higher overlap with the visible light source, as shown in Figure 4.3. Furthermore, although there are not enough points in Figure
4.3 to draw definitive conclusions, it seems logical that these different semiconductor/source overlap values explain the observed differences in MB decomposition rates on the semiconductor-only samples.

Figure 4.1 also shows that the Ag nanocubes exhibit an extinction spectrum peaking at $\sim 450$ nm and spreading $\pm/\mp 100$ nm. On the other hand, the Au spheres show extinction at $\sim 600 \pm/\mp 100$ nm. For both metals, the main extinction peaks are due to excitation of SPR [6–9]. SPR is accompanied by intense oscillating electric fields that are a few orders of magnitude larger than the field associated with the source photons [9], which was shown in Chapter 2. SPR can be described as the resonant photon induced collective oscillation of valence electrons, established when the frequency of photons matches the natural frequency of surface electrons oscillating against the restoring force of positive nuclei. We note that the extinction below the main spectral features (below $\sim 500$ nm for Au and below $\sim 325$ nm for Ag) is due primarily to interband transitions, which are not critical to our discussion here [43, 46].

UV-vis extinction spectra for a few composite photo-catalysts are shown in Figure 4.1. The figure shows that the composite extinction is a superposition of the extinction due to the individual building blocks in the composite. The fact that the composite systems exhibit this behavior is an indication that there is no significant light-induced charge transfer from one building block to another, since charged semiconductor and plasmonic metals would exhibit additional extinction features [19, 47]. This is not surprising, considering that the metal and semiconductor building blocks are separated by nonconductive organic molecules chemisorbed on the surface of metal nanostructures and other studies have confirmed that this minimizes the amount of charge transfer possible at the semiconductor/metal interface [5, 48, 49].
Figure 4.3: Source/semiconductor overlap explains difference in MB decomposition rates on different semiconductors. (a) Source/semiconductor absorbance overlap for N-TiO$_2$ (black curve) and TiO$_2$ (purple curve). (b) MB decomposition rate constant as a function of the overlap between illumination source and semiconductor absorbance. The source/semiconductor (SC) overlap is the area under the curve in (a). The three points are for the blank experiment (overlap = 0), TiO$_2$ sample (overlap $\sim$ 1.8) and N-TiO$_2$ sample (overlap $\sim$ 5.6).
Recently it has been suggested for similar plasmonic metal/semiconductor composite systems that the metal SPR-induced enhancement in the photo-catalytic activity of semiconductors is the consequence of the interaction of the SPR-induced intense oscillating electric field, concentrated around the metallic nanostructure (nanoparticles of Ag), and the nearby semiconductor [4, 5]. Essentially, the SPR-induced electric field increases the rate of e/h formation in the semiconductor, which in turn results in higher reaction rates. This supported by FDTD simulations showing enhanced absorption within a TiO$_2$ structure, due to local SPR-enhanced fields from a nearby Ag nanocube, shown in Figure 4.4a.

More importantly, this hypothesis is also supported experimentally by the comparison of composite samples containing Ag with those containing Au in Figure 4.2b. The Au nanostructures were chosen specifically because their plasmon resonance is not excited by the filtered light source. This is an important control experiment, which gives evidence to the mechanism of enhancement by the SPR-induced fields. Both metals facilitate charge transfer to a similar degree, but differ in the fact that the Ag SPR is excited by the light source while the Au SPR is not. This comparison suggests that the excitation of the Ag SPR (which is in resonance with the semiconductor absorbance) plays a crucial role in governing the enhancement. Essentially this gave us a way to turn on and off the SPR and investigate the effect on semiconductor activity.

Our hypothesis is also supported by a series of photoluminescence (PL) emission measurements performed under inert conditions. Photoluminescence spectroscopy involves measuring the emission of photons released from a material as electron/hole pairs re-combine [50–52]. There are essentially two ways that the rate of photon emission can be increased: (1) the rate of emission itself can be increased (with a
Figure 4.4: Simulated and measured enhancement in semiconductor absorption due to the presence of Ag SPR. (a) Simulated absorption enhancement in a TiO$_2$ structure due to the presence of a nearby excited Ag nanocube with 120-nm edge length. Power dissipation (see Chapter 3) was calculated in a 4 nm$^2$ area of the TiO$_2$ structure near the TiO$_2$/liquid interface with and without the presence of a nearby 120-nm Ag cube. Absorption enhancement was then defined as the calculated power dissipation for the TiO$_2$ with Ag simulation divided by that of the simulation without Ag. (b) Top: Ag difference spectra (DRUV spectra of composite systems minus that of N-TiO$_2$); original DRUV spectra are given in Figure 4.1. Bottom: Enhancement of photoluminescence (PL) emission at 467 nm as a function of excitation wavelength. PL enhancement is calculated by dividing the emission for composite Ag/N-TiO$_2$ systems by the emission for N-TiO$_2$ at the same excitation wavelength. For example, the value of PL enhancement at 400 nm is defined as emission from the Ag/N-TiO$_2$ sample upon excitation at 400 nm, divided by emission from the N-TiO$_2$ upon excitation at 400 nm (emission is measured at 467 nm in all cases).
constant rate of e/h excitation), this is referred to as “emission enhancement” or (2) the rate of e/h pair formation can be enhanced while the inherent emission probability is unchanged, referred to as “excitation enhancement” (both processes can also occur at the same time) [48, 49]. It has been shown that both processes can be enhanced by the addition of excited plasmonic particles [48, 49]. It is important to note that for a given system, the emission enhancement due to SPR-enhanced fields for a given emission wavelength is independent of the excitation wavelength [48, 49]. This is because the emission enhancement at a particular emission wavelength depends only on the intensity of SPR-induced electric fields at the emission wavelength \((|E|^{2}_{\text{em}})\). This quantity is constant as a function of excitation wavelength because it depends only on the number of SP states available at the emission wavelength (which does not change if the source wavelength is changed). On the other hand, excitation enhancement depends on the intensity of SPR-induced fields at the excitation wavelength \((|E|^{2}_{\text{em}})\), which does change with changing source wavelength.

In these studies the intensity of the 467-nm TiO\(_2\) emission peak was measured as a function of excitation wavelength for semiconductor-only and composite photocatalysts. PL emission enhancements for two composite Ag/N-TiO\(_2\) photocatalysts are plotted as a function of the excitation wavelength in Figure 4.4b (bottom). PL enhancement is calculated by dividing the emission for a composite Ag/N-TiO\(_2\) system by the emission for N-TiO\(_2\) at the same excitation wavelength. For example, the value of PL enhancement at 400 nm is defined as emission from the Ag/N-TiO\(_2\) sample upon excitation at 400 nm, divided by emission from the N-TiO\(_2\) upon excitation at 400 nm (emission is measured at 467 nm in all cases). Figure 4.4b shows that the emission enhancement tracks the intensity of Ag SP states (Figure 4.4b, top), i.e. the highest emission is observed for excitation wavelengths that maximize the
intensity of SPR. Since the emission enhancements are affected by the source wavelength, the increase in the emission is assigned to the metal SPR-induced increase in the rate of e/h formation in the semiconductor of the composite material [5, 48, 49], as discussed above.

Below in this text we attempt to quantify the interaction of the metal SPR-induced electric field with the nearby semiconductor and in doing so relate the optical properties of metal and semiconductor building blocks to the photo-catalytic activity of the composite photo-catalysts. For a plasmonic metal to enhance the rate of e/h formation in the nearby semiconductor and therefore to increase the photo-catalytic rates, the metal SPR–induced oscillating electric field must efficiently channel sufficient energy (i.e., the minimum energy required to overcome the band gap) into the nearby semiconductor. This essentially means that the there has to be an overlap between the metal SPR spectrum and the semiconductor absorption spectrum. Furthermore, since SPR is a resonant phenomenon, an excitation of SPR requires an overlap between the source spectrum and the metal SPR extinction spectrum. This explains why the addition of Au does not enhance the activity of TiO$_2$ or N-TiO$_2$. Au has been shown to enhance the activity of a semiconductor when the Au SPR is excited and overlaps in energy with the semiconductor absorbance [24, 25]. However, in the current system the Au SPR (~500–600 nm) is not excited by the light source (~375–500 nm) and is also not resonant with the absorbance of TiO$_2$ (below ~400 nm) or N-TiO$_2$ (below ~500 nm).

This analysis suggests that for a given composite geometry, mainly an equal spacing between individual building blocks in different composite photocatalysts, the relative reaction rate enhancement on composite photocatalysts should be proportional to the optical overlap between the illumination source spectrum, the metal
SPR (i.e., the extinction spectrum of the metallic building block), and the absorption spectrum of the semiconductor (illustrated in Figure 4.5). This is expressed by the simple relationship shown in Equation 4.1.

\[
\text{(4.1) RateEnhancement} \propto \text{OpticalOverlap} = \int I_0(\lambda) A_{SC}(\lambda) E_{SPR}(\lambda)
\]

Where \( I_0 \) is the wavelength-dependent source spectrum, \( A_{SC} \) is the semiconductor absorbance spectrum and \( E_{SPR} \) is the metal nanoparticle extinction arising from excitation of SPR. This relationship assumes a constant composite material geometry (e.g. a simple homogeneous mixture of metal and semiconductor particles). The use of macroscopically observable extinction spectra as an approximation to capture the near-field behavior of the system, thereby providing a quick and scalable method to evaluate potential composite materials, is reasonable for comparing systems with the same geometry because an increase in local SPR-induced fields directly results in increased extinction. This is confirmed by the results of FDTD simulations shown in Figure 4.6, which show that the far-field properties of the system (spectra) qualitatively capture relative changes in the magnitude of the near-field effects. These results were obtained by calculating the average intensity of the electric field (i.e., the average strength of the near-field effect) at 450 nm for Ag spheres and Ag cubes of different sizes, and comparing this to the simulated far-field extinction spectra.

We note that Equation 4.1 also assumes geometric overlap between the SPR-induced electric fields and the semiconductor particles. If there were no spatial overlap between the SPR-induced fields and semiconductor in a composite system, there could be no rate enhancement from SPR-induced fields. Additionally, if the amount of spatial overlap between SPR-induced fields and semiconductor changed between systems (e.g. by changing particle geometry), then the system behavior would not necessarily be captured by the far field properties. We will comment more
Figure 4.5: Experimental overlap of source spectrum, semiconductor absorbance and metal SPR. (a) Source/semiconductor absorbance overlap for N-TiO$_2$ (black curve) and TiO$_2$ (purple curve) and metal nanoparticle spectra (see Figure 4.3b) for 4.5% Ag and 4.5% Au. (b) Enhancement in the MB decomposition rate as a function of the overlap between illumination source, semiconductor absorbance and metal nanoparticle SPR. Blue points show native TiO$_2$-based composites and red points show N-TiO$_2$-based composites.
Figure 4.6: Comparison of averaged near-field intensity measurements and far-field spectra from FDTD simulations. The simulated extinction cross-section at 450 nm (in meters) is plotted as a function of the average local field intensity at 450 nm for a series of Ag spheres (blue points) and Ag cubes (red points). Cube sizes were 20, 30, 40, 50 and 100 nm edge length. Sphere sizes were 30, 40, 50 and 100 nm diameter. The average local field intensities were calculated by averaging the fields 1 nm away from the surface of the Ag structures.
below on the issue of the nano-scale geometric arrangement of composite building blocks.

To test the relationship in Equation 4.1, in Figure 4.5b we plotted the MB photo-decomposition rate enhancement as a function of the optical overlap between light source, semiconductor absorbance and metal SP states, for a range of tested photo-catalysts. The rate enhancement is calculated as the measured MB decomposition rate (see Figure 4.2) for a composite system divided by the rate for the semiconductor-only (e.g. Ag/N-TiO$_2$ compared to N-TiO$_2$ and Ag/TiO$_2$ compared to TiO$_2$). The optical overlap was calculated, as shown in Equation 4.1, by multiplying the illumination source spectrum (Figure 4.2) the semiconductor absorbance spectrum (Figure 4.1) and the metal nanoparticle extinction spectrum (Figure 4.1), and integrating over the entire wavelength range (300–800 nm). The rate enhancement for a pure semiconductor is unity by definition and the optical overlap for a pure semiconductor is defined as zero (since there are no SP states). Figure 4.5b shows that for a given geometry of composite photocatalysts (with similar inherent catalytic activity) the optical overlap, as defined in Equation 4.1, is linearly related to the activity of composite plasmonic metal/semiconductor photo-catalysts. The exception to this is for high Ag loading, which significantly under-performs the otherwise linear trend. This is not surprising considering that high Ag loading results in high overall extinction of the composite photocatalyst, which can shift the overall process into a light-limited reaction regime, i.e., the entire reactor volume is not exposed to light.

The relationship presented in Equation 4.1 and validated experimentally in Figure 4.5b can be used to guide the design of composite photo-catalysts. For example, the intensity and wavelength of metal SPR can be manipulated by changing the
composition, shape, size or dielectric environment of metal nanoparticles [7, 8, 53]. Plasmonic nano-particles of noble metals can be tuned to exhibit SPR spanning the entire near-UV/visible/near-IR spectrum [54, 55]. It is beneficial to be able to identify, a priori, the plasmonic nanostructures that would yield the maximum enhancements in reaction rates on a given semiconductor. In this context, optical simulation techniques (e.g. the FDTD method) provide a very useful tool, since the optical properties of any arbitrary metal nanoparticle geometry can be calculated with reasonable accuracy using these simulations.

We have used the model in Equation 4.1 to probe the effect of metal particle size, shape, and composition on the photochemical activity of a model semiconductor that absorbs light with wavelengths below 550 nm. In these studies, the absorbance of a semiconductor was modeled using a step function with full absorbance below 550 nm and no absorbance above 550 nm (see Figure 4.7). The metal SPR spectra were evaluated by calculating the extinction efficiency (extinction cross-section divided by particle volume) using the FDTD optical simulations. Using the calculated extinction efficiency (rather than extinction cross-section) in the model allows for comparison of nanoparticle performance on per volume (or per weight) basis. The illumination source spectrum for these calculations was the AM1.5 solar spectrum (National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), http://rredc.nrel.gov/solar/spectra/am1.5/). The optical overlap, which is proportional to the reaction rate enhancement, was evaluated as in Equation 4.1. The lower limit of integration was the wavelength below which interband transitions, rather than SPR, dominate the metal extinction spectra (∼325 nm for Ag and ∼490 nm for Au) [54, 56]; the upper limit was 800 nm.

Figure 4.8 shows the calculated optical overlap as a function of particle size (sphere diameter or cube edge length) for three different plasmonic nanoparticles: Ag spheres,
Figure 4.7: Theoretical model constructed from overlap of source intensity, semiconductor absorbance and metal SPR spectrum. (a) Intensity of the solar spectrum (left ordinate) and fractional absorbance of an idealized SC with band gap of 550 nm (right ordinate). AM1.5 solar spectrum data are from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), http://rredc.nrel.gov/solar/spectra/am1.5/. The product of the two curves (shaded area) gives the number of photons absorbed by the SC as a function of wavelength. (b) Product of source intensity and SC absorbance, shown as the shaded area in Figure 4.7a (left ordinate), and simulated extinction (SPR) efficiency for a 20-nm Ag sphere (right ordinate). Extinction efficiency is defined herein as the extinction cross-section (calculated from FDTD simulation) for a particle divided by the physical volume of the particle. Source/SC/SPR overlap is calculated by multiplying the two curves in Figure 4.7b and integrating from the metal interband transition wavelength (325 nm for Ag and 490 nm for Au) to 800 nm.
Ag cubes and Au spheres. In general, large Ag cubes (edge length of \(\sim 120 \text{ nm}\)) and smaller Au spheres (edge length 50 nm) have the highest overlap with the 550 nm band gap semiconductor under solar illumination. We anticipate that these plasmonic nanostructures should show the highest photo-catalytic rate enhancement. Figure 4.8 also indicates that for a 550 nm band gap semiconductor under solar illumination Au spheres should out-perform Ag spheres for a broad range of sizes. This is primarily due to the difference in SPR wavelengths for Ag and Au. For small spheres, the Ag SPR is centered around 390 nm where the solar illumination has relatively low intensity (see Figure 4.7), while the Au SPR is centered around 550 nm where the illumination is much more intense. Ag cubes generally out-perform Au spheres primarily because, for a given particle size and composition, cubic nanoparticles intrinsically have much larger extinction efficiency \[5\]. In addition, the spectra for cubes are generally broader than for spheres, which increases overlap.

While Figure 4.8 specifically focuses on a semiconductor with 550 nm band gap under solar illumination, the method we have detailed allows extension to any semiconductor and light source. For example, by simply changing the band gap of our idealized semiconductor from 550 nm to any value, we can determine which metal nanostructures are promising for any given semiconductor band gap under solar illumination. The results of this analysis are shown in Figures 9 for Ag spheres (left), Ag cubes (middle) and Au spheres (right), which display the calculated optical overlap for a given metal particle (composition, shape and size) as a function of the semiconductor band gap.

Figure 4.9 shows that for semiconductors with large band gap (\(\sim 3 \text{ eV}\)), small Ag nanostructures exhibit the highest overlap integral and should lead to the largest enhancements in reactions rates. The main reason for this is relatively high intensity
Figure 4.8: Model predicted overlap values under solar illumination as a function of particle size. Calculated source/SC/SPR overlap integral as a function of the characteristic length (diameter for spheres and edge length for cubes) of plasmonic nanoparticles for an idealized SC with band gap of 550 nm. The light source was the the AM1.5 solar spectrum (data from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), http://rredc.nrel.gov/solar/spectra/am1.5/).
Figure 4.9: Calculated source/SC/SPR overlap integral as a function of semiconductor band gap. Illumination source was the AM1.5 solar spectrum (data from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), http://rredc.nrel.gov/solar/spectra/am1.5/), for (a) Ag spheres with varying diameters, (b) Ag cubes with varying edge length and (c) Au spheres with varying diameters. Cube edge lengths are labeled in Figure 4.9b. Sphere diameters in Figures 9a and 9c are 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120 and 150 nm. The overlap quantity is not calculated at wavelengths lower than the metal interband transition (325 nm for Ag and 490 nm for Au).
of SPR of these Ag nanostructures under UV light. For semiconductors with small band gap, fairly large Ag and smaller Au nanostructures show the most promise. It is important to reiterate that this analysis applies for composite systems with identical geometries (building blocks are position identical with respect to each other). We also assume that the rate of parasitic loss of e/h due to the presence of the metal surface is similar irrespective of the size, shape, or composition of the plasmonic metal particles. While we have focused on three specific metal nanoparticle examples, the model is easily extended to any metal composition, shape and size with the only necessary input being the inclusion of the appropriate bulk metal optical properties in the FDTD simulations (i.e. the complex dielectric function which can be fit using, for example, a Drude-Lorentz model) [57].

The optical overlap integral in Equation 4.1 represents a simple predictor allowing us to identify optimal semiconductor/plasmonic metal combinations based only on the far-field optical properties of the building blocks (extinction spectra). However, the model cannot separate the effects of the near-field electromagnetic enhancement mechanism and the far-field scattering mechanism discussed above and in Chapter 2. As mentioned, the scattering mechanism is generally observed to play a relatively minor role in similar systems; however, both mechanisms are dependent on the metal SPR and both are expected to play a role. Furthermore, as we have discussed above, an increase in the average intensity of local near-fields around a plasmonic particle are captured (at least quantitatively) by the far-field spectra. This raises the question: how can the near-field mechanism be responsible for enhancements above and beyond that predicted by the scattering mechanism? At this point, the near-field mechanism has not been directly probed experimentally and there is no clear answer to this question.
It is also important to reiterate that the model in Equation 4.1 does not give insights into the most favorable arrangement (geometries) of the constituent building blocks with respect to each other. The SPR-induced electric fields around a plasmonic metal particle vary greatly throughout space around the particle. For example, for an isolated cube the SPR-induced fields are concentrated at the corners of the cube, and the arrangement of particle aggregates has a large effect on the spatial distribution of fields. The consequence of this is that the SPR-induced enhancement in charge carrier generation in a semiconductor is not constant throughout space [22], which is discussed in the next chapter. Optimal designs of composite photocatalysts will require controlling not only the macroscopic optical properties as discussed herein, but also the nano-scale geometric arrangement of building blocks, see Chapter 6.

4.5 Conclusions

We demonstrated the design of a composite plasmonic metal/semiconductor photocatalysts that show enhanced photocatalytic activity compared to the semiconductor alone. The enhancement could not be explained simply by invoking only direct MB photolysis (present to the same degree in all samples) or dye sensitization of the semiconductor (present to the same degree in all semiconductor-only and metal/semiconductor composite samples). The observed photo-catalytic activity enhancement is attributed to metal SPR, which can increase the rate of formation of charge carriers within the semiconductor. We showed that the optical overlap between the illumination source spectrum, semiconductor absorbance spectrum and metal nanoparticle SPR spectrum provides a useful descriptor for predicting the SP-induced rate enhancement for composite photocatalysts of similar geometries (specifically, similar arrangements of the nano-sized building blocks), and guiding
the formulation of optimal plasmonic metal/semiconductor photocatalysts.
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CHAPTER 5

Plasmon-Enhanced Water Splitting

5.1 Summary

A critical factor limiting the rates of photocatalytic reactions, including water splitting, on oxide semiconductors is high rates of charge carrier recombination. In this contribution we demonstrate that this issue can be alleviated significantly by combining a semiconductor photocatalyst with tailored plasmonic metal nanostructures. Plasmonic nanostructures support the formation of resonant surface plasmons in response to a photon flux, localizing electromagnetic energy close to their surface. We present evidence that the interaction of localized electric fields with neighboring semiconductor allows for the selective formation of \( e^-/h^+ \) pairs in the near surface region of the semiconductor. The advantage of the formation of \( e^-/h^+ \) pairs in the semiconductor surface is that these charge carriers are separated from each other readily, and that they migrate to the surface easily where they can perform a photocatalytic transformation.

5.2 Introduction

The efficient conversion of solar energy into fuels through the photochemical splitting of water to form \( H_2 \) and \( O_2 \) is of critical importance for the development of a sustainable energy future. It has been demonstrated that various oxide semiconductors
are active photocatalysts for this reaction [1–4], which is usually carried out in a pho-
toelectrochemical (PEC) cell (see Chapter 2). In these systems, the semiconductor is
applied to a conductive substrate and this assembly forms the photo-anode (working
electrode). When illuminated with energy exceeding the band gap are absorbed,
excited charge carriers (electron/hole pairs) are formed in the semiconductor. For an
n-type semiconductor (most of the common oxide materials), energetic holes diffuse
to the semiconductor/liquid interface and drive the oxygen evolution half-reaction
($\text{H}_2\text{O} + 2\text{h}^+ \rightarrow 2\text{H}^+ + \frac{1}{2}\text{O}_2$). Energetic electrons diffuse away from the semicon-
ductor/liquid interface to the conductive substrate (current collector). The electrons
are conducted around an external circuit to a counter electrode (typically Pt), where
they drive the hydrogen evolution half-reaction ($2\text{H}^+ + 2\text{e}^- \rightarrow \text{H}_2$). Figure 5.1 shows
a sketch of these processes; for more detailed discussion refer to Chapter 2. The net
effect is that the energy of UV-vis photons is used to drive this highly endothermic
chemical transformation (2.46 eV per H$_2$O molecule or $\Delta G = 237 \text{kJ/mol}$), essen-
tially allowing for the deposition and storage of energy from light into the energy of
chemical bonds.

A crucial obstacle limiting the efficiency of almost every oxide semiconductor
photocatalyst is the high rate of charge carrier ($\text{e}^-/\text{h}^+$) recombination [5–9]. Photons
typically have a penetration depth in oxides on the order of hundreds of nanometers
to microns (depending on the composition and morphology). On the other hand,
bulk charge carriers typically have mean free paths (i.e. average distance a charge
carrier can travel within the material before being consumed) on the order of one
to tens of nanometers [8]. This means that most charge carriers are formed within
the bulk of the material, with a distance to the surface that surpasses the charge
carrier mean free path. The consequence of this discrepancy is that a majority of
Figure 5.1: Photoelectrochemical cell system for production of H\textsubscript{2} and O\textsubscript{2} from water. Processes for an n-type semiconductor are shown. When illuminated with photons of energy exceeding the band gap, excited charge carriers are formed in the semiconductor photoanode. The holes diffuse to the semiconductor surface and drive the oxygen evolution half-reaction (2H\textsubscript{2}O + 4h\textsuperscript{+} $\rightarrow$ O\textsubscript{2} + 4H\textsuperscript{+}). Electrons are collected and travel to the counter electrode where they drive the hydrogen evolution half-reaction (2H\textsuperscript{+} + 2e\textsuperscript{−} $\rightarrow$ H\textsubscript{2}).
charge carriers are lost to recombination before reaching the semiconductor surface and performing photochemical reactions. Attempts to address this problem have primarily fallen into three categories: (1) controlling the photocatalyst structure so that photon absorption can be maximized while minimizing the distance charge carriers travel before reaching the surface [10–13], (2) improving charge mobility within the semiconductor bulk by adding mobility-promoting dopants [3, 14] or (3) partially alleviating the rate of bulk recombination by improving crystallinity (grain boundaries can act as charge carrier traps) [10].

In this chapter we demonstrate that the recombination problem can be alleviated significantly by combining an oxide semiconductor photocatalyst with tailored plasmonic metal nanostructures. There are several potentially relevant mechanisms, as discussed in Chapters 2 and 4. Plasmonic nanostructures support the formation of resonant surface plasmons (SP) in response to a photon flux, localizing very intense electromagnetic (EM) fields close to their surface [15–17]. When a semiconductor is brought into the proximity of a photo-excited plasmonic nanostructure it encounters these intense EM fields. Since the rate of $e^- / h^+$ formation in a semiconductor is proportional to the local intensity of the electric field (more specifically $|E|^2$) [18, 19], the rate of $e / h$ formation in the semiconductor is enhanced if the energy of the SPR is sufficient to excite the semiconductor absorbance. As demonstrated in Chapter 2, the SP states can be tuned by tailoring the selection of metal particle composition, shape and size. This allows for plasmonic metal particles where the overlap of the SP states overlap with the semiconductor absorbance and light source.

The potential impact of this near-field electromagnetic enhancement mechanism is that, because the SPR-induced fields are most intense near the semiconductor surface, the enhancement in $e / h$ formation may be the greatest at the semiconductor
surface. This has previously been suggested based on electrodynamics simulations, which show the enhanced fields near excited plasmonic particles [20–24], but direct experimental evidence has not been obtained. In this chapter we present experimental evidence that the interaction of localized electric fields with a neighboring semiconductor allows for the selective formation of $e^-/h^+$ pairs in the near surface region of the semiconductor. The charge carriers formed near the semiconductor surface reach the active surface sites more readily than charge carriers formed in the bulk. This results in a decrease of the charge carrier recombination rate and increases the water splitting rate on composite photocatalysts that contain plasmonic metal and a semiconductor.

Our conclusions were obtained in studies of the water splitting reaction under broadband visible light illumination in a conventional three-electrode PEC cell. A few previous examples of similar photo-catalysts have focused on photo-induced exothermic reactions such as photo-oxidation of methylene blue or other organic compounds [20, 21, 25–27]. The reversible nature of the water splitting reaction makes this process mechanistically different and potentially more sensitive to local surface concentrations of charge carriers than the exothermic photo-induced reactions. The photo-electrode for the $O_2$ evolution reaction in these studies was nitrogen-doped TiO$_2$ (N-TiO$_2$) or a composite material containing Ag nanocubes (edge length 118±25 nm) or Au spheres (diameter 24.5±4.5 nm) with N-TiO$_2$. Unlike native TiO$_2$, N-TiO$_2$ is optically active in the visible region of the solar spectrum as shown in Figure 5.2 [28–31]. We focused on these nanoparticle sizes because, as discussed in Chapter 4, the optimum plasmonic nanostructure for N-TiO$_2$ is moderate sized Ag nanocubes (100–120 nm edge length). This is also corroborated by the simulation results shown in Figure 5.2, where the extinction efficiencies (averaged
over 400–500 nm source wavelength), are shown. Extinction efficiency is defined as
the extinction cross-section, calculated using finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)
simulations [32], divided by the geometric cross-section. The extinction is the conse-
quence of the formation of resonant Ag SP states. Small spherical Au nanoparticles
were also selected for use in control experiments. Au conductivity and electronic
structure are similar to Ag; however, the Au SPR is red-shifted compared to Ag
and it does not overlap significantly with N-TiO$_2$ absorption spectrum as shown in
Figure 5.2.

5.3 Methods

Optical simulations were implemented using the finite-difference time-domain
(FDTD) method in three spatial dimensions. FDTD is a computational electro-
dynamics modeling technique, which solves discretized Maxwell equations in space
and time subject to the input geometry, material properties, and boundary condi-
tions [32, 33]. The optical properties of Ag were represented using a Drude-Lorentz
model [34, 35] with empirical optical constants [36], which has been shown to give
accurate results for Ag and Au nano-structures [37, 38]. Water was used as the back-
ground dielectric medium by specifying a constant background index of refraction of
1.33. The simulation geometry comprised a single particle (Ag cube or Au sphere)
sitting on a slab of SiO$_2$ (1.5 index of refraction); the SiO$_2$ slab was continuous in the
x- and y-directions and 200 nm thick in the z-direction. All simulations were periodic
in the x- and y-directions, while the perfectly matched layer (PML) construct [32] was
used to truncate the simulations in the positive and negative z-directions. Incident
radiation was supplied via a 300–800 nm Gaussian source.

Scattering, absorbance and extinction cross sections were calculated using the
Figure 5.2: Characterization of semiconductors, plasmonic metals and composite photo-electrodes. (a) Extinction efficiencies (extinction cross-section divided by geometric cross-section) averaged over wavelengths of 400–500 nm for Ag cubes and Au spheres as a function of particle size (cube edge length or sphere diameter). These were calculated using finite-difference time-domain optical simulations (see supporting information). (b) UV-visible extinction spectra of TiO$_2$, N-TiO$_2$, Ag/N-TiO$_2$ and Au/N-TiO$_2$ samples. The inset shows difference spectra for Ag and Au (e.g. Ag/N-TiO$_2$ spectrum minus N-TiO$_2$ spectrum). (c) Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of Ag nanocubes with an average edge length of 118 nm and a standard deviation of 25 nm. (d) SEM of Au spherical particles with an average diameter of 24.5 nm and a standard deviation of 4.5 nm.
The extinction efficiency reported in Figure 5.2a was calculated by averaging the extinction cross section from 400–500 nm and dividing by the particle’s geometric cross-sectional area. The wavelength range of 400–500 nm was used because the N-TiO$_2$ particles (synthesized as described below) absorb light at wavelengths of $\sim$500 nm and below, while the visible light source used (see experimental details below) cuts off below 400 nm.

N-TiO$_2$ was synthesized by heating TiO$_2$ particles ($\sim$20 nm diameter) in the presence of NH$_3$ [29], as described in detail in the Synthesis section of Chapter 3. The resulting N-TiO$_2$ powder was slightly yellow in color, as quantified by the increased visible absorbance shown in Figure 5.2b. Ag nanocubes and Au spheres were synthesized using a previously reported modified polyol process [39, 40]. This process is also described in the Synthesis section of Chapter 3. The resulting cubic Ag nanoparticles were $118 \pm 25$ nm edge length and the Au spheres were $24.5 \pm 4.5$ nm diameter, both measured by scanning electron microscopy (see Figure 5.2c and 5.2d).

It is important to note that the metal nanostructures, as used in the experiments, were coated with non-conducting organic stabilizer molecules (polyvinylpyrrolidone, PVP). These stabilizer molecules play a critical role in separating the metal and semiconductor particles and limiting Förster energy transfer between the semiconductor and metal [41, 42]. This is discussed in more detail further below.

The N-TiO$_2$ powder was suspended in 200-proof ethanol (EtOH) at a ratio of 99 g EtOH per gram of N-TiO$_2$; the solution was sonicated for one hour. Composite solutions were prepared by mixing the Ag nanocube colloidal solution or Au nanosphere solution with the N-TiO$_2$ in ethanol mixture and sonicating again for one hour. Composites were 5% metal by weight in both cases. The samples were prepared by applying the nanoparticle solution to 1-in$^2$ conductive substrates (glass
coated with indium tin oxide) with a micropipette; the samples were allowed to dry in a stagnant atmosphere. All samples contained 2 mg N-TiO₂ (constant semiconductor weight, volume, surface area). UV-visible extinction spectra of the samples are shown in Figure 5.2b. All spectra were measured performed using a Thermo Scientific Evolution 300 UV-visible spectrophotometer with a Harrick Praying Mantis diffuse reflectance accessory.

The composite photo-electrodes were physical mixtures of Ag and N-TiO₂ (Ag/N-TiO₂) or Au and N-TiO₂ (Au/N-TiO₂). The metal loading was 5% by weight with respect to the semiconductor. Photo-electrodes were supported on an inert conductive substrate (glass coated with indium tin oxide). The mass, volume, and surface area of N-TiO₂ were constant in all experiments. UV-visible extinction spectra of the photo-electrode samples are shown in Figure 5.2b. The figure inset shows the difference in extinction between the composite materials and the samples containing N-TiO₂ only. The difference is due to the light-induced resonant formation of SP states on Au and Ag nanoparticles.

A glass beaker was fitted with a quartz window. The beaker was filled with 1 M KOH, which was continuously stirred with a magnetic stir bar and deaerated by bubbling Argon. The photo-electrodes, prepared as described in the previous paragraph, were suspended in the beaker facing the quartz window and attached to the working electrode lead of a potentiostat (Princeton Applied Research PARSTAT-2273 Potentiostat/Galvanostat/FRA). A Pt wire counter electrode and Hg/HgO reference electrode were used and a bias of 0.3 V was applied. The cell operating with 0.3 V bias in the dark does not split water (thermodynamics dictates that at least 1.23 V is required to electrolyze water at room temperature). Under illumination the bias is necessary to help evolve H₂ at the Pt counter-electrode (the photo-excited
electrons are slightly lower in energy than the H+/H₂ potential). Without the bias the H₂ evolution half-reaction does not proceed and thus the process of overall water splitting is not possible.

The photo-electrodes were illuminated with a broadband visible light source that delivers a total power of ∼500 mW/cm² at the photo-electrode surface (see Figure 5.3a). Wavelength dependent studies employed a series of optical filters to isolate the broadband source into roughly monochromatic points (FWHM ∼25 nm). The source intensities as a function of wavelength using the optical filters are shown in Figure 5.3b. A monochromatic UV light source (365 nm, FWHM 5 nm, ∼5 mW/cm²) was also used in these studies, and is indicated by an open circle in Figure 5.3b.

The water splitting reaction rate was monitored by measuring the evolved gases using quadrupole mass spectrometry and by measuring the photocurrent conducted around the external circuit through the potentiostat. The measured photocurrent and gas evolution rates were shown in the manuscript. We note that the mass spectrometry measurements showed no evidence of the evolution of carbon-containing species. The photocurrent was monitored as a measure of the water splitting reaction rate. Two molecules of water that are transformed into 2H₂ and O₂ produces 4 electrons that flow through the external circuit. If we assume that the reaction occurring in the cell is the overall splitting over water, then the photocurrent is proportional to the reaction rate. To check this assumption the amount of gasses produced was also measured using mass spectrometry. H₂ and O₂ were produced in the correct stoichiometric amounts (i.e. 2 moles of H₂ for each mole of O₂), which suggests that the process occurring in the cell is in fact the overall splitting of water to form H₂ and O₂.

We note that we also tested un-doped P25 TiO₂ under UV illumination and
Figure 5.3: Visible light source characteristics. (a) Visible light source spectrum. The total intensity is $\sim 500 \text{ mW/cm}^2$ at the photo-electrode surface. (b) Source intensity as a function of wavelength for the broadband visible source using optical filters (closed circles); the FWHM for these points is $\sim 25 \text{ nm}$. The open circle represents a monochromatic UV light source (365 nm, FWHM 5 nm, $\sim 5 \text{ mW/cm}^2$).
observed the same effects. However, we focus on N-TiO$_2$ rather than P25 under visible sun-like illumination because the magnitude of the photocurrent generated by P25 under illumination with our visible source is quite small and difficult to measure accurately. There are several reasons for this: (1) While the band gap of rutile is nominally 3.0 eV (413 nm), the actual absorbance in this range is very low. (2) Because of the surface structure, the rutile phase shows much lower photo-activities than the anatase phase [43].

5.4 Results and Discussion

In Figure 5.4 we show that upon the illumination of photo-electrodes with a broadband visible source (400–900 nm, $\sim$500 mW/cm$^2$, spectral peak at 580 nm) stoichiometric amounts of H$_2$ and O$_2$ were produced, suggesting the overall splitting of water. The current response is also shown in Figure 5.4. The photocurrent is proportional to the water splitting reaction rate: transforming two molecules of water into 2H$_2$ and O$_2$ produces 4 electrons that flow through the external circuit. Figure 5.4 shows that the addition of plasmonic Ag nanoparticles to N-TiO$_2$ increases visible light photocurrent by a factor of $\sim$10. On the other hand, the addition of Au nanoparticles has a small effect on the photocurrent.

Figure 5.5a shows the photocurrent as a function of source wavelength. Optical filters were used to modulate the wavelength of the broadband visible source; however, it is important to note that the illumination intensity was not constant across all wavelengths (see Figure 5.3b). Because of this it is more instructive look at the photocurrent for the composite at a particular wavelength, normalized by the photocurrent of the semiconductor alone at the same wavelength, which is shown in Figure 5.5b. The figure shows that the enhancement depends strongly on the source
Figure 5.4: Water splitting rate measurements. (a) \( \text{H}_2 \) (squares) and \( \text{O}_2 \) (circles) production upon visible illumination of N-TiO\(_2\) (black points) and Ag/N-TiO\(_2\) (blue points) photocatalysts, measured by mass spectrometry. (b) Photocurrent response (per macroscopic electrode area) upon illumination with a broadband visible light source (400–900 nm).
wavelength, and that it qualitatively tracks with the intensity of the Ag UV-visible extinction (also shown in Figure 5.5b). Since the Ag extinction is a consequence of the excitation of Ag SP states, the qualitative mapping between the rate enhancement and the Ag extinction suggests that the Ag plasmons are responsible for the observed rate enhancement. We have previously investigated interactions between excited plasmonic metal particles, coated with non-conductive molecules, and a nearby semiconductor in a non-reactive environment. These studies showed that for these systems, the presence of the organic layer prevents direct electron transfer; instead, energy is transferred from the metal surface plasmons to the semiconductor in a radiative process, increasing the overall concentration of charge carriers in the semiconductor, see ref. [21] and Chapter 4.

Several alternative mechanisms have been proposed to describe the interaction between plasmonic metal nanoparticles and semiconductors, as discussed in Chapters 2 and 4. Several publications report an enhancement of photo-rates by the addition of metal nanoparticles (including Pt [44], Au [44–47], and others [44, 48]) and this is commonly attributed to a transfer of photo-excited electrons from the semiconductor to the metal particles, which increases the lifetime of charge carriers (mainly holes in the semiconductor). While charge transfer is certainly observed in some systems, our previous measurements using absorption spectroscopy [21] and photoluminescence measurements [21] have shown no evidence of charge transfer between Ag and TiO$_2$ in these systems (also see Chapters 3 and 4). In addition, the fact that the wavelength-dependent intensity of Ag surface plasmons and the wavelength-dependent rate enhancement are proportional to each other suggests that the surface plasmons play a critical role. More importantly, our measurements comparing Ag and Au (these two metals are very similar to each other with respect to their elec-
Figure 5.5: Wavelength-dependent photocurrent measurements. (a) Photocurrent as a function of source wavelength for N-TiO$_2$ only, Ag only and composite photo-electrodes. (b) Dots: Photocurrent enhancement for Ag/N-TiO$_2$ composite (photocurrent for Ag/N-TiO$_2$ divided by that of N-TiO$_2$ only) as a function of excitation wavelength. Line: Ag nanocube spectrum (spectrum for Ag/N-TiO$_2$ minus that of N-TiO$_2$ only, from Figure 5.2). While large enhancements are observed at energies lower than the N-TiO$_2$ absorbance (i.e. $> 500$ nm), the absolute reaction rates at these wavelengths are very small (see Figure 5.5a).
tron conductivity and the driving force to transfer electrons, i.e., the Fermi levels of these two metals are similar) show that the underlying mechanisms includes an energy (not charge) transfer from Ag to N-TiO$_2$. The main reason for the different mechanisms reported here and those discussed previously is the different geometric arrangement of metallic and semiconductor building blocks, i.e., in our system these are separated from each other by the stabilizer molecules, while in the other systems they are directly in contact with each other which makes the charge transfer process feasible.

It is also possible that Ag nanoparticles could act as a co-catalyst, either promoting the evolution of O$_2$ or H$_2$ (as has been shown for Pt, Au, Ir, etc. [44–48]). Samples containing Ag particles-only show no activity (see Figure 5.4b). In order for Ag to act as a co-catalyst for the O$_2$ evolution reaction, it would require that there was effective physical contact between the Ag and N-TiO$_2$ particles. Essentially, for Ag to be an O$_2$-evolution co-catalyst, the electric potential of the hole in Ag should be close to the hole potential in TiO$_2$, i.e., there needs to be a charge transfer from semiconductor to metal. As we have discussed above, this is not the case. In our system Ag and N-TiO$_2$ are separated from each other and they communicate only by the electric field near Ag exciting the formation of charge carriers in TiO$_2$. The same arguments can be used to rule out the potential role of Ag in H$_2$ evolution. The situation is even worse here since the energy of excited electron in TiO$_2$ is not sufficient to evolve H$_2$ on Ag. We note that Ag is not as active as Pt for this reaction. For Ag, the electron energy significantly higher than zero (on the NHE scale) is required to evolve H$_2$. Please refer back to Chapter 2 for additional discussion of these mechanisms.

The near-field electromagnetic enhancement mechanism is further supported by a
comparison of the water splitting performance of composites containing Ag and Au nanostructures. Unlike the Ag/N-TiO$_2$ composites, the photo-electrodes containing Au do not show significant rate enhancements, see Figure 5.4. The only significant difference between the optical properties of Ag and Au is that the Au SPR is red-shifted compared to that of Ag cubes. Figure 5.2b shows that the Au nanostructures support SPR at wavelengths above 500 nm. This energy of the Au SPR is insufficient to lead to the formation of e$^-$/h$^+$ pairs in N-TiO$_2$ in the radiative energy transfer process—N-TiO$_2$ absorbs only below $\sim$500 nm. The different performance of Ag/N-TiO$_2$ and Au/N-TiO$_2$ provides additional evidence that the role of the metal in this system is not to promote the conduction of charge carriers in the composite photo-electrodes.

It is important to analyze how this energy transfer from plasmonic Ag nanostructures results in such a dramatic increase in the reaction rates. To address this issue we analyze the interaction of the Ag SP states with a flux of resonant source photons. For large Ag nanostructures (characteristic length above $\sim$50 nm), this interaction leads to a very efficient scattering of resonant photons by the nanostructures [15–17]. Therefore, for large Ag nanoparticles, the extinction by the Ag/N-TiO$_2$ composites is a superposition of the direct absorption by N-TiO$_2$ (leading to e/h pairs) and mainly scattering from the Ag structures (Figure 5.2). The scattering of photons by Ag increases the average photon path length in the composites, causing an increased rate of e$^-$/h$^+$ pair formation in N-TiO$_2$ [49–51]. Here, Ag would essentially be acting as a mirror—some resonant photons that are not absorbed by N-TiO$_2$ upon first pass through the composite material could be scattered by Ag, effectively giving those photons multiple passes through the system. The scattering effect can be isolated and quantified by measuring the increase in photon extinction in the sample due to
the addition of Ag particles. If we assume that every photon that is scattered by Ag is absorbed by N-TiO$_2$ and converted to an $e/h$ pair, we would expect one-to-one mapping between the rate enhancement and the enhancement in the number of scattered photons (related but not equal to the difference spectrum in Figure 5.5). Based on analysis of the UV-visible extinction spectra in Figure 5.2b, we estimate that at 400–500 nm there is at most approximately a 25% increase in the number of photons absorbed in the Ag/N-TiO$_2$ sample compared to N-TiO$_2$. This increase in absorbed photons is insufficient to explain the much larger observed enhancements in the reaction rate.

In addition to efficient photon scattering, the formation of resonant SP states results in an enhancement of local electric fields in the neighborhood of the Ag nanostructures [15–17]. This is illustrated in Figure 5.6, which shows the FDTD-calculated field enhancements from a 120-nm Ag cube in water. When a semiconductor is brought in the proximity of Ag, it encounters these intense electric fields. This process results in the rapid formation of $e^-/h^+$ pairs in the semiconductor. An important feature of the electric fields is that they are spatially non-homogenous—the field strength is highest in the proximity of the nanostructures. This suggests that SP-induced $e^-/h^+$ pair formation should be highest in the part of the semiconductor that is the closest to Ag, i.e., near the surface of the semiconductor particles (essentially at the semiconductor/liquid interface). The advantage of the formation of $e^-/h^+$ pairs in the semiconductor surface, compared to a bulk formation is that: (i) under the influence of the surface potential the charge carriers are separated from each other readily and (ii) charge carriers migrate shorter distances to the surface where they can perform a photo-catalytic transformation. This effectively means that the probability of photo-reaction is enhanced compared to the probability of charge
carrier recombination. It should be mentioned that the optimal distance between a semiconductor and a plasmonic nanostructure is also affected by Förster energy transfer from the semiconductor to the metal \([19, 42]\); this is addressed in more detail in Chapter 6. In photo-electrodes used herein, the organic PVP layer represents a buffer that keeps the two nanostructures at a finite distance from each other without physically touching, providing an environment where the negative effect of the Förster energy transfer is diminished.

To further test the hypothesis that very intense local electric fields lead to increased rates of \(e^-/h^+\) pair formation at the semiconductor surface resulting in large rate enhancements, we have measured the rate of the water splitting reaction as a function of the intensity of broadband visible illumination. Figure 5.7 shows that N-TiO\(_2\) exhibits \(\sim 1/2\) order dependence on light intensity while the composite Ag/N-TiO\(_2\) exhibits \(\sim 1\)st order dependence. If we assume that the rate of oxygen evolution on the semiconductor is linearly dependent on the surface concentration of \(h^+\), then Figure 5.7 shows that the surface concentration of \(h^+\) follows 1st and order intensity dependence in Ag/N-TiO\(_2\) and N-TiO\(_2\), respectively. It has been shown previously in surface science measurements that the surface \(h^+\) concentration for charge carriers formed in the bulk of TiO\(_2\) shows a \(\sim 1\) order dependence on light intensity \([7]\). This is because the bulk recombination is second order with respect to charge carriers, as shown in Equation 5.1.

\[
\text{(5.1)} \quad e^- + h^+ \rightarrow \text{heat or photon emission}
\]

In separate experiments, the same group studied the surface-specific formation of charge carriers by using a flux of energetic electrons \([8]\). The electron flux has a much shorter penetration depth \((< 1 \text{ nm})\) and therefore selectively creates electron/hole
Figure 5.6: Simulated spatial distribution of EM fields. (a) Average electric field enhancement, calculated using FDTD simulations, around an Ag sphere with the edge length of 120 nm as a function of distance $d$ from the sphere. (b) Local enhancement of the electric field calculated from FDTD simulation of a 120-nm Ag cube in water.
Figure 5.7: Photocurrent as a function of broadband visible light intensity for N-TiO$_2$ and composite Ag/N-TiO$_2$ samples. Ag/N-TiO$_2$ exhibits approximately a linear dependence on light intensity while N-TiO$_2$ exhibits $\sim 1/2$ power dependence.
pairs at the surface of the semiconductor. They found that the concentration of \( h^+ \) for charge carriers formed in the surface layers of TiO\(_2\) depends linearly on light intensity \([7, 8]\). This is because the primary surface recombination route is via recombination with surface trap states. As shown in Equations 5.2 and 5.3, these surface trap recombination processes are first-order with respect to charge carriers.

\[
\begin{align*}
(5.2) \quad & h^+ + \text{Trap} \longrightarrow \text{Trap}^+ \\
(5.3) \quad & e^- + \text{Trap}^+ \longrightarrow \text{Trap}
\end{align*}
\]

In light of these results, the observed linear dependence of the surface concentration of \( h^+ \) on light intensity for Ag/N-TiO\(_2\) (Figure 5.7) is another indication that charge carriers are formed close to the semiconductor surface in the composite Ag/N-TiO\(_2\) systems. The selective formation of \( e^-/h^+ \) pairs near the surface of the semiconductor offers several advantages, as previously mentioned. Chief among these is that the charge carriers have to travel a shorter distance to the surface where they can perform a photo-catalytic transformation. This means that there is an enhanced probability for photo-reaction (i.e. channeling photo energy into production of \( H_2 \) and \( O_2 \)) compared to the probability of electron/hole pair recombination.

### 5.5 Conclusion

We have demonstrated that plasmonic Ag nanostructures can be employed as building blocks to create composite plasmonic-metal/semiconductor photo-electrocatalysts that exhibit enhanced water splitting performance, compared to semiconductor alone. Our experiments and simulations show that the enhancement can be primarily attributed to the formation of intense electric fields at the Ag particle surface, which increases the rate of formation of \( e^-/h^+ \) pairs at the nearby N-TiO\(_2\).
particle surface (i.e., at the semiconductor/liquid interface). The advantage of the formation of $e^-/h^+$ pairs in the semiconductor surface is that these charge carriers are separated from each other readily, and that they migrate to the surface easily where they can perform a photo-catalytic transformation. The ability to tune the size and shape of plasmonic metal nanoparticles, and thereby control the energy and intensity of the SPR, offers a great deal of flexibility in the design of efficient composite plasmonic-metal/semiconductor photo-catalysts. In addition to the critical importance of the size and shape of plasmonic nanostructures, the proximity of the semiconductor and metal building blocks is another important design parameter.
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CHAPTER 6

Geometric Model for Designing Plasmonic Metal/Semiconductor Composites

6.1 Summary

It has recently been demonstrated that the photocatalytic activity of semiconductors can be enhanced through interaction with enhanced local electromagnetic fields due to the excitation of surface plasmon resonance (SPR) on nearby metal nanoparticles. These interactions, as well as competing parasitic loss mechanisms, are highly dependent on the distance between the metal and semiconductor. We have investigated this distance dependence experimentally and constructed a model that captures this dependence. The SPR-induced fields are highest at the metal nanoparticle surface, suggesting that the enhancement is greatest when metal and semiconductor are placed close together. However, at very small distances, the interactions are governed by parasitic losses in charge carriers in the semiconductor due to non-radiative transfer to the metal (e.g. Förster transfer). The model constructed here suggests that small metal/semiconductor separation distances are beneficial but that a transparent spacer layer between the two may be necessary to prevent these parasitic losses.
6.2 Introduction

Semiconductor photocatalysts are useful for a range of photo-reactions, notably the production of H$_2$ from water using sunlight (photochemical water splitting), which is a promising technology for production of sustainable fuels [1–3]. When a semiconductor is illuminated with light having energy greater than its band gap, excited charge carriers (electron/hole pairs) are formed within semiconductor. The charge carriers, which are primarily formed in the bulk, then diffuse to the semiconductor surface where they can participate in the O$_2$ evolution (H$_2$O + 2h$^+$ $\rightarrow$ 2H$^+$ + 1/2O$_2$) and H$_2$ evolution (2H$^+$ + 2e$^-$ $\rightarrow$ H$_2$) half reactions. Large-scale implementation of photocatalytic processes, such as water splitting, using conventional metal oxide semiconductors (e.g. anatase phase TiO$_2$ or hematite phase Fe$_2$O$_3$) is hindered by low reaction rates, primarily because of low photon absorption coefficients and high charge carrier recombination rates, as discussed in detail in Chapter 2. Attempts to address these problems have primarily focused on improving bulk charge carrier mobility (e.g. by improving crystallinity [4], by adding mobility-promoting dopants [5, 6]) or by controlling the photocatalyst structure so that photon absorption can be maximized while minimizing the distance charge carriers travel before reaching the surface [4, 7–9].

Recently it has been shown that another potential route to enhance semiconductor activity is the addition of photo-excited metal nanoparticles [10–20]. These composite metal/semiconductor photocatalysts are distinct from previous semiconductor/co-catalyst materials [21–23] because the metal particles are directly excited by the source illumination, whereas conventional co-catalysts are not. The photo-excited metal particles within this class of composite photocatalysts are characterized by
their strong interaction with light via the excitation of surface plasmon resonance (SPR) when illuminated with resonant photons [24–26]. Three primary mechanisms have been identified that dictate how the metal SPR can enhance photoreaction rates on a nearby semiconductor. The first mechanism involves excitation of the metal SPR by resonant photons, followed by transfer of electrons from metal to the semiconductor [10, 11, 14, 17, 18]. It is proposed that the charged semiconductor then facilitates the \( \text{H}_2 \) evolution half reaction. A hole scavenger is typically necessary, as the holes generated in the metal are generally too high in energy to facilitate the oxygen evolution half reaction. This mechanism is similar to dye-sensitization [27, 28] and is observed when there is close physical contact between the Ag and semiconductor, which is necessary to facilitate charge transfer.

The second mechanism is due to optical interactions between the metal and semiconductor. The photo-response of the metal nanoparticles is a consequence of the presence of very intense SPR-induced electromagnetic (EM) fields near the surface of the photo-excited metal nanoparticles [12, 13, 15, 16, 19, 20]. The rate of charge carrier formation in a semiconductor is proportional to the intensity of the incident EM field [29, 30]. Upon addition of plasmon-active metal particles, the rate of charge carrier formation in the semiconductor is increased due to the local SPR-enhanced EM field intensity, resulting in higher photocatalytic rates. The SPR-induced fields are spatially non-homogeneous. This is illustrated in Figure 6.1, which shows the results of a finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) optical simulation of a single Ag cube with 80-nm edge length in water. Please consult the Optical Simulation section of Chapter 3 for details regarding simulation methodology. The figure shows the spatial distribution of the electric field intensity \((|E|^2)\) at the SPR peak; field intensity is enhanced by up to \(10^3\), with the most intense fields being concentrated at
the corners of the particles and decaying with distance approximately proportional to $1/distance$. As discussed above and in previous chapters, it has been proposed that the SPR-induced enhancement of local EM fields leads to enhanced generation of charge carriers in a neighboring semiconductor. Furthermore, it has been shown that the spatial distribution of the EM field enhancement affects the spatial distribution of charge carrier formation the semiconductor, e.g. leading to a selective increase in formation of charge carriers at the semiconductor surface, which partially alleviates the problem of bulk charge carrier recombination [16], see Chapter 5.

The third mechanism is also due to the photo-response of metal nanoparticles, and can also lead to increased charge carrier formation in a nearby semiconductor [31–33]. In the limit of large separation (tens of nanometers) between metal and semiconductor, there is little spatial overlap of the SPR-induced EM fields with the semiconductor. However, the presence of the metal nanoparticles acts to increase the average pathlength of photons through the composite material. In this case, what is important is simply that the metal particles are strong photon scatterers—e.g. the same effect can be accomplished using non-metallic light scattering particles [34], where there is no excitation of SPR. Depending on the specific geometry of the system, this can be a major effect (e.g. in thin film solar cells [33]). This effect is often regarded as a fundamentally different mechanism; however, we will discuss it below as the far-field manifestation of the mechanism discussed above (in contrast to the near-field manifestation, which requires spatial overlap of the SPR-induced fields with the semiconductor). The point is that both near- and far-field manifestations enhance photo-activity by increasing the rate of charge carrier generation in the semiconductor and as such, both require that the metal SPR overlaps in energy with the semiconductor absorbance.
Figure 6.1: Spatial distribution of electric field intensity around a Ag nanocube. (a) Plasmon-induced enhancement in the intensity of electric fields in and around an 80-nm edge length Ag cube, calculated from an FDTD simulation. (b) Enhancement in the electric field intensity (Fourier transformed at the SPR peak) as a function of distance along the dashed line indicated in (a).
In addition to the spatial distribution of SPR-induced fields, parasitic/quenching mechanisms such as Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) [30, 35–37] also play a role in governing the performance of composite systems under certain conditions. For example, it has been shown that the presence of a plasmonic metal particle can quench the rate of fluorescence emission from a nearby semiconductor particle through non-radiative energy transfer from the semiconductor to the metal via dipolar coupling [30]. This process results in a decrease in the charge carrier concentration in the semiconductor and consequently in a reactive system would decrease the photo-reaction rate [38]. As we will discuss in greater detail below, these parasitic loss mechanisms are also highly dependent on the separation distance between the metal and semiconductor particles.

These distance-dependent phenomena suggest that the nano-scale geometric arrangement of building blocks is important for constructing composite photocatalysts with the maximum photo-activity. That is, it is important to design (and synthesize) geometries that maximize the spatial overlap of SPR-induced EM fields with the semiconductor structures while avoiding parasitic losses. Recent work has laid the groundwork for understanding the design of such systems on a macroscopic scale based on the materials' optical properties (how to tailor the optical properties of each material for maximum interaction) [13, 19, 29, 39], see Chapter 4. However, the nanoscale phenomena discussed above are not well studied or understood and as a result nano-scale models for optimizing the geometry of these systems are missing.

In this chapter we investigate the dependence of the photoactivity on the separation distance between composite building blocks and make progress toward developing a model that can be used to design composite plasmonic metal/semiconductor photocatalysts. We measure photoactivity by monitoring both the photocurrent in
a photoelectrochemical (PEC) cell and the photoluminescence emission, which is directly related to the rate of charge carrier formation. We focus on composite systems containing cubic Ag nanoparticles and one of two semiconductors—TiO$_2$ or nitrogen-doped TiO$_2$ (N-TiO$_2$). Ag nanocubes were selected because the SPR of these structures overlaps well with the absorbance of the semiconductors (e.g. Au nanoparticles also have an intense photo-response, but the energy of the SPR is not in resonance with the TiO$_2$ absorbance), see Chapter 4. The use of both TiO$_2$ and N-TiO$_2$ gave us the ability to test the effect of changing the optical properties of the semiconductor, and thereby changing the optical overlap of the semiconductor and Ag structures, while ensuring that the semiconductor particles were morphologically similar. This is important to ensure that the differences in photoactivity are due to changes in the charge carrier formation rate rather than changes in the inherent ability of the semiconductor to facilitate surface chemical transformations.

### 6.3 Methods

Evonik/Degussa P25 TiO$_2$ was used and N-TiO$_2$ was synthesized by heating P25 in NH$_3$ [40]. Ag nanocubes with edge length of $\sim$80 nm were synthesized using a modified polyol technique, as described in detail previously [41–43]. UV-visible extinction spectra of the resulting Ag cubes, TiO$_2$ and N-TiO$_2$ are shown in Figure 6.2a. Please consult the Synthesis section of Chapter 3 for detailed synthesis methods. Samples were prepared by spin coating successive layers of the constituent materials onto an inert transparent conductive support (fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO)). The first step was spin coating a suspension of semiconductor particles (TiO$_2$ or N-TiO$_2$ in ethanol) on the FTO support. The weight of semiconductor particles was constant for each sample. A dilute solution of polyethylene glycol (PEG) in ethanol
was then applied on top of the semiconductor via spin coating. The thickness of the PEG layer was varied by changing the volume of PEG solution applied. The thickness of the spacer layer was estimated by applying the same volumes of PEG solution to a Si wafer and measuring the resulting PEG thickness using ellipsometry, as shown in Figure 6.2b. Finally, a constant volume of Ag nanocube suspension in ethanol was applied on top via spin coating. A UV-visible extinction spectrum of one of the finished composite samples is shown in Figure 6.2a. A schematic of the composite sample geometry is also shown in Figure 6.2c. More sample preparation information is given in the Sample Preparation section of Chapter 3. TiO$_2$ only and Ag/PEG/TiO$_2$ composite systems were placed in a photoelectrochemical cell with 1 M KOH, Pt counter-electrode and Hg/HgO reference electrode. The photocurrent was measured at a constant bias of 0.3 V upon illumination with a monochromatic 365 nm light source (5 mW/cm$^2$, 3 nm FWHM).

6.4 Results and Discussion

The enhancement in photocurrent (photocurrent for a composite Ag/PEG/TiO$_2$ sample divided by photocurrent for TiO$_2$ only) is shown in Figure 6.3a as a function of the thickness of the PEG spacer layer. The photocurrent enhancement varies from $\sim$2-4 times, with a maximum around 5 nm. The figure also shows that the photocurrent enhancement levels off to a constant value of $\sim$2 as the distance increases.

As discussed above, the charge transfer enhancement mechanism mentioned above requires physical contact between metal and semiconductor [10, 11, 18, 44], which is prevented by the PEG layer in this system. At short distances the enhancement is attributed to the interaction of SPR-induced enhanced electric fields with the nearby semiconductor, increasing the concentration of charge carriers within the semicon-
Figure 6.2: Characterization of the composite photocatalysts. (a) UV-visible spectra of 80-nm edge length Ag cubes, P25 TiO$_2$, N-TiO$_2$ and a composite Ag/PEG/TiO$_2$ sample with PEG thickness of ~5 nm. (b) Spacer layer thickness as a function of PEG solution applied, measured by ellipsometry. (c) Schematic illustration of the construction of a composite Ag/PEG/TiO$_2$ sample supported on a transparent conductive substrate (TCO).
ductor [12, 13, 15, 16, 19, 45]. As the distance between metal and semiconductor
increases, the spatial overlap of the semiconductor with the SPR-induced fields decreases. In the limit of large distance the enhancement is driven by the far-field scattering phenomenon, which increases the average photon pathlength and thereby increases charge carrier formation [31–33].

A key experimental signature that indicates an increase in the formation of charge carriers in the semiconductor is increased photoluminescence (PL) emission from the semiconductor [13, 29, 39]. PL emission was measured for TiO$_2$ and Ag/PEG/TiO$_2$ samples upon illumination with 365 nm photons. Figure 6.3b shows the emission enhancement as a function of the spacer thickness. Emission enhancement was defined as emission at 467 nm for Ag/PEG/TiO$_2$ divided by that of TiO$_2$ only. The figure shows that TiO$_2$-based samples exhibit emission enhancement similar to the photocurrent enhancement from Figure 6.3a. The maximum emission enhancement occurs at a distance of $\sim$3–5 nm and again converges to a constant enhancement value of $\sim$2 as distance increases.

Figure 6.3b also shows a set of PL emission enhancement measurements from N-TiO$_2$-based composites (emission at 467 nm for Ag/PEG/N-TiO$_2$ divided by that of N-TiO$_2$ only) excited at a wavelength of 400 nm. These data again show an optimal spacing of $\sim$3–5 nm, with a significantly higher maximum enhancement value compared to TiO$_2$-based composites. A different excitation wavelength was chosen for N-TiO$_2$ in order to probe changing the overlap of the excited metal plasmon states with the semiconductor absorbance (i.e. when N-TiO$_2$ was excited at 365 nm, the system performance was identical to that of Ag/TiO$_2$). We note that photocurrent for N-TiO$_2$ was not measured in Figure 6.3a because a suitable monochromatic 400 nm source was not available.
Figure 6.3: Photocurrent and photoluminescence enhancement as a function of spacer thickness. (a) Enhancement in the measured photocurrent for Ag/PEG/TiO$_2$ composite samples as a function of PEG thickness. Enhancement is calculated as the photocurrent for the composite sample divided by photocurrent for TiO$_2$ only. (b) Enhancement of photoluminescence emission for Ag/PEG/TiO$_2$ and Ag/PEG/N-TiO$_2$ composite samples as a function of PEG thickness. Enhancement is calculated as the emission for the composite sample, divided by the emission for the semiconductor-only sample (i.e. Ag/PEG/TiO$_2$ vs TiO$_2$ only and Ag/PEG/N-TiO$_2$ vs N-TiO$_2$ only). TiO$_2$ and the TiO$_2$-based composites were illuminated with 365 nm photons while N-TiO$_2$ and N-TiO$_2$-based composites were illuminated with 400 nm photons. Emission for all samples was measured at the 467-nm TiO$_2$ emission peak.
To quantitatively explain the effect of the spacer distance on the measured enhancement we must look at how the SPR-induced fields vary with distance. As discussed above, the SPR-induced EM fields are spatially non-homogeneous with maximum intensity enhancement of $\sim 1000$ times near the surface of an excited Ag cube and dropping with approximately an exponential dependence on distance away from the particle (Figure 6.1). The rate of emission ($\gamma$), or charge carrier recombination, for a system is proportional to the product of the field intensity at the emission wavelength ($|E|^2_{em}$) and field intensity at the excitation wavelength ($|E|^2_{ex}$), as shown in Equation 6.1 [29, 30, 39].

\[
(6.1) \quad \gamma \propto |E|^2_{ex} |E|^2_{em}
\]

Therefore the total field-induced enhancement in the emission rate is given by Equation 6.2:

\[
(6.2) \quad \frac{\gamma}{\gamma_0} = \left( \frac{|E|^2}{|E|^2_0} \right)_{ex} \left( \frac{|E|^2}{|E|^2_0} \right)_{em}
\]

Field enhancements at the different wavelengths are captured by the FDTD simulation of an 80 nm Ag cube; Figure 6.4a shows the simulated UV-visible extinction spectrum. The enhancement of electric field intensity at the excitation wavelengths (365 nm for TiO$_2$ and 400 nm for N-TiO$_2$) and emission wavelength (467 nm for both) are shown in Figure 6.4b as a function of distance away from the surface of the Ag cube. As previously shown in Figure 6.1, the field enhancements are highest at the Ag cube surface and decrease with distance approximately proportional to $1/distance$. However, the maximum field enhancements at these wavelengths are $\sim 5-15$, much smaller than observed in Figure 6.1. This is because the fields plotted
in Figure 6.1 are on-resonance, i.e. Figure 6.1 shows the fields at the SPR peak (434 nm), whereas the fields in Figure 6.4b are shifted from the SPR peak.

The total predicted field-induced emission enhancement as a function of distance is calculated from Equation 6.2 using the FDTD simulation results in Figure 6.4b. The results are plotted in Figure 6.5b for both Ag/TiO$_2$ ($\lambda_{ex} = 365$nm and $\lambda_{em} = 467$nm) and Ag/N-TiO$_2$ samples ($\lambda_{ex} = 400$nm and $\lambda_{em} = 467$nm). The resulting emission enhancement for N-TiO$_2$ is larger across the distance range because the field enhancement at 400 nm is larger than that at 365 nm (see Figure 6.4b). For both samples the emission enhancement is highest at the surface of the Ag structure and decreases with distance. This suggests that the plasmonic metal particles and semiconductor particles should be placed close together, in order to maximize the spatial overlap of the SPR-enhanced fields with the semiconductor.

However, as discussed above, at small distances there are competing parasitic losses of charge carriers that must be considered. The non-radiative transfer of energy from the semiconductor to the metal SPR due to dipolar coupling (the FRET process) results in a loss of charge carriers in the semiconductor, thereby decreasing the reaction rate or emission rate. The efficiency of this process ($\eta$) is described by the FRET equation given in Equation 6.3 [30, 35–37].

$$\eta = \frac{R_0^6}{R_0^6 - d^6}$$

Where $d$ is the distance between emitter (the semiconductor) and absorber (the plasmon-active metal) and $R_0$ is the Förster radius, which is defined as the distance between emitter/absorber pair that yields 50% FRET efficiency. The Förster radius can be calculated based on the system optical properties [35]. The most important factors dictating the Förster radius, and therefore the FRET efficiency, are the overlap between the emission spectrum of the emitter and the absorption spectrum.
Figure 6.4: Simulated field intensities as a function of distance from an 80-nm Ag cube. (a) Extinction spectrum calculated from FDTD simulation of an 80-nm edge length Ag cube. (b) Enhancement in electric field intensity as a function of distance from the corner of an 80-nm edge length Ag cube. Fourier transformed fields are shown at 365 nm (TiO$_2$ excitation wavelength), 400 nm (N-TiO$_2$ excitation wavelength) and 467 nm (emission wavelength for both).
Figure 6.5: FRET efficiency and total field enhancement as a function of distance. (a) Efficiency of the Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) process as a function of distance between the emitter/absorber pair, calculated from Equation 6.3. (b) (Left ordinate) Total electric field intensity enhancement as a function of distance from the cube corner. Total field enhancement is calculated as the product of the excitation field enhancement and the emission field enhancement, shown in Figure 6.4 (365 nm and 467 nm for TiO$_2$ or 400 nm and 467 nm for N-TiO$_2$). The black curve (right ordinate) shows one minus the FRET efficiency as a function of distance from the Ag cube.
of the absorber. If there is no spectral overlap between the emitter and absorber, the Förster radius is zero and therefore the FRET efficiency is zero. Stronger spectral overlap between the emitter and absorber pair leads to an increase in FRET efficiency. $R_0$ and $\eta$ also depend on the refractive index of the medium separating the emitter/absorber pair, with higher refractive indices attenuating the transfer process. Published values of the Förster radius for different emitter/absorber pairs typically range from approximately 2 to 8 nm [35]. For the present Ag/TiO$_2$ and Ag/N-TiO$_2$ systems we have estimated $R_0$ to be approximately 3 nm and we note that small changes within the typical range should not significantly alter the results.

The FRET efficiency indicates the fraction of charge carriers in the semiconductor lost via the FRET process. The fraction of photons not lost via FRET (i.e. one minus the FRET efficiency), is plotted in Figure 6.5a.

The total enhancement of PL emission is a compromise between the two phenomena discussed above. On one hand the EM field enhancement (and hence enhancement in charge carrier generation in the semiconductor) is highest very close to the plasmon-active metal particles. On the other hand the parasitic loss of charge carriers in the semiconductor due to the FRET process is also high very close to the surface of the metal. In fact, the theoretical FRET efficiency (percentage of charge carriers lost) is 100% at the interface of touching semiconductor and metal particles ($d = 0$), meaning that emission is quenched rather than enhanced regardless of the enhancement of EM field intensity [30]. In reality, because the particles have non-infinitesimal volume (as would a small molecule, for example), two touching particles may still show enhancement because there are always regions of the particles that are separated by some distance, and therefore the average FRET efficiency within the system will be less than 100%.
The total predicted emission enhancement is given by the product of the SPR-induced enhancement (Equation 6.2) and the fraction of charge carriers not lost via FRET (i.e. one minus the FRET efficiency). These individual quantities are plotted in Figure 6.5 and the resulting predicted emission enhancement is shown in Figure 6.6 for both the Ag/TiO\textsubscript{2} and Ag/N-TiO\textsubscript{2} systems. The predicted enhancements for both systems show similar results. At small d values the behavior is dominated by parasitic losses due to the high FRET efficiency, resulting in small enhancement values. At large d values (greater than $\sim$6 nm) the efficiency of the FRET process is approximately zero and the enhancement is governed by the SPR-enhanced EM fields. Both systems exhibit maximum enhancement at approximately d = 5 nm; the Ag/N-TiO\textsubscript{2} system has a higher maximum value because the SPR-induced field enhancement at the excitation wavelength (400 nm) is higher than for Ag/TiO\textsubscript{2}. The experimental measurements of emission enhancement and photocurrent enhancement (from Figure 6.3) are also plotted in Figure 6.6 and show good agreement with the model predicted enhancement values.

These conclusions have important ramifications on the design of composite metal/semiconductor photocatalysts. The SP-induced EM fields are highest at the metal particle surface, suggesting that a small metal/semiconductor separation is beneficial. However as shown above, the parasitic loss of charge carriers is very high for small separation distances. A compromise between these two phenomena is necessary in order to achieve high activity enhancement factors. This suggests that when designing such a composite system, a spacer layer around the metal nanoparticles may be necessary to prevent charge carrier quenching. However, it is important to again note here that when the metal and semiconductor particles are in direct contact, charge transfer from metal to semiconductor may occur, increasing the concentration of electrons.
Figure 6.6: Model prediction versus experimental data. Lines: enhancement model calculated as the product of the total field enhancement and one minus FRET efficiency (Figure 6.5) at an excitation wavelength of 365 nm (blue) and 400 nm (red). Square points: Experimental PL emission enhancement as a function of distance from Figure 6.3 for Ag/TiO$_2$ excited at 365 nm (blue) and Ag/N-TiO$_2$ (red) excited at 400 nm. Circles: Experimental photocurrent enhancement as a function of distance from Figure 6.3 for Ag/TiO$_2$ composite samples illuminated with a 365 nm light source.
in the semiconductor. This would increase the measured photocurrent as well as the rate of electron-driven processes (e.g. the H\textsubscript{2} evolution half-reaction). Indeed, modest increases in photocurrent and H\textsubscript{2} evolution are generally observed, even with the particles in contact. However, it is not clear that this would increase the rate of the hole-driven O\textsubscript{2} evolution half-reaction, since the potential of the holes left in the metal is likely too low to drive this reaction. For this reason, one may expect to observe decreases in the rates of hole-driven processes (O\textsubscript{2} evolution) due to parasitic losses when the particles are in direct contact, although this has yet to be demonstrated. However, we also note that there is some suggestion that the holes may have sufficient potential when localized on very small metal particles [17, 18].

### 6.5 Conclusion

In conclusion, we have demonstrated how the SPR-induced enhancement in charge carrier formation in a semiconductor, and hence the activity, is a function of the distance between metal and semiconductor particles. The model constructed here provides insight into how the nano-scale building blocks should be geometrically arranged to create the optimal plasmonic metal/semiconductor composites. The SP-induced fields are highest near the metal particle surface; however, the results presented here suggest that a spacer layer is necessary to prevent high rates of charge carrier quenching via Förster transfer. Direct charge transfer from metal to semiconductor may to some degree offset the observation of charge carrier quenching, particularly when monitoring electron-driven quantities (e.g. photocurrent).
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CHAPTER 7

Conclusions and Future Outlook

7.1 Semiconductor Photocatalysts

It has been known for several decades that certain semiconductors can absorb photons in the UV-visible portion of the electromagnetic spectrum, and use the absorbed energy to activate water, producing hydrogen and oxygen. This phenomenon, called the Fujishima-Honda effect [1], was discussed in detail in Chapter 2. While this technology has been investigated for 40 years, the process produces hydrogen at very low rates because of inherent deficiencies of the semiconductors. More recent progress has demonstrated that adding metal nanoparticles to the semiconductor can enhance the photocatalytic rates through a variety of phenomena [2–20].

7.2 Composite Plasmonic Metal/Semiconductor Photocatalysts

If the metal nanoparticles are specially tailored they can also interact with the UV-visible photons through the excitation of surface plasmons [21–24]. Very recently it was demonstrated that this interaction of photo-excited plasmonic metal nanoparticles with a semiconductor is potentially a much more powerful way to enhance the semiconductor activity [67–20]. We have demonstrated that the addition of photo-excited plasmonic metal nanoparticles can enhance the photo-activity of both TiO$_2$ and nitrogen-doped TiO$_2$ (N-TiO$_2$) as measured by the rate of the decomposition
of methylene blue (Chapter 4). We also demonstrated the design and analysis of a composite plasmonic metal/semiconductor photocatalyst (Ag/N-TiO$_2$) that exhibits enhanced rates of H$_2$ and O$_2$ evolution from water (overall water splitting) under a visible light source, compared to the rate on the N-TiO$_2$ semiconductor alone (Chapter 5) [16]. Through a series of supporting experiments, the enhancement in both reactions was ascribed to the SPR-induced spatially non-homogeneous enhancement and concentration of electric fields around the Ag nanoparticles, which then increase the rate of charge carrier formation in the semiconductor. Specifically, we presented evidence that the non-homogeneous SPR-enhanced fields enhanced charge carrier formation rate selectively near the semiconductor surface (Chapter 5).

A number of other possible mechanisms were discussed, for example the role of the far-field scattering mechanism and charge transfer at the metal/semiconductor interface. Each mechanism was seen to play a minor role in the particular systems studied; however, these alternatively mechanisms can also be the dominant effects in other systems and/or under other conditions, as discussed throughout (especially Chapter 2). Most studies—including the majority of those presented in this dissertation—have used system designed to exhibit only one dominant mechanism. This was useful, as it allowed us to separate the mechanisms and directly probe the near-field electromagnetic mechanism. However, this also means that the analysis cannot provide a direct comparison between the competing mechanisms. As such, it remains to be seen which of the enhancement mechanisms has the greatest potential to ultimately produce the best possible photocatalyst for the production of solar fuels. It will be important in the future to perform more systematic studies using systems flexible enough to permit the investigation and comparison of all the various mechanisms.
7.3 Design Criteria

To investigate the effect of the optical properties of the individual building blocks on the composite activity, we measured the photo-activity of composite photocatalysts with two different semiconductors (TiO$_2$ and N-TiO$_2$), two different plasmonic metals (Ag and Au) and different relative amounts of the building blocks (Chapter 4). This gave us several ways to change the composite optical properties and compare this to the measured rate enhancements. We showed that the optical overlap between the illumination source spectrum, semiconductor absorbance spectrum and metal nanoparticle SPR spectrum provides a useful descriptor for predicting the SPR-induced rate enhancement for composite photocatalysts of similar geometries (Chapter 4). This simple model is useful for guiding the formulation of optimal plasmonic metal/semiconductor photocatalysts, under the assumption that comparisons are made between systems of the same geometry (same arrangement of the building blocks) and where the enhancement is dominated by the near-field electromagnetic mechanism. Data presented in Chapter 5 showed that the spatial distribution of the SPR-enhanced fields was an important factor in these systems. Therefore it will be important in the future to expand this simple optical model to make it robust enough to compare systems with different geometries, as well as build in the effects of the other mechanisms that could dominate some systems.

As a start to building more robust models that incorporate the crucial importance of the spatial distribution of SPR-enhanced fields, we demonstrated how the SPR-induced enhancement in charge carrier formation in a semiconductor, and hence the activity, is a function of the distance between metal and semiconductor particles (Chapter 6). The model provides insight into how the nano-scale building blocks
should be geometrically arranged to create the optimal plasmonic metal/semiconductor composites. The SPR-induced fields are highest near the metal particle surface; however, the results presented here suggest that a spacer layer is necessary to prevent high rates of charge carrier quenching via Förster transfer. However, even this more detailed model did not allow for the direct investigation of all the possible mechanisms (all the systems had a small insulating layer, preventing the direct charge transfer mechanisms). Future work will need to build on the foundations laid here, include all the possible mechanisms discussed throughout this document, and allow for the identification and analysis of optimal composite metal/semiconductor photocatalysts.

7.4 Future Outlook

The previous chapters and the sections above, have discussed the effect of adding photo-excited plasmonic metal particles to a semiconductor, and the resulting observed enhancements in photo-activity. However, a number of practical problems still need to be addressed. This section discusses some of these issues and potential solutions that are being investigated throughout the literature in parallel with the material presented in this dissertation. The hope is that combing the enhancement effects due to plasmonic nanoparticles with some of the other activity-enhancing strategies discussed below, the result will be photocatalysts with even higher activities, with the ultimate goal being the realization of highly efficient, cost effective systems for the production of solar fuels.

7.4.1 Efficiency

One of the main issues plaguing the use of photocatalysts in general is that of the overall efficiency of transforming solar energy into useful chemicals and fuels. While
the total energy provided by the sun globally (average rate of $\sim 120,000$ TW [25, 26]) is massive, on a per surface area basis, the solar flux is actually quite diffuse. For example, in Michigan the solar flux during sunlight hours is on the order of 100 mW/cm$^2$, which means that approximately $10^{17}$ solar photons impinge on a surface area of 1 cm$^2$ each second. The result is that for a theoretical two-dimensional semiconductor surface only $\sim 100$ solar photons collide with one surface atomic site (typical area of 10 Å$^2$) each second. This photo-impingement rate sets an upper bound on the maximum possible rate of photo-catalytic transformations. In order to produce solar fuels at high rates, while minimizing the required land area (more on this below), photocatalysts must be optimized to achieve high efficiencies at channeling the energy of these incident photons into useful chemical transformations.

There are a number of different metrics by which to measure photocatalyst efficiency. We will discuss these quantities below with respect to the overall water splitting reaction; however, they can easily be adapted to measure the efficiency of any photo-process. The best measure is the amount of chemical energy produced in the form of H$_2$ and O$_2$ produced divided by the total amount of energy input (energy of illumination and external potential bias). This quantity is referred to as the power conversion efficiency, or simply conversion efficiency. The energy of the H$_2$ and O$_2$ produced is given by the standard Gibbs free energy of the water splitting reaction ($\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{H}_2 + 1/2\text{O}_2$), $\Delta G^0 = 273.2 \text{kJmol}^{-1}$ (per mole of H$_2$O). The rate of chemical energy production is then given by multiplying $\Delta G^0$ by the rate at which H$_2$O is converted to H$_2$ and O$_2$. In a photoelectrochemical (PEC) cell it is common to measure the photocurrent, which is proportional to the water splitting rate, rather than directly measuring the rate of H$_2$ and O$_2$ production. In this case, the resulting equation to calculate the rate of chemical energy production, $\dot{E}$, is given by Equation
7.1 [27].

\[
\dot{E} = \frac{\Delta G^0}{zF} I
\]

Where \( z \) is the number of electrons transferred per H\(_2\)O molecule \((z = 2)\), \( F \) is the Faraday constant and \( I \) is the photocurrent. The quantity \( \Delta G^0 \) divided by twice the Faraday constant is 1.23 V, the standard potential of the water splitting reaction. Using the photocurrent in lieu of the actual H\(_2\) production rate assumes that every electron transferred through the external circuit (i.e. the photocurrent) goes to forming H\(_2\). This is generally a reasonable assumption, but using the measured H\(_2\) production rate (when available) would be more accurate. If we take into account the amount of applied external potential bias \((U_{appl})\), as discussed in Chapter 2, the power conversion efficiency \((\eta)\) then is given by Equation 7.2 [27].

\[
\eta = \frac{I}{P} (1.23V - U_{appl})
\]

Where \( P \) is the total power of the photon flux delivered to the photocatalyst surface.

Other common measures of efficiency are incident photon conversion efficiency (IPCE), sometimes referred to as external quantum yield, and absorbed photon conversion efficiency (APCE), sometimes called internal quantum yield. IPCE is simply defined as the number of electrons produced divided by the number of photons striking the sample, whereas APCE is the number of electrons normalized by the number of photons absorbed by the sample. Equations 7.3 and 7.4 define IPCE and APCE for a monochromatic source.

\[
\text{IPCE} = \frac{hcI}{\epsilon_0 \lambda P}
\]

\[
\text{APCE} = \frac{hcI}{\epsilon_0 \lambda PA}
\]

Where \( h \) is the Planck constant, \( c \) is the speed of light, \( \epsilon_0 \) is the fundamental charge of an electron and \( A \) is the fraction of photons of wavelength \( \lambda \) absorbed.
by the photocatalyst (measured by an appropriate optical spectroscopy method, see Chapter 3). Note that APCE will never exceed IPCE since $A$ cannot exceed 1. The quantities are often similar in many photocatalytic systems because the photo-electrodes are relatively thick and nearly all photons with energy exceeding the band gap are absorbed. Because of these definitions, it is common to see these quantities used for experiments employing a monochromatic light source (e.g. action spectra). When analyzing a broadband source, particularly a standardized sunlight source such as AM1.5, it is common to use conversion efficiency. Unfortunately, the number of different metrics available in conjunction with the non-standardized set of illumination sources makes it very difficult to directly compare figures from literature. Ultimately the figure of merit is how much hydrogen can be produced from sunlight using an apparatus covering a given land area. But other efficiency metrics are common and indeed useful on the lab scale. Many studies attempt to present the results as we have done throughout this document: in comparison to some baseline figure, i.e. it is useful to show the enhancement of the rate due to some modification of the catalyst, rather than simply the absolute rate. Ultimately, when studies attempt to set some record for the highest absolute efficiency or water splitting rate, the experiments should be performed with solar illumination in order to facilitate comparison across studies.

For these reasons, one must be careful when comparing conversion efficiency values for different sources. For example, to our knowledge the highest reported conversion efficiency in literature is 16.25% for a TiO$_2$ nanotube array with external bias [28]. However, these experiments used a light source with wavelengths of 320–400 nm; had they used sunlight the conversion efficiency would be much lower because visible light ($\sim$95% of sunlight) cannot be absorbed by TiO$_2$. In fact, un-doped anatase TiO$_2$
is limited to an absolute maximum solar conversion efficiency of \( \sim 5\% \) because of this reason. One approach to surmount this problem is to add dopants, as discussed throughout this document, and doing so extends the absorption of TiO\(_2\) into the visible region of the spectrum. However, this is accompanied by a decrease in the UV-light absorbance and very high levels of dopants may not be stable over time.

Another method to increase the efficiency of a semiconductor is to improve the microstructure. Photocatalyst films constructed of nanoparticles, as used in the experiments throughout this dissertation, exhibit very low efficiencies [27]. This is illustrated in Figure 7.1, which shows the internal quantum yield values (APCE) as a function of wavelength for the water splitting experiments in Chapter 5. The low efficiency for nanoparticle photocatalysts is due primarily to poor electron transport; essentially, electrons must hop from particle to particle through the film before they can reach the current collector and be conducted around the external circuit [27, 29]. One method to address this problem is the use of mesoporous semiconductor films, which provide a semi-continuous path for electron transport to the current collector, which still maintaining porosity and reasonable microscopic surface area. Figure 7.2 shows measured photocurrent, APCE and IPCE for a mesoporous TiO\(_2\) film under illumination with a monochromatic 365-nm light source (\( \sim 5 \) mW/cm\(^2\)). Comparison with Figure 7.1 shows that the efficiency is increased by approximately 10-fold (the total weight of TiO\(_2\) is the same in both cases); this efficiency increase has also been reported in the literature [27]. Figure 7.2 also shows that addition of photo-excited Ag nanocubes (100 nm edge length) enhances the generation of photocurrent by a factor of 3–4, consistent with the results presented in Chapter 5. Another route that uses the same concept is the use of quasi-one-dimensional morphologies such as nanotubes [28, 30–40]. These structures improve efficiency even more because the
electron transport is even greater down the length of the tube, while the distance holes must travel to reach the semiconductor/liquid interface is very small (the upper limit is half of the tube wall thickness). These geometries may be even more favorable structures for the addition of plasmonic metal nanoparticles, which could be loaded into the tubes, but this has yet to be demonstrated.

Another route to improved efficiencies, of course, is the use of different semiconductors. There are many attributes that must be optimized (band positions, charge carrier mobility, stability, etc.). These were discussed in some detail in Chapter 2 so we will not repeat the entire list here. Suffice it to say that many advances with semiconductor materials have been made recently, which address some of the problems discussed throughout this thesis, but no perfect water splitting photocatalyst has been found. A variety of materials have shown promise, including GaAs [41], GaN [30] and Si/Mo C [42]; however, all of these materials still have problems precluding wide-spread use (mostly long-term stability and relatively low natural abundance and therefore higher cost). Hematite phase FeO has some favorable properties over TiO as a semiconductor photocatalyst (mostly the narrower band gap) while still being very abundant and inexpensive. While hematite has many faults (as discussed in Chapter 2), some progress has been made recently mostly by improving the microstructure and by adding dopants to improve the charge mobility [18, 43–50]. Even still, hematite exhibits relatively low maximum solar conversion efficiencies because of its high charge carrier recombination rate and low absorbance efficiency due to the indirect band gap. Whatever materials end up being used, we have every reason to believe that the addition of plasmonic nanoparticles, when correctly optimized, should continue to enhance the semiconductor activity.
Figure 7.1: Absorbed photon conversion efficiency (APCE) as a function of wavelength for water splitting photo-electrodes from Chapter 5. APCE was calculated from Equation 7.4 for N-TiO$_2$ only, Ag only, Au/N-TiO$_2$ composite and Ag/N-TiO$_2$ composite samples.
Figure 7.2: Performance of meso-porous TiO$_2$ with and without addition of Ag nanocubes under UV light (365 nm). Photocurrent is plotted on the left axis, while APCE and IPCE are both plotted on the right axis.
7.4.2 Stability of Metal Nanoparticles

We discussed above (and in Chapter 2) that stability is a key factor to consider when investigating potential semiconductor photocatalyst. However, stability of the metal nanoparticles in a metal/semiconductor photocatalyst is also an important consideration. The metal nanoparticles must be stable under illumination in water, which is true of Ag and Au, but would certainly be a concern if Cu nanoparticles were used. Furthermore, although Ag is generally stable in water, at electric potentials in the range of interested for water splitting, there are several Ag oxidation reactions that are potentially relevant [51, 52]. While formation of small amounts of surface oxides is not expected to significantly affect the plasmon resonance of Ag particles [53], over time large-scale oxidation formation or even dissolution of Ag ions into solution could be a worry.

To prevent large-scale oxidation and also to prevent the deleterious quenching effects discussed in Chapter 6, it is desired to coat the plasmonic nanoparticles with an inert, electrically insulating shell. The shell must be transparent to the source illumination in order to allow the excitation of the metal SPR. This was accomplished in the studies within this dissertation by coating the metal particles with organic polymers—polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) or polyethylene glycol (PEG). While this works on the lab time scale for a period of several hours, it is clear that organic molecules cannot be used over long periods of time. The polymers are both reasonably soluble in water, which means they will leach off into solution. Furthermore, as discussed in Chapters 2 and 4, semiconductor photocatalysts can catalyze the decomposition of many organic compounds and because of this, over the course several hours TiO$_2$ can facilitate the oxidation of PVP (and most likely PEG also) [10, 53].

A better route is to cap the metal nanoparticles with an inorganic shell, such as
SiO$_2$. Several excellent methods exist to synthesize spherical Ag nanoparticles with SiO$_2$ shells and the application of these core-shell structures has been demonstrated in the literature with varying levels of success [9, 14, 54]. However, as discussed in Chapter 4 and elsewhere [10], cubic Ag nanoparticles are more desirable than spheres and currently it is not clear how to synthesize core-shell particles with cubic geometry. Our initial attempts at this synthesis have been unsuccessful and have also demonstrated that the addition of SiO$_2$ to a TiO$_2$ film can dramatically decrease photo-activity under some conditions. In the long run, if the cubic core-shell synthesis cannot be achieved, it may be better to use Ag spheres, sacrificing some initial performance for greater long-term stability.

7.4.3 Large-Scale Design and Implementation

Even if the material design, synthesis and optimization problems discussed above and in previous chapters can be solved, there are still several questions to be answered regarding the large-scale production of solar fuels from water splitting, regardless of the specific photocatalyst materials used. While these broad issues are outside the technical scope of this dissertation, they do warrant some discussion, as these issues are important justifications for the importance placed on the scientific pursuit of high efficiency water splitting photocatalysts.

One of the primary concerns for solar water splitting, and indeed all solar technologies, is the land area required for mass implementation. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the total average rate at which energy is supplied from the sun to Earth’s surface is approximately 120,000 TW [25, 26]. If we assume a large-scale water splitting implementation could achieve 10% total efficiency of solar energy (not unreasonable based on the current state-of-the-art), this means we have a total of 12,000 TW of realizable solar energy if we were to cover the entire surface area of the Earth (in-
cluding water). Since each mole of H\textsubscript{2} produced from water requires 273 kJ (\(\Delta G\) of the water splitting reaction, H\textsubscript{2}O \(\rightarrow\) H\textsubscript{2} + 1/2O\textsubscript{2}), this yields a maximum average H\textsubscript{2} production capacity of 8.8610\textsuperscript{7} kg of H\textsubscript{2} each second if we cover the entire Earth’s surface area. Obviously it is not possible to cover the entire Earth’s surface with photo-reactors, but luckily we do not need to produce this much hydrogen either. In 2009 the total global consumption of petroleum was 85.3 million barrels per day [25]. From each 42-gallon barrel of crude oil, \(~\sim 19\) gallons of gasoline and \(~\sim 10\) gallons of diesel fuel were produced [25]. Taking into account the gallons of gasoline equivalent (GGE) rating of diesel and hydrogen, on an energy basis this is equivalent to an average worldwide consumption rate of 29,900 kg of hydrogen every second for transportation fuel. Taking the ratio of this required hydrogen rate to the maximum global solar hydrogen production capacity (assuming 10% efficiency), this means that we must cover 0.034% of the Earth’s total surface area (0.12% of the land area), or approximately 172,000 square kilometers.* The is an enormous area to be sure, but to put it in perspective, the area of Michigan’s lower peninsula is approximately 167,000 square kilometers. Even more surprising is that the estimated area of all paved surfaces (roads, parking lots and structures, etc.) in the United States is approximately 160,000 square kilometers [55]! To think that paving of this surface area was initiated only within the last 100 years, and that it is continuously re-paved, gives some hope for the utilization of solar energy to meet national and global fuel demands (see Figure 7.3 for a summary of these land area comparisons). Land is not the only required resource; production of H\textsubscript{2} on this scale requires a massive input of water. The water is regenerated when the H\textsubscript{2} is combusted or used in a fuel cell, so in a sense it is recyclable. However, the H\textsubscript{2} production infrastructure

*Note that this analysis was based only on global consumption of gasoline and diesel. Transportation fuels account for approximately 25% of global energy usage so the minimum required area (at 10% solar conversion efficiency) to meet total global energy demands would be approximately 700,000 square km.
would require a huge initial charge of water, and it remains to be seen how drastic changes to the global water cycle would affect climates and ecosystems. Although, it is not clear how pure the water would need to be for long-term operation, but it may be possible to satisfy some or all of the water demand using seawater.

We also note that this analysis is not specialized to water splitting technologies—all we have assumed is that 10% solar conversion efficiency can be realized. There are a large number of possible solar technologies that could potential reach this efficiency number on a reasonably large scale, for example, photocatalytic water splitting, photothermal processes, photovoltaic processes, etc. It remains to be seen which process will be the most efficient and economical, particularly at the massive scales required. Most likely, for the near future at least, we will have to pursue a mixture of all these different technologies.

Another economic concern is the direct monetary cost of the photocatalytic systems. For this reason, as stressed throughout several previous chapters, it is important that the selected semiconductor materials are inexpensive, which requires a high natural abundance or facile, scalable synthesis from materials with high natural abundance. The materials used on the lab scale are, by and large, highly abundant in nature and very inexpensive (e.g. semiconductors such as TiO$_2$ or Fe$_2$O$_3$). The notable exception to this is the counter-electrode used in the PEC cell, which is typically constructed of Pt. Because the hydrogen evolution half-reaction on Pt is very rapid, compared to oxygen evolution at a semiconductor photo-electrode, the Pt counter-electrode does not need to have a large area. However, high conductivity is required, and even a thin coating on an inert substrate is expensive. Luckily, there has been recent progress in the development of electrodes for the hydrogen evolution reaction. Most interesting of these are photo-cathodes, constructed of p-type semiconductors
Figure 7.3: Estimated land area requirements for solar production of global energy demands. As discussed in the text, the analysis is performed on the basis of total energy requirements (i.e. rather than estimating production of gasoline and diesel fuel from solar energy, the analysis estimates requirements for the production of H\textsubscript{2} of equivalent energy). The bar for Michigan presents areas for the Upper (lighter blue) and Lower Peninsulas (darker blue).
such as Si, which can be used in tandem with n-type photo-anodes [35, 42]. This has the benefit of increasing the amount of light utilization, by using two different semiconductors that can absorb different wavelengths, as well as replacing expensive Pt electrodes with Si, which is abundant and inexpensive by comparison.

These economic requirements, of course, are also true of other solar energy technologies. In an attempt to develop a metric for comparing hydrogen production technologies, one group formulated an “overall figure of merit”, based on the amount of CO$_2$ emission produced by a technology, the area required to produce a given amount of energy and the cost of producing a given amount of hydrogen (on the scale of 150 metric tons per day) including capital investment and operating costs [56]. The conclusion of the study was that of the renewable technologies investigated, H$_2$ production via photocatalytic water splitting and via photovoltaic electrolysis were indistinguishable by their figure of merit, and both were far more favorable than H$_2$ production via other renewable routes. While the photovoltaic route required slightly less land area and produced slightly less CO$_2$, the resulting capital and operating costs were significantly lower for photocatalysts water splitting [56]. While the cost analysis for some of the systems, especially photocatalytic water splitting, was a coarse estimate, the authors pointed out that many of the systems share similar requirements, such as electrical systems, pumping and fluid handling systems, etc. The major differences come in the materials with which the photons directly interact. The semiconductors for photovoltaics and photocatalysts are relatively inexpensive, while other technologies such as photothermal applications suffer from the requirement of very large concentrating mirrors, which are very expensive in comparison.
7.5 Conclusion

Photocatalytic conversion of water to hydrogen and oxygen is a potentially promising avenue to the future production of fuels from abundant solar energy. It has been known for several decades that some semiconductors can absorb solar photons and use the absorbed energy to produce hydrogen and oxygen from water. However, the process typically produces hydrogen at very low rates because of inherent deficiencies of the semiconductors. We have demonstrated that the addition of photo-excited plasmonic metal nanoparticles can enhance the photo-activity of semiconductors. Through a series of supporting experiments, the enhancement in both reactions was ascribed to the SPR-induced spatially non-homogeneous enhancement and concentration of electric fields around the Ag nanoparticles, which then increase the rate of charge carrier formation in the semiconductor, specifically near the semiconductor surface.

In the studies presented in this dissertation, we have investigated photocatalysts based on P25 TiO$_2$ particles because this material is so well studied and characterized that it is the de facto standard for comparison, even though its efficiency is not state-of-the-art. In the end, whatever semiconductor material(s) turn out to be the most promising, there is every reason to expect that the approach we have presented herein will translate to those materials. In the previous chapters we have illustrated the concept of composite plasmonic metal/semiconductor photocatalysts and investigated several relevant underlying mechanisms (especially the near-field electromagnetic enhancement mechanism).

We have also provided a framework to identify and predict the optimal construction of composites based on the optical properties of the constituent building blocks.
Our ever-improving understanding of the controlled synthesis of metal nanoparticles, coupled with the guiding predictive abilities of optical simulations, allows us to identify and synthesize plasmonic metal nanoparticles to maximize interaction with any semiconductor under solar illumination (Chapter 4). The importance of the spatial distribution of SPR-induced electric field enhancement was demonstrated. It is well known that the area between photo-excited plasmonic nanoparticles can display electric fields that are orders of magnitude higher than the fields around a single particle. This emphasizes the importance that controlling the geometric placement of the building blocks will have on the continued improvement of the particular class of composite photocatalysts. The so-called hot spots between plasmonic nanoparticles where electric fields can be enhanced by factors up to $10^6$ may hold the key to designing highly efficient composite metal/semiconductor photocatalysts.
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